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Abstract
M Dwarfs are becoming increasingly important in the investigation of magnetic fields. These low
mass stars span a range of masses that coincide with a change in the internal structure from partly
convective to fully convective. Despite this, these stars remain extremely magnetically active and
exhibit strong, stable magnetic fields. Reconstructed maps of the radial magnetic field component
at the stellar surface can be produced through Zeeman-Doppler Imaging (ZDI). In this thesis I
extrapolate the 3D coronal magnetic field from the reconstructed magnetic maps and investigate
the change in the coronal structure across the fully-convective boundary, for a sample of early-
to late-M dwarfs. ZDI has the ability to map surface magnetic fields but only the net large-scale
field is detected. I create synthesised maps to model the hidden magnetic field not detected by
ZDI and examine the effect this small-scale field has on coronal properties. I find that the dipole
component of the magnetic field is prominent on each star and influences the large-scale structure
but that the high multipoles cannot be ignored when modelling the open flux bearing the stellar
wind. This open flux is responsible for angular momentum loss and the spin down time of the
star and I find that the magnitude of the predicted open flux increases with decreasing mass. I
examine the X-ray emission measure and reproduce the observed trend of a rise, a saturation and
a further decline of the X-ray luminosity with Rossby number. I find that when the synthesised
small-scale field is scaled with respect to the large-scale field the X-ray activity-rotation relation
is unaffected by the increased surface flux. I also find that the magnetic field structure is not
significantly affected by the addition of a carpet of small-scale field. As such the spin-down times
and angular momentum loss due to the open flux are also unaffected. For a small sub-section of the
stellar sample, I investigate the impact of forcing the magnetic field geometries towards symmetric
and anti-symmetric configurations about the equator. I find that these assumptions have only a
small effect on coronal properties. At spectral type M7, a deviation from the well-established
LX-LR relation occurs in the radio band. I adopt the theory behind Earth’s auroral kilometric
radiation to demonstrate that the electron cyclotron maser instability, a plausible explanation for
radio emission, is able to form within the corona, close to the stellar surface. I also find that the
light curve of this radio emission is highly dependent on the magnetic field structure and stellar
inclination.
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1
Introduction
1.1 Low-mass Stars
In recent years, a large number of low-mass stars and ultra-cool dwarfs (UCDs; late-M, L, and T-
type stars) have been discovered in our Galaxy thanks to sky surveys such as 2MASS (Two Micron
All Sky Survey) and SDSS (Sloan Digital Sky Survey). Embodying the spectral range K, M, L and
T, low-mass stars encompass the majority of stellar components in the Galaxy. Study of these stars
is limited due to their faintness and in the past it was presumed that M dwarfs were unlikely to
host detectable habitable planets. More recently however, the advantages of searching for habitable
planets around M dwarfs has been recognised. For example, the habitable zone is closer; it is easier
to find planets closer to their parent star by radial velocity searches; and the ratio of radii of star
and planet is smaller, hence it is easier to detect transits. Furthermore, not only could investigation
of these stars bridge the gap between solar-type stars and gas-giant planets but they also may help
to give an important insight into the structure and evolution of magnetic fields within stars. As yet,
we still do not completely understand how the stellar magnetic field, or solar magnetic field for that
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matter, is generated and sustained. The investigation of the response of the dynamo in non-solar
regimes e.g. faster rotators, deeper convective zones, can give new insights into dynamo processes.
Cool low-mass stars are particularly interesting as below 0.35M (Chabrier & Baraffe 1997) they
are fully convective and so do not possess the interface layer thought to be the site for amplification
of the magnetic field in the Sun. Despite their cool effective temperatures, neutral photospheres
and lack of interface layer, low-mass stars have strong magnetic dynamos that power both X-
ray and radio emission, as well as intense stellar flares, all of which may significantly affect the
habitability of any orbiting planetary system. Theoretical models (e.g. Durney et al. 1993a, Dobler
et al. 2006, Browning 2008), and observations of the large-scale magnetic fields on these stars
remain limited at best. However, recent improvements in imaging capabilities have allowed us
to recover information on the distribution of the large-scale surface magnetic fields of cool active
stars (Donati et al. 2003). Although stellar magnetic activity has been observed for many years, the
exact mechanisms influencing the activity on low-mass stars are still not well-understood. With
major developments in observational techniques, for example, more sensitive telescopes; extended
periods of survey-time; and larger super-computers, it could be possible for advancements in the
theoretical understanding of the magnetic dynamo within these stars. Accurate modelling for the
interior of these stars could also be achieved, potentially revealing information about the change
of internal structure at the base of the Main Sequence.
1.2 Magnetic Fields
Magnetic fields are important throughout the life cycle of a star. Initially, magnetic fields may reg-
ulate the collapse of interstellar clouds into protostars. A strong magnetic field may affect the mass
of the forming star by channelling the inflow of material from only specific directions. Circumstel-
lar disk material flows along magnetic field lines, either accreting onto the star or flowing rapidly
out along the rotation axis. These processes are possibly influenced by the turbulent viscosity
(Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) of the accreting disc which in turn may be driven by the magneto-
rotational instability (MRI) (Balbus & Hawley 1991). Angular momentum may be carried away
from the star either by magnetic braking, where a rotating molecular disk will distort the magnetic
field that threads it and create a transfer of angular momentum; or through a centrifugally driven
wind (CDW). The loss of angular momentum through the stellar winds, slows the rotation of the
star at a rate that depends on the structure and strength of the stellar magnetic field (e.g., Koenigl
1991, Collier Cameron & Campbell 1993). During these processes the structure of the magnetic
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field is as important as the strength at influencing the inflow and outflow of material (e.g., Long
et al. 2005, Gregory et al. 2006; 2008). On the Sun the global magnetic field is relatively weak,
about 10G (1mT), in comparison to some of the average large-scale fields detected on other mag-
netically active stars e.g., the K0 dwarf, AB Dor (1.3kG); the M4 dwarf, V374 Peg (0.8kG); and
the M6 dwarf WX Uma (>3.0kG) .
The presence of a magnetic field on the Sun had long been contemplated due to the fact that the
spectrum of sunspots differs from that of the ordinary quiet sun. The first direct observation of the
solar magnetic field came from Hale (1908) who detected Zeeman splitting (see Section (1.2.1))
in the spectral lines of sunspots consistent with a 3kG magnetic field. Hale later attempted (Hale
1913) and finally succeeded (Hale et al. 1918) in proving the existence of a global magnetic field
over the entire solar surface; however, he notes that ‘...the underlying causes of the Sun’s general
magnetic field remain obscure’. The first detection of a magnetic field on a star other than the Sun
was made only 30 years later by Babcock (1947) who observed displacement of absorption lines
due to Zeeman splitting and inferred a polar magnetic field of 1500G (stellar inclination i = 26◦,
magnetic axis β = 125◦) on the chemically peculiar Ap star 78 Vir.
The location where the magnetic field is generated and amplified, and on which physical pro-
cesses e.g., differential rotation, meridional circulation, etc., the magnetic cycle depends (Char-
bonneau 2005), is still a much debated issue. Larmor (1919) first hypothesised that the Sun’s
magnetic field is induced by the motion of conductive plasma inside a star, emphasising the im-
portance of shear (the Ω effect) for generating strong toroidal fields. Cyclonic convection (the
α effect) was then proposed by Parker (1955) to complete the picture for the generation of a
large-scale magnetic field. This process is known as the αΩ dynamo. The theory has since been
improved (e.g., Babcock 1961, Leighton 1969) and our current understanding is as follows: for
main sequence solar-type stars that have a radiative core surrounded by a electrically conducting
convective envelope, the magnetic field is produced through dynamo action that takes place in a
thin interface layer at the base of the convective zone, where angular momentum gradients are
supposedly largest. This interface layer, known as the tachocline, was discovered during investi-
gations of the internal differential rotation of the Sun through helioseismology and is now thought
to be the site where amplification of the magnetic field takes place (Spiegel & Zahn 1992). For
solar type stars it is thought that the strong toroidal field at the base of the convective zone is
formed as a result of the evolution of a weak poloidal field, where the field is wound round the star
by differential rotation. Once the toroidal field has grown unstable, a weak poloidal field, with a
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polarity opposite to that of the initial field, is then restored through cyclonic turbulence.
The relative size of the radiative core is dependent on stellar mass which, in turn, is depen-
dent on the effective temperature of the star. For early-M dwarfs, the size of the radiative core
drops with decreasing temperature. At spectral type M4 (M ≈ 0.35M), the stars are fully convec-
tive (e.g. Chabrier & Baraffe 1997). Some observations suggest that surface differential rotation
vanishes with increasing convective depth and as such cool low-mass stars rotate almost as rigid
bodies (Barnes et al. 2005, Küker & Rüdiger 2005); yet they are very active, showing signs of
X-ray emission (e.g. Delfosse et al. 1998), radio emission (e.g. McLean et al. 2011), and are
strongly magnetic (Saar & Linsky 1985, Johns-Krull & Valenti 1996, Reiners & Basri 2007, Do-
nati et al. 2008, Morin et al. 2008; 2010)). The fact that these stars remain active suggests that
the development of a radiative core is not key in driving a large-scale magnetic field. Many semi-
analytical approaches and MHD simulations have been developed to try and explain the presence
of strong magnetic activity in the absence of a tachocline. Non-solar dynamo mechanisms in
which differential rotation plays only a minor part (Durney et al. 1993b), while cyclonic convec-
tion and turbulence are the major contributors, have been proposed. However, while theoretical
models indicate that fully-convective stars which rotate as solid bodies should generate purely
non-axisymmetric large-scale magnetic fields (Küker & Rüdiger 2005, Chabrier & Küker 2006),
spectropolarimetric data of the rapidly rotating M4 dwarf V374 Peg (GJ 4247) (Donati et al. 2006)
shows this star to host a strong mostly axisymmetric poloidal field, despite rotating almost rigidly.
1.2.1 The Zeeman Effect
Stellar magnetic fields can be mapped by Zeeman Doppler Imaging (ZDI): a spectropolarimetric
technique that uses the principle of maximum entropy image reconstruction to create magnetic
field geometries as solutions, or fits, to Stokes profiles (See Section (1.3)). ZDI makes use of the
Zeeman Effect i.e., splitting of energy levels in an atom, or molecule due to the presence of a
magnetic field.
Say, for instance, a magnetic field B is applied in the z-direction (Fig. (1.1)). The splitting of
energy levels occurs due to the interaction between the magnetic moment µ1, of the atom and the
magnetic field Bz. This shifts the energy of the atomic levels by an amount
1The magnetic moment is the product of current and area enclosed by a particle undergoing gyro motion
µ = IA =
q
τorbit
pir2L =
qνperp
2pirL
pir2L =
qν⊥
2
rL =
qν⊥
2
mν⊥
qB
=
mν2⊥
2B
(1.1)
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Figure 1.1: Reproduced from Morin (2010). In the presence of a magnetic field, in this case,
applied in the z-direction, the spectral lines of an atom or molecule split into various energy levels,
each corresponding to a different energy value, to create a Zeeman multiplet. In the diagram above,
a Zeeman triplet is formed: pi lines correspond to ∆m = 0 and are linearly polarised, when viewed
perpendicular to the magnetic field; σ lines correspond to ∆m = +1 (σa) and ∆m = -1 (σb), and
are right-hand or left-hand circularly polarised, when viewed parallel to the magnetic field.
∆E = −µBz , (1.2)
where the energy shifts depend on the orientation of the magnetic moment to the magnetic field.
For an electron travelling in a circular orbit in a plane perpendicular to the z axis, we must
consider its orbital angular momentum l and magnetic moment µl,z related by,
µl,z =
e
2mo
lz, (1.3)
where l is the orbital angular momentum quantum number, e is the electric charge of an electron,
m is the mass, the direction of the orbital angular momentum vector lz = ~mlz , and
2 mlz = ± 1. We
must also consider the electron spin angular momentum, s, that has a magnetic moment µs,z
µs,z = g
e
2mo
sz, (1.4)
where the electron-spin g-factor, g = 2.00233, sz = ~msz , and msz = ± 12 . If the electron has both
2We assume no monopoles i.e. l , 0.
3For orbital angular momentum g=1 and therefore neglected from Eqn. (1.3)
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orbital angular momentum and spin angular momentum4, we can combine these and represent
them as J, the total angular momentum. The magnetic moment of J can be written as
µJ,z = gL
e
2mo
Jz, (1.5)
where g is the Landé g-factor with value gL = 1 +
J(J+1)+S (S +1)−L(L+1)
2J(J+1) .
Taking the above into consideration, the Zeeman splitting (in the z-direction) is then given by
∆E = −gL e2mo JzB, (1.6)
and given that total angular momentum is quantised according to Jz = mJ~, where mJ = 0,1, 2 etc,
the Zeeman splitting can be written as,
∆E = −gLµBmJ B, (1.7)
where µB is the Bohr magneton5 i.e.,
µB =
e~
2mo
. (1.8)
When an electron makes a transition from an excited state to ground state, it emits a single
photon which carries away an angular momentum of ~. Therefore, transitions can only occur if
certain selection rules are obeyed, for example, Jz only differs by 0 or ± 1 ~; or ∆m = mJFinal -
mJInitial = 0, ± 1. If the transition is between levels with the same mJ , then the photon’s energy is
unshifted by the magnetic field. If, however, the change in mJ = ± 1 then the photon’s energy is
changed by
∆hν = (gLF mJF − gLI mLI )µBB
= geffµBB
(1.9)
4For an atom with 2 valence electrons, we have to consider the total spin angular momentum S and the total orbital an-
gular momentum L. Due to the mutual electrical repulsion of the 2 valence electrons, they do not move independently.
5The Bohr magneton is a physical constant expressing the magnitude of the electron magnetic dipole moment for an
electron with an orbital angular momentum of one ~ i.e. in the ground state
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Figure 1.2: Zeeman lines produced by the Zeeman Effect. When an electron makes a transition
from an excited state to ground level, it emits a photon which carries away angular momentum
~. Transitions can only occur if ∆mJ = 0, ± 1. If ∆mJ = 0 then the photon’s energy is unshifted
by the magnetic field and labeled a φ line. If ∆mJ = ± 1, then the change in photon energy is
∆hν = (gLF mJF − gLI mLI )µBB where ∆m = ± 1 are labeled σ lines and are circularly polarised
when viewed along the direction of the magnetic field. If gLF = gLI , the original spectral line,
where B = 0, will be split into a multiplet, each line corresponding to a different energy value.
Source (adapted from) : http://labs.physics.berkeley.edu/mediawiki/images/d/d0/Atm1image003.gif
or,
|∆λ| = geff λ
2
nc
µBB
= 4.67 × 10−8geffλ2B
(1.10)
where ν is the frequency of the photon, geff is the effective g-factor, mJI represents the value for the
total angular momentum of the initial state, mJF represents the final state of J, λ is the wavelength
[nm]6, with the field strength B [T] .
If gLF = gLI there will be a 3-line pattern i.e. a Zeeman triplet, and if gLF , gLI then the
original spectral line may be split further i.e. a Zeeman multiplet (Fig. (1.2)). Photons emitted in
a transition where ∆m = ± 1 are labeled σ lines and are circularly polarised when viewed along
the magnetic field. Photons emitted when ∆m = 0 are labeled pi lines and are plane, or linearly,
6using λν = c, |∆λ| = ( c
λ2
)−1∆ν
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polarised with the direction of travel parallel to the field (Fig. (1.1)). This linear and circular
polarisation is used to reconstruct stellar magnetic topology.
1.2.2 The Stokes Vectors
The Stokes components describe polarisation states in terms of total intensity (I) and the fractional
degree of polarisation i.e., linearly (Q and U) and circularly (V) polarised. They are related by
intensity and polarisation of light i.e.,
S 0 = I
S 1 = pI cos 2φ cos 2θ ≡ Q
S 2 = pI sin 2φ cos 2θ ≡ U
S 3 = pI sin 2θ ≡ V,
(1.11)
where pI, 2θ, 2φ are the spherical coordinates of the three dimensional vector of cartesian co-
ordinates (S 1, S 2, S 3), I is the total intensity of light and p is the degree of polarisation. For
non-coherent beam radiation, the Stokes parameters are defined as averaged quantities, and Q2
+ U2 + V2 ≤ I2. Fig. (1.3) shows examples of the Stokes parameters in degenerate states i.e.,
linearly and circularly polarised, and how they are calculated from the polarised light.
Stokes vectors are useful in astronomy as perpendicular circular and linear polarisation states
can be measured with relatively straightforward instrumentation. To measure magnetic fields and
their geometries in stars that are spatially entirely unresolved is an extremely difficult task. In
principle, all 4 Stokes components give the best chance of obtaining the magnetic topology of a
star (e.g., Piskunov & Kochukhov 2002). However, this can be difficult to achieve observationally
for a variety of reasons. When considering faint stars the linear polarisation is typically very
small and if magnetic fields are to be detected in all four Stokes parameters, extremely high data
quality is required. The visible surface of a star is not a flat disk but one half of a sphere and even
the model case of a completely radial non-potential field, has vector components that would be
observed under viewing angles between 0◦ and 90◦. On a real spherical star cancellation effects
will not be so obvious as some net flux still remains. This is even more important in the case of
rotating stars where opposite polarisation of magnetic regions with different local radial velocities
would not lead to complete flux cancellation. In Stokes Q and U, regions with magnetic field
8
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Figure 1.3: Reproduced from Morin (2010). The Stokes parameters and how they are measured,
where for incoherent radiation Q2 + U2 + V2 ≤ I2. Q and U represent linearly polarised light and
V is circularly polarised light.
vectors pointing in directions perpendicular to one another will cancel out e.g., a northern and
eastern region with identical field strength and geometry will be invisible to Stokes Q and U
measurements. In Stokes V equal amounts of polarised light with opposite polarisation cancel
out and become invisible. In addition many different field configurations may result in identical
polarisation signatures.
1.3 Zeeman Doppler Imaging
Time-resolved spectropolarimetric observations of a star can be analysed by means of Zeeman
Doppler Imaging (ZDI, Semel 1989, Donati & Brown 1997, Donati et al. 2006) in order to re-
construct a map of the vector magnetic field on the stellar surface. For each observation four
sub-exposures (2 parallel and 2 perpendicularly polarised) are taken and used to cancel out any ar-
tificial signatures (e.g., Donati et al. 1997). The data is then reduced and all spectra are corrected
for spectral shifts due to instrumental effects. To extract the polarimetric information from the
atomic lines least-squares deconvolution7 (LSD, Donati et al. 1997) is applied to all observations.
From this a synthetic profile of central wavelength λ0 = 700nm and effective Landé factor geff =
1.2 is created. A series of test spectra are iteratively computed, starting with a test field of B = 0.
7Least-squares deconvolution is a relatively new cross-correlation technique particularly useful for measuring Zeeman
signatures in the line profiles of stellar magnetic fields
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Figure 1.4: Reproduced from Morin et al. (2010). (Upper) ‘Time-series of Stokes V profiles of M3
dwarf AD Leo, in the rest-frame of the star, from 2007 (left-hand column) and 2008 (middle and
right-hand columns) data sets. Synthetic profiles corresponding to magnetic models (red lines) are
superimposed to the observed LSD profiles (black lines). The rotational phase and cycle of each
observation is noted right to each profile. Successive profiles are shifted vertically for clarity and
the associated reference levels (V = 0) are plotted as dotted lines. (Lower) Surface magnetic flux of
AD Leo as derived from 2007 (upper row) and 2008 (lower row) data sets. The three components
of the field in spherical coordinates are displayed from left to right (flux values labelled in G).
The star is shown in flattened polar projection down to latitudes of −30◦, with the equator as
a bold circle and parallels as dashed circles. Radial ticks around each plot indicate phases of
observations.’
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These spectra are compared to the observed spectra until a given χ2r is reached (Fig. (1.4)). ZDI
relies on the fact that due to the combination of the properties of the Zeeman effect e.g., rotation-
induced Doppler and rotational modulation; a strong relation exists between the distribution of
the magnetic field at the surface of a star and the rotational evolution of polarisation in spectral
lines during a stellar rotation. However, several limitations exist: in particular, with the solution
being non-unique, a maximum entropy criterion has to be used, and due to the mutual cancella-
tion of polarised signals originating from neighbouring regions of opposite polarities, the maps
have a limited spatial resolution and, therefore, systematically miss magnetic flux corresponding
to magnetic fields organised on small spatial scales. The actual resolution is mostly driven by the
rotational velocity of the star projected on the observer’s line-of-sight (vsin i): the higher the vsin i,
the higher the resolution. The highest degree available in the field reconstruction is given by
lmax = max
(
2pi v sin i
FWHM
; lmin
)
(1.12)
where FWHM is the full-width half maximum of the unpolarised local profile (Morin et al. 2008).
If v sin i is high, the line broadening due to Doppler shift is mostly due to rotation. If v sin i is
low, the information on the field topology comes from the shape and amplitude of the polarised
signatures. lmin is the minimum resolution available in the low v sin i limit and can range from 4
to 8 depending on the signal-to-noise ratio of the data (Donati et al. 2008, Morin et al. 2008). In
addition, for the inclination of the stellar rotation axis with respect to the line-of-sight differing
from 90◦, a part of the star is never visible. Therefore, in that region there is no constraint on the
magnetic field, except that globally it has to satisfy the null-divergence constraint.
Studies based on spectropolarimetric observations and ZDI have provided the first informa-
tion on the structure of the surface magnetic fields of M dwarfs. In particular, partly-convective
M dwarfs have been shown to host large-scale magnetic fields which are non-axisymmetric fields
and feature a strong toroidal component (Donati et al. 2008), whereas those close to the limit of
full-convection have been shown to host much stronger large-scale field dominated by a mainly
axisymmetric poloidal component (e.g. Donati et al. 2006; 2008, Morin et al. 2008; 2010). This
transition across the fully convective boundary i.e., 0.35M, is evident in Fig. (1.6) for the stars DT
Vir and YZ CMi. Although DT Vir and YZ CMi appear at similar rotation period and Rossby num-
ber, they have very different magnetic topologies: DT Vir has a weak non-axisymmetric toroidal
field while YZ CMi has a strong axisymmetric poloidal field. Another distinction appears between
11
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Figure 1.5: Reproduced from Morin et al. (2010). Magnetic topologies for 23 active M dwarfs
as a function of mass and rotation period. Symbols indicate magnetic field strength (larger sym-
bols correspond to higher field strengths). Symbol shapes represent the different degrees of ax-
isymmetry of the magnetic field (decagons equate to purely axisymmetric fields while sharp stars
represent purely non-axisymmetric fields). The colour depicts the field configuration (dark blue
for purely toroidal fields, dark red for purely poloidal fields and intermediate colours for interme-
diate configurations). Rossby number Ro = 0.1 and 0.01 representing the coronal saturation and
super-saturation thresholds (e.g. Pizzolato et al. 2003b), are shown as solid lines. The three stellar
groups are represented as horizontal solid lines and the boundary of full-convection (M? ≈ 0.35M
(Chabrier & Baraffe 1997)) is plotted as a horizontal dashed line. Stars with M? > 0.45M are
from Donati et al. (2008); stars with 0.25M < M? < 0.45M are from Donati et al. (2006), Morin
et al. (2008) and stars with M? < 0.25M are from Morin et al. (2010). All data for these stars
(except GJ 51 & GJ 3622) can be found in Tables. (3.1 & 5.1).
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Figure 1.6: The coronal structure appears to change across the fully-convective boundary (M? ≈
0.35M (Chabrier & Baraffe 1997)) partly-convective M dwarfs have been shown to host large-
scale magnetic fields which are non-axisymmetric fields and feature a strong toroidal component
(Donati et al. 2008), whereas those close to the limit of full-convection have been shown to host
much stronger large-scale field dominated by a mainly axisymmetric poloidal component (e.g.,
Donati et al. 2006, Morin et al. 2008)
the stars on the left-hand side and the stars on the right-hand side of Fig. (1.6). The stars on the
left-hand side rotate faster with Prot < 5 days, and appear to have more poloidal fields than the
stars on the right-hand side which rotate slower and have more toroidal fields. However, these
studies do not constrain the small-scale field component of the magnetic fields of low-mass stars.
In parallel, studies based on the analysis of the Zeeman broadening in unpolarised spectroscopy
provide complementary information: the measure of the disc-averaged magnetic field including
the contributions of both the large-scale and small-scale components. The typical area over which
the circular polarisation cancels out e.g. the area over which the signed magnetic flux cancels
or the typical distance between two spots of opposite polarities, corresponds to about 12◦, for a
rapidly rotating star with vsin i ≈ 40 km/s.
The M4 dwarf, V374 Peg was the very first low-mass star on which ZDI was attempted. V374
Peg was observed to host a strong, large-scale, mainly axisymmetric poloidal field (Donati et al.
2006). Through multiple observations the magnetic field of V374 Peg was shown to be stable
on timescales of ≈ 1yr (Morin et al. 2008). This result prompted the further investigation of M
13
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dwarfs. Using data from ESPaDOnS8 and NARVAL9, which both operate in the optical range
(from 370nm to 1000nm), (Donati et al. 2008, Morin et al. 2008; 2010) conducted a survey on 23
active, main-sequence, M dwarf stars encompassing a range of stellar masses and rotation rates.
The results of this survey are shown in Fig. (1.5). The mass range encompasses M dwarf stars
located both above and below the fully convective boundary. Donati et al. (2008), Morin et al.
(2008; 2010) analysis revealed 3 apparent groups:
(i) Partly-convective M dwarfs with mass > 0.5M were shown to host a magnetic field with
a strong (dominant) toroidal component. The surface differential rotation was shown to be twice
that of the solar rate (between 60 and 120 mrad d−1, (Donati et al. 2008)).
(ii) For M dwarfs with masses closer to the fully-convective limit i.e., 0.2M < M < 0.5M
strong, purely poloidal, axisymmetric large-scale fields were found. The differential rotation was
measured to be a tenth that of the solar rate.
(iii) Fully-convective M dwarfs with mass < 0.2M are split further into 2 distinct groups:
either a very strong dipole (similar to group (ii) above) or a much weaker, non-axisymmetric
field. Stars in both groups have similar stellar parameters resulting in similar positions on the
mass-rotation diagram (Fig. (1.5)). Morin et al. (2010) notes that these observations are ‘not yet
understood ’. They suggest that other parameters such as age, or two dynamo modes which the
stars can alternate between, may be the cause of such unexpected behaviour.
1.4 Magnetic Activity
1.4.1 X-ray Emission
K and M stars are the most numerous in the Galaxy. The high magnetic activity levels detected
on K and M stars make them excellent candidates for investigating the dependence of magnetic
activity on physical parameters such as mass, rotation rate, and magnetic topology. First detected
on the Sun in 1949 and then directly imaged in the early 1960s (Blake et al. 1963), X-ray emission
has been shown to originate from plasma at temperatures of 106K, located within closed magnetic
field regions. Fig. (1.7) shows that areas on the Sun that are bright in X-rays are regions of closed
magnetic field while areas that are dark in X-rays are regions of open magnetic field, known as
coronal holes. These coronal holes are dark in X-rays due to the low densities of the plasma within
8High resolution spectrograph and spectropolarimeter at the CFHT
9Spectropolarimeter at TBL
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Figure 1.7: The solar X-ray emitting corona over half of a solar cycle form 1991 to 1995: maxi-
mum activity is on the left while minimum activity is on the right. [Source: The X-ray image is
from the Yohkoh mission of ISAS, Japan].
the region. The solar X-ray luminosity appears to closely trace the solar magnetic cycle, with the
maximum luminosity at magnetic maximum.
X-ray emission was first detected on a star other than the Sun by Catura et al. (1975) who found
an X-ray luminosity of ≈ 1031ergs−1 from the binary system Capella. This was closely followed
by the detection of X-ray emission from over 140 stars spanning a wide spectral range (Vaiana
et al. 1981) Thanks to surveys such as the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS), XMM-Newton and
Chandra, X-ray emission is now known to be a common occurrence on stars throughout the main
sequence. A detailed review of the early X-ray observations of stars other that the Sun is given by
Güdel (2004). For each spectral type, the maximum value of observed X-ray luminosity decreases
with bolometric luminosity, (e.g. Barbera et al. 1993). The correlation between X-ray luminosity
and rotation was first observed during the survey conducted by Vaiana et al. (1981) where some
of the young rapid rotators within their sample had higher than average X-ray emission values.
Since then, many authors (e.g., Mangeney & Praderie 1984, Marilli & Catalano 1984, Schmitt
et al. 1985, Fleming et al. 1989) have shown the X-ray luminosity to correlate well with rotational
velocity (Fig. (1.8)) and Rossby number i.e., log(P/τ), where P is the star’s rotation period and τ is
the convective turnover time as estimated in accordance with Noyes et al. (1984), (Fig. (1.9)). The
Rossby number is a dimensionless number useful for describing fluid flow and the importance of
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Figure 1.8: From Stauffer et al. (1997). LX/Lbol vs. v sin i for low-mass stars in the open star
clusters IC 2391/2602 (left) and in the Pleiades (right).
Coriolis forces. A small Rossby number signifies a system which is strongly affected by Coriolis
forces while a large Rossby number signifies a system in which centrifugal forces dominate.
In general, LX/Lbol increases with increasing rotation rate; however, as first noted by Micela
et al. (1985), the X-ray luminosity appears to saturate at higher rotation rates. Referred to as coro-
nal saturation (Vilhu & Walter 1987, Stauffer et al. 1994) this behaviour occurs at LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3
(Delfosse et al. 1998). The critical rotation rate at which X-ray emission saturates is dependent on
spectral type. In terms of Rossby number, coronal saturation occurs at Ro = 0.1 (Patten & Simon
1996, Pizzolato et al. 2003a, Jeffries et al. 2011) (See Fig.(1.9)). This is because the X-ray activity
saturates at LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3 for G, K and M spectral class but the rotation period at which it sets in
is larger for the lower masses. Coronal saturation appears to be related to an apparent saturation
of the magnetic field; however, it is possible that coronal saturation may be due other factors e.g.,
saturation of the stellar surface with active regions (Vilhu 1984); inefficient heating of the plasma
to coronal temperatures; or coronal stripping (Unruh & Jardine 1997, Jardine & Unruh 1999). The
findings of O’Dell et al. (1995) contradict the interpretation of coronal saturation being the result
of saturation of the magnetic dynamo. They show that the surface spot coverage, which they as-
sume traces magnetic activity, does not saturate at the rotation rate that would be expected given
the observed X-ray saturation. Furthermore, as discussed in Section (1.4.2), although the X-ray
emission appears to saturate, the radio emission does not.
Observations of stars later that spectral type M5 have shown the LX/Lbol ratio to decline further
at the lowest Rossby numbers within stellar samples i.e., Ro < 0.01 (e.g. Golub 1983, Bookbinder
1985, Rosner et al. 1985, Jeffries et al. 2011). The ratio drops as low as LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3.5, at
spectral type M7 (Berger 2006a). This super-saturation has been attributed to negative dynamo
feedback i.e., the angular momentum loss through the stellar wind results in a spin down of the
16
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Figure 1.9: Reproduced from McLean et al. (2011). ‘Radio, X-ray and Hα activity as a function of
Rossby number. Flares, quiescent emission, and upper limits and represented by squares, circles
and arrows, respectively. Right-arrows depict lower limits in Ro. Red symbols represent objects
later than spectral type M7, black symbols represent objects with spectral types M0-M6.5, and
grey symbols represent spectral types G-K. X-ray data are from Delfosse et al. (1998), (Pizzolato
et al. 2003a). The X-ray activity rotation relations break down at M7-M9 (Berger et al. 2008,
Reiners & Basri 2010), with the activity dropping rapidly in later spectral types.’
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Figure 1.10: Reproduced from Berger et al. (2008). Radio versus X-ray luminosity for stars
exhibiting coronal activity. The strong correlation between LR and LX is evident, but breaks down
after spectral type M7.
star and as a result the efficiency of the magnetic dynamo is reduced (Kitchatinov et al. 1994); lack
of coverage of active regions (Ste¸pien´ et al. 2001), or centrifugal stripping of the corona (Jardine
2004).
1.4.2 Stellar and Planetary Radio Emission
Another important coronal tracer of stellar magnetic activity is radio emission. Radiation in the
form of X-rays, γ-rays, and optical emission, is now relatively well-understood. The radio band,
however, has proven to be much more complex. Since the early 1960’s strong radio emission
observed on solar active regions has been associated with gyro resonance emission (Ginzburg
& Zheleznyakov 1961, Kakinuma & Swarup 1962, Zheleznyakov 1962). This means that radio
observations can provide direct measurements of magnetic field strengths in the solar corona and
may also help determine the configuration of the magnetic field on other stars (Hallinan et al.
2008). Guedel & Benz (1993) established a linear relationship between the X-ray luminosity, LX ,
and the radio luminosity, LR, such that,
log LX ≈ log LR + 15.5. (1.13)
This relation has been shown to be true over many classes of active, main sequence star,
between spectral type F and mid-M, as well as for T Tauri stars and solar flares, as shown in
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Figure 1.11: Reproduced from Berger et al. (2010). Radio luminosity of M and L dwarfs as a
function of spectral type. For the spectral type > M7, quiescent emission is marked as squares,
upper limits are marked as inverted triangles, and flares are marked as asterisks. For objects which
have shown both flares and quiescent emission are connected with dotted lines. Objects observed
by Berger et al. (2010) are marks at the bottom of the figure. The dashed line marks a constant
ratio of log(Lrad/Lbol) = −7, the approximate level of radio activity in ultracool dwarfs.
Fig.(1.10). Following the LX − LR linear relationship of Eqn. (1.13) and given the lower levels of
X-ray emission detected from cool stars and brown dwarfs, it was generally assumed that any radio
emission from low-mass stars would be weak, if not altogether absent. However, when Berger
et al. (2001) detected radio emission from an M9 dwarf LP944-20 and reported both quiescent
and flaring radio emission, the quiescent radio luminosity was larger than predicted by at least
four orders of magnitude. Following the discovery of radio emission from the late-M dwarf, many
more observations have been carried out on low-mass stars. Berger (2002), Berger et al. (2005),
Burgasser & Putman (2005), Hallinan et al. (2006a), McLean et al. (2011) all report the same radio
phenomenon to be present on many very low-mass, rapidly-rotating stars.
The radio luminosity throughout the early- and mid-M dwarfs varies with Lbol but remains
approximately constant at LR/LX ≈ 10−15.5. However, observations of late-M dwarfs have shown
that the radio luminosity shows a sharp deviation from the LX − LR relation beyond spectral sub-
type M7 where the relation evolves to LR/LX ≈ 10−11.5 (Berger et al. 2010). This deviation can
be seen in Fig. (1.11) and would indicate that the deviation must not directly relate to the tran-
sition to full convection at spectral type M4 (Chabrier & Baraffe 1997). Further observations of
late-M and L dwarfs (Berger 2002; 2006b, Hallinan et al. 2006b; 2007; 2008), and at least one
magnetic chemically peculiar star (Yu et al. 2011), have shown periodic radio emission in the
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Figure 1.12: Reproduced from McLean et al. (2011). Projected rotation velocities (v sin i) as a
function of spectral type. The region above v sin i ≈ 30kms−1 contains no early- or mid-M dwarfs,
but contains a high number of stars with spectral type M7-L5.
GHz frequency range. This radiation consists mainly of short-duration periodic pulses as well as
sinusoidal variations (McLean et al. 2011).
In spite of the radio active M dwarfs having high rotation velocities (See Fig. (1.12)), as there
is no evidence of any saturation in the radio emission, it is unlikely that saturation of the magnetic
dynamo occurs. Therefore, as discussed above, it is possible that the fall in the X-ray activity may
be due to secondary effects. The radio pulses proved to have very high brightness temperatures
and almost 100% circular polarization (Hallinan et al. 2007) implying that the non-thermal radio
emissions may be the result of a cyclotron instability (Twiss 1958, Sprangle & Drobot 1977).
Due to the correlation between the observed radio frequency and the local gyrofrequency, it has
been suggested that the radio emissions may be driven by the electron-cyclotron maser (ECM)
instability (Hallinan et al. 2008). ECM (Melrose & Dulk 1982) is a coherent radiation mechanism
(see Section (1.4.3)) believed to be responsible for the intense radio emission being emitted by
the Earth and other magnetised planets within our Solar System (Wu & Lee 1979, Zarka 1998).
The ECM instability is highly sensitive to parameters of the plasma emitting regions including the
magnetic field, and the energetic particles in its source.
1.4.3 Earth’s Auroral Kilometric Radiation
The earliest observations of terrestrial radio emission made in 1965 (Benediktov et al. 1965)
showed high frequency natural radiation, stronger than any other type of radio emission, escaping
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Figure 1.13: Image 1: South Aurora (Aurora Australis) as captured by NASA’s IMAGE satellite,
digitally overlaid onto Earth. Pictured September 11, 2005). [Source: NASA]. Image 2: NASA
spacecraft FAST’s passage through the electrified auroral regions. FAST established the presence
of an invisible aurora by consistently detecting upward flows of electrons interspersed with the
downward flowing electrons that produce the visible aurora. [Source: NASA]
the Earth’s upper atmosphere. This emission is shown in Fig. (1.13 (Image 1) ) as a ring sur-
rounding the Earth’s magnetic pole. Recently it has been postulated that similar radio emissions
may be also typical of extra-solar planets (Bastian et al. 2000a, Zarka et al. 2001, Zarka 2007).
Understanding the terrestrial radio emission was of vital importance and so observations at a wide
range of frequencies were conducted from the 1970’s with the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
OGO 1(Dunckel et al. 1970) until the recent Cluster mission (Mutel et al. 2006). The name ‘Auro-
ral Kilometric Radiation’(AKR), was coined by Kurth et al. (1975) as observations indicated that
the radiation was emitted from just above the auroral ionosphere at altitudes of a few 1,000km
in a region known as the ‘auroral cavity’, due to its very low plasma density (Jones 1976, Green
et al. 1977, Mellott et al. 1984; 1985, De Feraudy & Schreiber 1995). The low plasma density in
this region is due to a combination of the converging magnetic field, which creates a mirror force,
and the conservation of the magnetic moment. The magnetic mirror force acts against particles
travelling towards regions of converging magnetic field, and is given by
F|| = −µ∂B
∂s
, (1.14)
where F|| is the mirror force acting in the direction parallel to B, causing particles to turn around.
s is a line element directed along B, B is the magnetic flux density and the magnetic moment µ is
given by,
µ =
mν2⊥
2B
, (1.15)
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where m is the mass and ν2⊥ is the perpendicular velocity component of a particle.
As a particle enters a converging magnetic field (with a stationary electric field), it experiences
an increase in the perpendicular component of its velocity and, due to the conservation of energy,
a subsequent decrease in the parallel component. The ratio between these velocities, given by
the increasing magnetic field, is defined as the ‘pitch angle’ of the particle. Larger pitch angles
are associated with higher perpendicular velocity components. Under the combined actions of the
mirror force along with the conservation of magnetic moment, if the converging magnetic field is
strong enough, it may stop the particle moving along the field line (as all of the particle’s energy
becomes associated with its rotational motion), while the mirror force acts to reverse the particle’s
direction of motion along the field line (Fig. (1.13) (Image 2)). This converging magnetic field
creates a deformed distribution of particles with peaks at larger pitch angles, and the acceleration
removes particles from small energies. The removal of particles creates holes and as a result a
region depleted of particles is formed, as first suggested by Chiu & Schulz (1978). The emission of
radiation through conservation of the magnetic moment for accelerating electrons, as they descend
towards an increasing magnetic field, has been demonstrated in laboratory experiments as well as
numerical simulations by McConville et al. (2008), Speirs et al. (2008), & Gillespie et al. (2008).
The electron-cyclotron maser instability is highly sensitive to the conditions of the plasma.
Within the thermal plasma there is a natural oscillation of the particle defined as the plasma fre-
quency. This plasma frequency indicates the time taken for the plasma to react to changes in its
surroundings. As discussed above, particles spiral down the magnetic field lines at a rate that is
dependent on the local magnetic field strength. This is known as the gyrofrequency. The plasma
has the ability to prevent the cyclotron instability from forming if it is able to adapt fast enough to
the electrons spiralling round the converging magnetic field lines. For a plasma to be susceptible
to the electron-cyclotron maser instability, the particle’s gyrofrequency must be greater than the
plasma frequency. Magnetospheric measurements of Earth’s AKR have shown that radio emis-
sion, close to the local gyrofrequency, occurs within the regions of severely reduced background
plasma i.e., the auroral cavity, (Gurnett et al. 2001, Roux et al. 1993).
In order for the electron-cyclotron maser to create AKR, it requires a deformed distribution
of particles to operate. Initially this distribution was thought to be provided by the loss-cone
theory (Wu & Lee 1979, Melrose & Dulk 1982, Melrose et al. 1982; 1984); however, it is now
apparent the loss-cone theory is only partly responsible and that electrons form horseshoe-like
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distributions (Bingham et al. 2000, Vorgul et al. 2005) which are unstable to the electron-cyclotron
maser (Delory et al. 1998, Ergun et al. 2000). Furthermore, a secondary energy population is now
known to be provided by the mirror force, acting to reverse the direction of the particles once all
their energy becomes associated with rotational motion (See Fig. (1.13)). Both of these conditions
are known to be satisfied by the strong field-aligned electric currents within the auroral cavity.
1.4.4 Jovian Decameter Radio Emission
Radio emission also occurs on other magnetised planets within the solar system, namely Jupiter
and Saturn. The magnetic fields of these planets differ from that of Earth for many reasons in-
cluding different interior structure and rotation rates, and the influence of many more moons. The
pressure of the solar dynamic wind is also lower at the orbit of Jupiter and Saturn than it is at
Earth. Jupiter’s radio emission was first discovered in 1955 by Burke & Franklin (1955). The
Jovian Decameter (DAM) radiation is emitted at frequencies close to the local electron cyclotron
frequency located in regions above the northern and southern poles (Zarka 1998). The main driv-
ing force behind this emission is thought to be the electron-cyclotron maser instability. Jupiter
presents an interesting candidate for the study of planetary radio emission as its inner most moons
are close enough to interact with Jupiter’s large magnetosphere (Fig.1.14). The interaction of Io
with Jupiter’s magnetosphere influences the production of radio emission called Io DAM (Bigg
1964, Crary & Bagenal 1997, GéRard et al. 2006). The radiation is beamed and emitted at angles
almost perpendicular to the local magnetic field, and as such, the location of Io within Jupiter’s
magnetic field influences the radio emission detected on Earth (Carr et al. 1983). Radio emissions
are also detected from Jupiter which are influenced by variations in the solar wind (Zarka & Gen-
ova 1989). This radiation, which originates from higher latitudes, is referred to as non-Io DAM, as
it is independent of the moon’s magnetospheric interaction (Bozyan & Douglas 1976, Carr et al.
1983, Clarke et al. 2004).
1.4.5 Extrasolar Planetary Radio Emission
Planetary radio emission may prove useful for detecting exoplanets. Much like in the case of Earth
and Jupiter, planetary radio emission may be generated by the interaction of a planet’s magneto-
sphere with its parent star’s wind (e.g. Vidotto et al. 2012). This radio emission could provide a
direct method for detecting planets, as well a way to obtain a value for the planet’s magnetic field.
As of yet, despite many investigations (e.g. Bastian et al. 2000b, Jardine & Collier Cameron 2008,
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Figure 1.14: Image 1: Hubble Space Telescope close-up view of Jupiter’s aurora. The inner circle
(non-Io DAM) is most likely due to the influence of the solar wind on Jupiter’s magnetosphere,
while the outer circle located at lower latitudes (seen here as only a semicircle) is due to the
interaction between the inner-most moon Io and Jupiter’s magnetic field (Io DAM). Just visible are
two spots produced by Ganymede and Europa’s influence. [Source: NASA]. Image 2: Reproduced
from Zarka (2006). A schematic diagram showing the cones of radio emission from Jupiter due
the interaction of Jupiter’s inner moons with its magnetic field.
Smith et al. 2009, Vidotto et al. 2010), exoplanetary radio emission has not been detected. This
could be due to selection effects of the electron cyclotron instability itself. The radio emission
is beamed and so the interaction between the stellar wind and planetary magnetosphere would
need to be arranged in such a way as to be observable from Earth. Poor instrumental sensitivity
could also be at fault for the lack of detection. If we are to use the generation of radio emission
in our Solar System as a model for exoplanetary radio emission, then the frequency of any radio
emission would be close to the local gyrofrequency. The gyrofrequency is dependent on the plan-
etary magnetic field and so if the planet has a magnetic field strength, say of a few G, then the
radio emissions would occur at frequencies too low to be observable on Earth due to atmospheric
restrictions or simply that the available instruments do not operate at the necessary frequency. For-
tunately LOFAR10 operates at low frequencies (10-240MHz) and may prove sensitive enough to
detect radio emission from exoplanets.
1.4.6 Rotation and Angular Momentum Loss
The X-ray emission and radio emission occur in regions of closed magnetic field; however, mag-
netic activity is not confined to closed regions. Open regions influence the rotational evolution
of a star through the formation of stellar winds which carry away angular momentum, during the
stellar lifetime. As a result, variations in the coronal magnetic field structure may influence the
properties of the stellar wind.
10LOFAR (Low Frequency Array) is the largest connected radio telescope built to date
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Figure 1.15: Reproduced from Skumanich (1972). Ca+ emission, rotation, and lithium abundance
vs. stellar age.
From observations of open clusters (e.g., Irwin et al. 2009), it is clear that rapidly rotating
M dwarf stars are a common occurrence at an early stage; however, this number is significantly
reduced in older open clusters. Scholz et al. (2011) find a mass-dependent exponential rotational
braking law such that
P ∝ et/τ . (1.16)
For lower masses the spin-down timescale τ increases, with τ ≈ 0.5Gyr for 0.3M and τ > 1Gyr
for 0.1M. This would indicate that at an age of 600Myr i.e., the age of the Hyades, stars of
0.3M are almost all fast rotators (Scholz et al. 2011). The Kepler mission observed over 1500
main sequence M-dwarfs. Recent results have revealed that there are many slowly rotating M-
dwarfs (McQuillan et al. 2013), with rotation period increases for lower mass. This would suggest
that, in accordance with the findings of Scholz et al. (2011), M dwarfs do indeed spin down but
the time over which this occurs is much longer. Furthermore, McQuillan et al. (2013) find that
the stars within the Kepler sample lie within the ‘rotational gap ’ (defined in Barnes (2010)) and
they suggest that the Rossby number may play a less significant role influencing the rotational
evolution of M dwarfs than it does for G and K stars.
As previously discussed, rotation and magnetic activity are well correlated (Stauffer et al.
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1997) and it has been observationally established (Skumanich 1972) that the angular velocity rate
Ω0 for solar-like stars varies as a function of age t such that
Ω0 ∝ t−1/2 , (1.17)
as shown in Fig. (1.15). This empirical Skumanich’s law (Eqn. (1.17)) is not valid for low-
mass stars, suggesting that a solar-type wind (i.e., with low velocities and mass-loss rates) cannot
reproduce the rotational evolution of fully-convective stars. The high levels of magnetic activity
in M dwarfs indicate stellar winds with an enhanced mass-loss as compared to the solar wind but
as yet, these high mass-loss winds have yet to be observed. In addition enhanced mass-loss winds
may prove useful in explaining why discs around M dwarfs older than > 10Myr are rarely found
(Plavchan et al. 2005), as the debris discs would be dispersed quickly.
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Modelling The Coronal Structure
In this Chapter I outline the models used to recreate the topology of the magnetic field from the
reconstructed surface maps of the radial, meridional, and azimuthal field components. I discuss
spherical harmonics and the solution to Laplace’s equation in spherical coordinates. I show the
process of constructing the magnetic topology at the stellar surface for the observed large-scale
field obtained through ZDI and I derive the Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) method adopted
to extrapolate the surface magnetic field into a 3D corona. I explain the method to determine the
structure of the corona, namely, the angle of the magnetic dipole axis from the stellar rotation axis,
and the position of open and closed field lines. Finally I discuss the model used to create the X-ray
emitting corona.
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2.1 Reconstructing the Magnetic Field Topology
2.1.1 Spherical Harmonics
Spherical harmonics, Yml , of degree l and order m, are the orthonormal angular component of the
solution of Laplace’s equation. They are a way of describing 3D functions that satisfy Laplace’s
equation1.
Consider a 3D function
f (r, θ, φ) = R(r)Y(θ, φ) , (2.1)
where R(r) is the radial function and Y(θ, φ) is the angular component, that satisfies Laplace’s
equation which imposes that the divergence of the gradient of a scalar field f is zero, i.e.
∇2 f (r, θ, φ) = 0 (2.2)
In spherical coordinates this can be written as
∇2 f = 1
r2
∂
∂r
(
r2
∂ f
∂r
)
+
1
r2 sin θ
∂
∂θ
(
sin θ
∂ f
∂θ
)
+
1
r2 sin2 θ
∂2 f
∂φ2
= 0 . (2.3)
By applying separation of variables, we obtain the general Legendre equation: a set of differential
equations for the radial, polar and azimuthal component respectively,
1
r2
d
dr
(
r2
dR
dr
)
= λ2 , (2.4)
λ2 sin2 θ − sin θ
Θ(θ)
d
dθ
(
sin θ
dΘ(θ)
dθ
)
= −m2 , (2.5)
1
Φ(φ)
d2Φ(φ)
dφ2
= −m2 , (2.6)
where λ and m are not functions of r, θ, or φ.
1For example a potential field that satisfies the conditions: ∇ · B = 0 & ∇ × B = 0
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Figure 2.1: Representation of the Laplace spherical harmonics on a unit sphere. The function
changes sign each time it crosses one of the nodal lines i.e., where Y lm = 0. The combination of
l and m determines whether the distribution is odd or even about the equator, θ = pi2 . When the
spherical harmonic order m is equal to zero, the spherical harmonic functions do not depend upon
longitude i.e. φ-direction, and are referred to as zonal. When l = |m|, there are no zero crossings
in latitude, and the functions are referred to as sectoral.
Source: This figure was adapted from [Image:‘http://principles.ou.edu/mag/harmonics.jpg’]
http://principles.ou.edu/mag/earth.html
The φ Component
Eqn. (2.6) can be solved easily as Φ is a periodic function2,
Φ(φ) = Aeimφ ∀m ∈ Z . (2.7)
where A is a constant. Eqn. (2.7) is the solution to the φ-component of Laplace’s equation.
2
Φ(φ + 2pi) = Φ(φ)
eim(φ+2pi) = eimφ
As the function must be single valued, m must be an integer.
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The θ Component
The associated Legendre Polynomials Pml (u) are the solution to the θ-component of Laplace’s
equation. We obtain these by normalising the spherical harmonic function to ensure that
∮
|Yl m(θ, φ)|2 dΩ = 1 , (2.8)
where dΩ is the solid angle sin θdθdφ and using the substitution3 u = cos θ. Since Eqn. (2.3) must
be finite at θ = 0 and θ = pi, i.e. the polar regions, the function λ must be of the form l(l + 1) where
l is an integer and l ≥ m ≥ 0, to prevent the associated Legendre Polynomials from vanishing4.
The associated Legendre Polynomials are given by
Pml (u) = (1 − u2)
m
2
dm
dum
P0l (u) , (2.9)
3we obtain Laplace’s equation in the form
d
du
(
(1 − u2) ddu Θ(θ)
)
=
[
m2
1−u2 − λ2
]
Θ(θ)
This can be solved with a power series:
G(u) =
∑∞
j=0 c ju
j
This results in a recurrence relation,
Cp+2
Cp
=
[
p(p+1)+2(|m|+1)p−λ2+|m|(|m|+1)
(p+1)(p+2)
]
where p = (j - 2).
At u = ± 1 i.e. for θ at the poles, the power series diverges. Therefore, we must terminate the series
Cp+2
Cp
= 0
λ2 = p(p − 1) + 2p(|m| + 1) + |m|(|m| + 1)
λ2 = (p + |m| + 1) (p + |m|)︸    ︷︷    ︸
l
λ2 = l(l + 1)
4As the polynomial is differentiated l + m times, l ≥ m
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and each Legendre polynomial may be expressed using Rodrigue’s formula i.e.
P0l (u) =
1
2ll!
dl
dul
[
(u2 − 1)l
]
, (2.10)
where the (−1)m factor, known as the Condon-Shortley phase, does not appear in the above equa-
tion but can be added at a later time if necessary.
Combining Eqns (2.9) and (2.10), we obtain the solution to Eqn. (2.5),
Pml (u) =
1
2ll!
(1 − u2) m2 d
l+m
dul+m
(u2 − 1)l , (2.11)
where the range of m is extended: −l ≥ m ≥ +l. The associated Legendre Polynomials of Eqn
(2.11) are the solution to the θ-component of Laplace’s equation.
The r Component
The solution to the radial component (Eqn (2.4)) is obtained using λ2 = l(l + 1),
R(r) ∝

rl
r−(l+1)
(2.12)
Which has the solution
R(r) = Arl + Br−(l+1) . (2.13)
Finally the solution to Laplace’s equation is given by combining Eqns (2.13), (2.11) and (2.7),
such that
f (r, θ, φ) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−1
[
al,mrl + bl,mr−(l+1)
]
Pl,m(cos θ)eimφ , (2.14)
where alm and blm are the amplitudes of the spherical harmonics, and the first few associated
Legendre Polynomials, Pl,m, are given by
P00 = 1 (2.15)
P10 = cos θ (2.16)
P11 = − sin θ (2.17)
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P20 =
1
2
(3 cos2 θ − 1) (2.18)
P21 = −3 cos θ sin θ (2.19)
P22 = 3(1 − cos2 θ) (2.20)
P30 =
1
2
(5 cos2 θ − 3 cos θ) (2.21)
P31 = −
3
2
(5 cos2 θ − 1) sin θ (2.22)
P32 = 15 cos θ sin
2 θ (2.23)
P33 = −15 cos θ sin3 θ (2.24)
A representation of the Laplace Spherical harmonics is shown in Fig. (2.1).
2.2 Stellar Surface Magnetograms
Now that we have obtained the solution to Laplace’s equation, we can use it to calculate the
magnetic field components to reconstruct the surface magnetic field.
Any 2D function defined over the surface of a sphere can be described in polar coordinates as
a spherical harmonic expansion. The potential magnetic field can be defined as the gradient of the
scalar potential Ψ, so that ∇2Ψ = 0, and the solution to Laplace’s equation is
Ψ(r, θ, φ) =
N∑
l=1
l∑
m=−1
[
al,mrl + bl,mr−(l+1)
]
Pl,m(cos θ)eimφ . (2.25)
2.2.1 Components of a Potential Field
The surface magnetic field can be described as a potential field assumed to be zero at r = ∞. Each
magnetic field component is given by,
Br(θ, φ) = −∂Ψ
∂r
=
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
cl,mPl,m(cos θ)eimφ (2.26)
Bθ(θ, φ) = −1r
∂Ψ
∂θ
= −
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
cl,m
l + 1
d
dθ
Pl,m(cos θ)eimφ (2.27)
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Bφ(θ, φ) = − 1r sin θ
∂Ψ
∂φ
= −
∞∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
cl,m
l + 1
Pl,m(cos θ)
im
sin θ
eimφ (2.28)
where,
cl,m = −bl,m(l + 1)R−(l+2)? . (2.29)
If the field is not assumed to be zero at r = ∞ but instead becomes purely radial at some distance,
we call Rs [R?], the magnetic field components may be written as,
Br = −
N∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
Bl,mPlm(cos θ)eimφ (2.30)
Bθ = −
N∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
Bl,m fl,m
d
dθ
Plm(cos θ)eimφ (2.31)
Bφ = −
N∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
Bl,m fl,mPlm(cos θ)
im
sin θ
eimφ (2.32)
where the Fourier coefficients are given by,
Bl,m(R?) = (l + 1)bl,mR
−(l+2)
? − lal,mR(l−1)? (2.33)
and the factor to account for the field becoming radial at the source surface, i.e., Bθ = Bφ = 0 @
r = Rs, is
fl,m =
−1 + r−(2l+1)s
l r−(2l+1)s + l + 1
(2.34)
Note: rs =
Rs
R?
This is the potential field source surface (PFSS) method (Altschuler & Newkirk 1969) and will
be used to extrapolate the surface radial maps in Sections (2.3).
2.2.2 Components of a Non-Potential Field
The surface field can also be described as the sum of a potential and a non-potential, or toroidal,
component (Donati et al. 2006) using
Br(θ, φ) = −
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=0
αl,mYl,m(θ, φ) (2.35)
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Bθ(θ, φ) = −
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=0
βl,mZl,m(θ, φ) + γl,mXl,m(θ, φ) (2.36)
Bφ(θ, φ) = −
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=0
βl,mXl,m(θ, φ) − γl,mZl,m(θ, φ) (2.37)
where
Yl,m(θ, φ) = cl,mPl,m(cos θ)eimφ (2.38)
Xl,m(θ, φ) =
cl,m
l + 1
Pl,m(cos θ)
im
sin θ
eimφ (2.39)
Zl,m(θ, φ) =
cl,m
l + 1
dPl,m(cos θ)
∂θ
eimφ (2.40)
and
cl,m(θ, φ) =
√
2l + 1
4pi
(l − m)!
(l + m)!
, (2.41)
with αl,m, βl,m, and γl,m describing the components of the radial field; the azimuthal and meridional
components of the potential field; and the azimuthal and meridional components of the toroidal
field, respectively. Setting γl,m = 0 and βl,m = -αl,m = cl,m allows us to obtain the expressions for a
potential field shown in Eqns (2.26), (2.27), (2.28).
2.2.3 Determining the Fourier coefficients
The Fourier coefficients, which represent the amplitude of the magnetic field and are denoted by
either cl,m or Bl,m depending on the form on the magnetic field, can be expressed as follows. At
the stellar surface the radial field is given by
Br(θ, φ) =
N∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
Bl,mPl,m(cos θ)eimφ (2.42)
To extract the Fourier coefficients we can use the properties of orthogonality5. Consider the fol-
lowing expression, ∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
Br(θ, φ)Pl′,m′e−imφ sin θdθdφ (2.43)
Substituting Eqn. (2.42) gives,
N∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
Bl,m
∫ 2pi
0
ei(m−m
′)dφ
∫ pi
0
Pl,m(cos θ)Pl′,m′(cos θ) sin θdθ (2.44)
5Spherical harmonics are orthonormal functions i.e.,
∮
Y∗l′ m′ Yl m dΩ = δl,l′δm,m′
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All terms6 vanish in Eqn. (2.44) unless m’ = m and l’ = l.
The Fourier coefficients are then given by,
cl,m = Bl,m =
(2l + 1)[(l + m)!]
4pi[(l − m)!]
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
Br(θ, φ)Pl,me−imφ sin θdθdφ (2.48)
2.3 The 3D Extrapolated Coronal Field
To calculate the magnetic field above the stellar surface, a potential-field source surface (PFSS)
approach is applied (Altschuler & Newkirk 1969). The code used to extrapolate the field is a
modified version of the global diffusion model developed by van Ballegooijen et al. (1998).
By assuming that the coronal magnetic field is current-free i.e.,
∇ × B = µ0J + µ00 ∂E
∂t
= 0 , (2.49)
the magnetic field can be defined as the gradient of the scalar potential,
B = −∇ψ . (2.50)
Since a magnetic field never starts or ends but instead forms closed loops i.e. no monopoles, this
is equivalent to saying that the field is divergence free
∇ · B = 0 . (2.51)
This results in Laplace’s Equation
∇2Ψ = 1
r2
∂
∂r
(
r2
∂Ψ
∂r
)
+
1
r2 sin θ
∂
∂θ
(
sin θ
∂Ψ
∂θ
)
+
1
r2 sin2 θ
∂2Ψ
∂φ2
= 0 , (2.52)
6 ∫ 2pi
0
ei(m−m
′)dφ = 2pi f or m = m′ (2.45)∫ pi
0
Pl,m(cos θ)Pl′ ,m′ (cos θ) sin θdθ =
2[(l − m)!]
(2l + 1)[(l + m)!]
δl′ ,l (2.46)
where δl′ ,l is a delta function:
δl′ ,l =
 0 : l′ , l1 : l′ = 1 (2.47)
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in spherical coordinates, where
Ψ(r, θ, φ) =
N∑
l=0
+l∑
m=−l
Ψlm(r)Plm(θ)eimφ . (2.53)
Ψlm(r) is the radial dependence, Plm(θ) are the associated Legendre Polynomials, eimφ is the az-
imuthal dependence.
By applying separation of variables to Laplace’s equation
N∑
l=0
+l∑
m=−l
(
1
r2
∂
∂r
(
r2
∂Ψl,m
∂r
)
Plm(θ)eimφ +
1
r2 sin θ
∂
∂θ
(
sin θ
∂Plm
∂θ
)
Ψl,m(θ)eimφ − m
2
r2 sin2 θ
ΨlmPlmeimφ
)
= 0 ,
(2.54)
we obtain
d
dr
(
r2
dΨlm
dr
)
= l(l + 1)Ψlm (2.55)
and therefore,
Ψlm(r) ∝

rl
r−(l+1)
(2.56)
which has the solution
Ψlm(r) = Arl + Br−(l+1) . (2.57)
The solution to Laplace’s equation is then
Ψ(r, θ, φ) =
∑
l
∑
m
[
almrl + blmr−(l+1)
]
Plm(θ)eimφ , (2.58)
where alm and blm are the amplitudes of the spherical harmonics.
If we assume the field is not zero at r = ∞ but instead becomes purely radial at some distance,
Rs [R?], the components may be written, in a format similar to Jardine et al. (1999), as,
Br = −
N∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
[lalmrl−1 − (l + 1)blmr−(l+2)]Plm(cos θ)eimφ (2.59)
Bθ = −
N∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
[almrl−1 + blmr−(l+2)]
d
dθ
Plm(cos θ)eimφ (2.60)
Bφ = −
N∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
[almrl−1 + blmr−(l+2)]Plm(cos θ)
im
sin θ
eimφ (2.61)
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(a) Reconstructed radial map of model dipole (b) Extrapolated corona of dipole
Figure 2.2: Figure shows a) the stellar magnetogram for the reconstructed radial field and b) the extrapolated 3D
coronal field, for a pure model dipole. Colours are scaled to the maximum and minimum values of the radial magnetic
field component: blue represents negative flux and red positive flux. The black contour lines separate regions of opposite
polarity.
2.3.1 Boundary Conditions: The Source Surface & Surface Magnetic Maps
To extrapolate the 3D coronal field and determine the amplitude of the spherical harmonics, alm
and blm, we apply two boundary conditions. The upper condition is that at some distance from the
star the field opens and is purely radial. This is known as the Source Surface (Schatten et al. 1969)
and is written as Rs in stellar radii. The amplitude of the spherical harmonics alm and blm can be
calculated using this source surface.
At the source surface, Bθ = Bφ = 0. Using Eqns (2.60), (2.61) we can write,
almrl−1s + blmr
−(l+2)
s = 0 (2.62)
where rs =
Rs
R?
. Therefore the ratio of alm to blm is given by,
alm
blm
= − 1
(rs)2l+1
. (2.63)
The Source Surface is defined as a balance between the outward gas pressure and the inward
magnetic pressure. Its position can, therefore, be determined from locations where pgas = pmag.
For a dipole, l = 1, the outward pressure is greatest in the equatorial plane where centrifugal
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(a) Dipole (b) Quadrupole
(c) Octopole
Figure 2.3: Shown above are three different configurations for the coronal magnetic field: (a) a dipole, (b) a
quadrupole, and (c) an octupole. The regions where we would expect to find open and closed regions of field are
shown for each case. The balance between the outward gas pressure and the magnetic pressure is shown in figure (a),
where the outward pressure is greatest at the equator, and is defined as the Source Surface shown in red. We assume a
magnetic axis that is aligned with the stellar rotation pole.
effects are greatest (Fig. (2.3a)); for a quadrupole, l = 2 i.e. an even mode, it is more complex as
the magnetic field is open at the equator (Fig. (2.3b)); and for an octupole, l = 3, again the outward
pressure is greatest at the equator (Fig. (2.3c)). By choosing only odd modes and considering only
the equatorial plane i.e. θ = 0, rs can be found. In our model for the M dwarfs, Rs is chosen to be
2.5R?, based on the value for the solar source surface and for simulations of the M4 dwarf V374
Peg (Vidotto et al. 2011).
The lower boundary condition completes the extrapolation by imposing the observed radial
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Figure 2.4: The position on the stellar surface for the footpoint of the last closed field line is
defined as the co-latitude θLastClosed, and is measured with respect to the stellar rotation axis.
field reconstructed through Zeeman-Doppler Imaging (Donati et al. (2008), Morin et al. (2008;
2010)), to determine the alm and blm values for all l and m modes considered. A radial field map
and the corresponding extrapolated 3D corona for a synthetic dipole, are shown in Fig. (2.2).
2.4 Structure of the Coronal Field
2.4.1 Determining the Magnetic Axis
To investigate coronal structure we must be able to identify which field lines are open and which
are closed. More importantly, for investigating the stellar wind and emission processes, we must
be able to determine the location, specifically the latitude θ, of footpoints that correspond to open
and to closed field lines. The position on the stellar surface for the footpoint of the last closed field
line is defined as the co-latitude θLastClosed, and is measured with respect to the stellar rotation axis
(Fig. (2.4)). As we are working with a real sample of stars, the magnetic axis is not always aligned
with the stellar rotation axis.
To work out the angle of the magnetic field, βM, with respect to the rotation axis, we determine
the radial field Br(r, θ, φ), given by,
Br(r, θ, φ) =
N∑
l=1
l∑
m=0
blm
 (l + 1)( rR∗ )−(l+2) + l( rsR∗ )−(2l+1)( rR∗ )(l−1)(l + 1) + l( rsR∗ )−(2l+1)
 Pl,m(cos θ)eimφ , (2.64)
for two dipolar cases: m = 0, 1.
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The Legendre Polynomials for each case are given by
P1,0(cos θ) = cos θ
P1,1(cos θ) = − sin θ ,
(2.65)
where θ ranges from 0 to pi so that the maximum radial field strengths are at the poles for the m =
0 case and at the equator for the m = 1 case. 7 Thus, the radial components of the two dipolar (l =
1) spherical harmonics for m = 0 and m = 1, are
Br,1,0 =b1,0
2( rR∗ )−3 + ( rsR∗ )−32 + l( rsR∗ )−3
 cos θ
Br,1,1 = −b1,1
2( rR∗ )−3 + ( rsR∗ )−32 + l( rsR∗ )−3
 sin θeiφ ,
(2.66)
respectively.
The tilted magnetic poles of the stars can be found by taking the sum of the two cases. The
pole will be orthogonal to the plane of Br where the two components cancel each other out, i.e.
Br,1,0 + Br,1,1 = 0
b1,0 cos θ = b1,1 sin θeiφ .
(2.67)
By Eqn. (2.64), Br is maximum at φ = 0 i.e. the positive polarity pole. The angle between this
pole and the axis of rotation in the upper hemisphere can be given by
βM =

90 − θ, b1,0 > 0
−90 + θ, b1,0 < 0 ,
(2.68)
where θ is the co-latitude where Br = 0 at φ = 0 given by
tan θ =
b1,0
|b1,1| . (2.69)
70 represents the positive pole of the b1,0 component when b1,0 > 0.
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2.4.2 Position of the Last Closed Field Line
The location of the boundary between open field lines and closed field lines is important for mod-
elling the emission processes on stars. To determine this location we first look at the shape of a
field line defined by
Bθ
rdθ
=
Br
dr
, (2.70)
Consider the magnetic field components of a dipole
Br =
2m cos θ
r3
. f (r, rs); Bθ =
m sin θ
r3
.g(r, rs); Bφ = 0 , (2.71)
with
f (r, rs) =
r3 + 2r3s
R∗ + 2r3s
; g(r, rs) =
2(−r3 + r3s )
R∗ + 2r3s
, (2.72)
representing the modification to the shape of the coronal field made by the presence of a source
surface. Using a standard integral8, we obtain the shape of the field line to be
sin2 θ =
Ar
(r3 + 2r3s )
=
Ar
h(r, rs)
. (2.73)
where A is some constant, θ is a co-latitude and r is a radius. The last closed field line extends out
to a radius where the outward pressure is greatest and yet still balanced with the inward magnetic
pressure. We have previously defined this as the source surface.
For a dipole which has a magnetic axis aligned with its rotation axis, this radius rs is located at
the equator, θmax = 90◦. If we trace this field line back to the stellar surface its footpoint is located
at the co-latitude θ = θLastClosed. The position of the last closed field line is then given by
sin2 θLastClosed =
3R2ss
(r3 + 2R3ss)
r . (2.74)
As follows, for each magnetic pole, open field lines connect to the stellar surface at latitudes less
than the co-latitude i.e.
θ < θLastClosed
sin2 θ <
3R2ss
(r3 + 2R3ss)
r ,
(2.75)
8From Gradshteyn and Ryzhik table of standard integrals
∫
dx
x(a+bx3) =
1
3a ln
x3
(a+bx3 ) where x = r, a = 2r
3
s , and b = 1.
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and closed field lines connect at the latitudes greater than the co-latitude i.e.
θ > θLastClosed
sin2 θ >
3R2ss
(r3 + 2R3ss)
r .
(2.76)
2.5 The X-ray Emitting Corona
Once the global magnetic field is determined, the gas pressure and density structure of the stellar
corona can be estimated. The structure of the magnetic field is influenced by the strength of the
surface field and the distribution of plasma. The density structure can be estimated for the extrap-
olated corona by assuming the plasma is hydrostatic and isothermal (T = 2 × 106K; Giampapa
et al. (1996)) and that the gas pressure at the stellar surface is proportional to the magnetic pressure
(po = κB2o). κ is a constant of proportionality relating the base gas pressure to magnetic pressure
and takes into account the magnetic constant i.e., κ ∝ 2µ. Typical values of log κ are -5 to -7.
Changing κ essentially scales the global plasma pressure up or down and we use observations of
coronal density to fix κ. Ness et al. (2002; 2004) estimates coronal densities of the M dwarfs to be
within the range of 109 − 1012cm−3.
In our model the pressure varies along each field line according to
pmag = poe
∫ g·Bds
|B| , (2.77)
as described by Jardine et al. (2002) and Gregory et al. (2006).
Expanding the component of gravity along the field line (g · B), we have
pmag = κB2oexp

∫ (−φg
r2 + φcr sin
2 θ
)
Br +
(
φcr sin θ cos θ
)
Bθ√
B2r + B2θ + B
2
φ
 , (2.78)
where κ is a constant of proportionality and Br, Bθ, Bφ are the radial, meridional and azimuthal
components of the magnetic field, respectively. Finally, the ratios of centrifugal- (φc) and gravitational-
thermal energy (φg) are given by
φc = me
(
(ωR?)2
kBT
)
(2.79)
φg = me
(
GM?
R?kBT
)
(2.80)
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where ω is the stellar rotation rate, R? is the stellar radius, M? is the stellar mass, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, G is the gravitational constant and me is the electron mass.
To ensure that only regions of the closed stellar corona contribute towards the emission mea-
sure, the gas pressure along open field lines is taken to be zero. In addition to this, if there is
any over-pressure along the designated closed loops i.e., pgas = 2nekBT ≥ pmag = κB2, then the
pressure at that grid point is also set to zero.
The X-ray emission measure is determined assuming the gas is optically thin, i.e.
EM(r) =
∫
n2e dV [cm
−3] , (2.81)
where the density is scaled with the pressure and given by
ne =
pgas
2kBT
, (2.82)
and dV = r2 sin(θ)drdθdφ.
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3
Large-scale Coronal Structures and Emission
Processes on Low-Mass Stars
In this chapter1, I investigate the change in stellar magnetic topology across the fully-convective
boundary and its effects on coronal properties of 12 early-to-mid M dwarfs. I consider both the
magnitude of the open flux that influences angular momentum loss in the stellar wind and X-ray
emission measure. I use reconstructed maps of the radial magnetic field at the stellar surface and
the potential-field source surface model to extrapolate a 3D coronal magnetic field for a sample
of early-to-mid M dwarfs. During the magnetic reconstruction process it is possible to force a
solution towards field geometries that are symmetric or antisymmetric about the equator but I
demonstrate that this has only a modest impact on the coronal tracers mentioned above. I find that
the dipole component of the field, which governs the large-scale structure, becomes increasingly
strong as the stellar mass decreases, while the magnitude of the open (wind-bearing) magnetic flux
is proportional to the magnitude of the reconstructed magnetic flux. By assuming a hydrostatic and
1This Chapter is reproduced from Lang et al. (2012).
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isothermal corona I calculate X-ray emission measures (in magnitude and rotational modulation)
for each star and, using observed stellar densities as a constraint, I reproduce the observed X-ray
saturation at Ro ≤ 0.1. I find that X-ray rotational modulation is not a good indicator of magnetic
structure as it shows no trend with Rossby number but can be useful in discriminating between
different assumptions on the field geometry.
3.1 Introduction
Stellar coronal magnetic activity is predominantly investigated in the X-ray and radio bands. A
linear relationship between the X-ray luminosity, LX , and the radio luminosity, LR, established by
Guedel & Benz (1993), pointed to a close connection between the hot coronal plasma responsible
for the thermal X-ray emission and the free electrons causing the non-thermal radio emission,
log LX ≈ log LR + 15.5. (3.1)
While this linear relationship holds for several classes of active, main sequence star, between
types F and early-M, and is also verified for T Tauri stars and solar flares, the assumption that
the LX − LR relationship would continue into the realm of the very low-mass stars proved to be
short lived; the detection of radio emission from an M9 dwarf, LP944-20, defied this relation by
almost four orders of magnitude (Berger et al. 2001). Since the discovery of radio emission from
LP944-20, many more observations have been carried out on low-mass stars to reveal that they
also show the same radio phenomenon (e.g., Berger 2002, Berger et al. 2005, Burgasser & Putman
2005, Hallinan et al. 2006a, McLean et al. 2011).
K and M stars are the most numerous in the Galaxy, and coupled with their high levels of
X-ray emission, they are prime candidates for investigating the dependence of X-ray emission on
physical parameters such as mass, rotation rate, and more recently, magnetic topology. So far, the
X-ray luminosity has been shown to correlate well with either rotational velocity or Rossby num-
ber (the ratio of the stellar rotation period, P, to the convective turnover time, τc) (e.g.,Mangeney
& Praderie 1984, Marilli & Catalano 1984, Schmitt et al. 1985, Fleming et al. 1989); in general,
LX/Lbol increases and then saturates (LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3; (Delfosse et al. 1998)) with increasing ro-
tation rate. This behaviour is attributed to coronal saturation (Vilhu & Walter 1987, Stauffer et al.
1994); however, it is not clear whether saturation is a reflection of the dynamo itself or the total
filling of the stellar surface with active regions (Vilhu 1984).
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For a small sample of stars later than M5, the LX/Lbol ratio was also shown to decline once
again at the lowest Rossby numbers within the sample stars (e.g. Golub 1983, Bookbinder 1985,
Rosner et al. 1985, Jeffries et al. 2011) and Berger (2006a) found that the value drops to LX/Lbol ≈
10−3.5 at spectral type M7. This indicates that outwith flaring, the emission from the thermal
plasma cannot exceed a certain fraction of the total stellar flux. This super-saturation has been
attributed to negative dynamo feedback (Kitchatinov et al. 1994), lack of coverage of active regions
(Ste¸pien´ et al. 2001), or centrifugal stripping of the corona (Jardine 2004).
Stellar models (e.g. Gilliland 1986, Kim & Demarque 1996) suggest that the convective
turnover time is longer in lower mass stars; if one considers the Sun and an M-dwarf with an
equivalent rotation period, then the M dwarf has a smaller Rossby number and yet is more active
in terms of LX/Lbol. Although coronal saturation occurs at LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3 for spectral type G, K
and M, the rotation period at which it sets in is larger for the lower masses. Therefore, this results
in a Rossby number of 0.1 being the point where coronal saturation sets in (Patten & Simon 1996,
Pizzolato et al. 2003a, Jeffries et al. 2011).
Magnetic activity and rotation are well correlated (Stauffer et al. 1997) and both are strongly
dependent on stellar age for main-sequence solar-like stars (Skumanich 1972),
Ω0 ∝ t−1/2, (3.2)
where Ω0 is stellar angular velocity.
During their lifetime, the rotational evolution of stars can be governed by accretion, disc brak-
ing, pre-main-sequence contraction i.e. spin-up, and/or magnetic winds. From observations of
young open clusters (e.g., Irwin et al. 2009), it is clear that rapidly rotating M dwarfs are a com-
mon occurrence; however in older open clusters this number is reduced. Scholz et al. (2011) find
a mass-dependent exponential rotational braking law
P ∝ e[t/τ], (3.3)
where towards lower masses the spin-down timescale τ increases, with τ ≈ 0.5 Gyr for 0.3M
and τ > 1 Gyr for 0.1M. This indicates that at an age of 600Myr stars of 0.3M are almost
exclusively fast rotators. The Kepler mission, which observed over 1500 main sequence M-dwarfs,
has revealed that there are also many slowly rotating M-dwarfs (McQuillan et al. 2013). This
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suggests that, in accordance with the findings of Scholz et al. (2011) M dwarfs do indeed spin
down but the time over which this occurs is much longer than higher mass stars.
As well as X-ray emission, another coronal tracer of magnetic activity is radio emission. The
relation that correlates the X-ray luminosity with the radio luminosity (Eqn. (3.1)), suggests that
thermal X-ray emission, assumed to be due to hot coronal plasma, and non-thermal radio emis-
sion, possibly generated by the electron cyclotron maser instability (Melrose & Dulk 1982) or
gyrosynchrotron, are both due to the magnetic field. Throughout the subtypes of M dwarfs, the
radio luminosity remains approximately constant, while LX tracks the bolometric luminosity (i.e.,
LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3).
The sharp deviation from the LX − LR relation, first noted by Berger et al. (2001), does not
present itself until beyond spectral subtype M7 (Berger et al. 2010), where the relation evolves
from LR/LX ≈ 10−15.5 to ≈ 10−11.5. This would indicate that the deviation must not directly relate
to the transition to full convection. Along with this increase in radio luminosity, it is still unclear
as to why the emission is present on these stars during one set of observations and then absent
during the next (e.g., Berger et al. 2010).
A significant improvement in instrumentation and imaging capabilities enables us to recover
information on the distribution of large-scale magnetic fields on the surface of cool active stars
(Donati et al. 2003). This has allowed a much more in-depth investigation of dynamo processes
in low-mass stars. Using rotationally modulated circular polarisation signatures, the photospheric
magnetic field can be reconstructed from a series of polarised spectra, through Zeeman-Doppler
Imaging (ZDI). The magnetic field is decomposed into its toroidal and poloidal components and
described as a set of spherical harmonic coefficients (Donati et al. 2006), as demonstrated in Chap-
ter (2). The first low-mass star on which ZDI was attempted was the M4 dwarf V374 Peg, which
exhibits a very strong, large-scale, mainly axisymmetric poloidal field (Donati et al. 2006), that
is stable on timescales of ≈ 1 year (Morin et al. 2008). This result lead to a further investigation
of M dwarfs: a survey was conducted using data from ESPaDOnS and NARVAL on 23 active,
main-sequence, M dwarfs spanning a broad range of masses and rotation rates (Donati et al. 2008,
Morin et al. 2008; 2010).
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3.2 M Dwarf Sample
The mass range chosen for the stellar survey embodied M dwarfs located both above and below the
fully convective boundary, corresponding to spectral type M4 and mass 0.35M. In this chapter,
I concentrate on the M-dwarf sample with masses ranging from 0.25M to 0.75M, while the
results for the late M dwarfs are discussed in Chapter (5). For the early- and mid-M dwarfs Donati
et al. (2008), Morin et al. (2008) analysis revealed 2 distinct groups:
(i) Partly-convective M dwarfs with mass > 0.5M were shown to host a magnetic field with
a strong (dominant) toroidal component. The surface differential rotation was shown to be twice
that of the solar rate (between 60 and 120 mrad d−1, (Donati et al. 2008)).
(ii) For M dwarfs with masses closer to the fully-convective limit 0.2M < M < 0.5M strong,
purely poloidal, axisymmetric large-scale field were found. The differential rotation was measured
to be a tenth that of the solar rate.
Table (3.1) shows the fundamental parameters of the early M dwarfs GJ 182, DT Vir, DS Leo,
GJ 49, OT Ser and CE Boo; as well as the mid M dwarfs AD Leo, EQ Peg A, EV Lac, YZ CMi,
V374 Peg and EQ Peg B, adapted from Donati et al. (2008), Morin et al. (2008) and is used as a
reference point for our models.
3.2.1 Surface Magnetograms
The spectropolarimetric observations of the M dwarf sample were collected with NARVAL and
the 2m Te´lescope Bernard Lyot (TBL) over a period from January 2006 to February 2008 (Do-
nati et al. 2006; 2008, Morin et al. 2008). The magnetic topologies are reconstructed from a fit
to the complete series of Least-Square Deconvolution (LSD) Stokes V profiles and the surface
magnetograms are then produced from this data by the method outlined in Chapter (2). The mag-
netograms are constructed on a longitude against latitude plane and show the variation in flux
density, measured in Gauss, through the stellar surface. The intensity of the field for each star is
scaled according to the maximum and minimum field strengths present and the black contour lines
separate regions of opposite polarity.
For the early M dwarfs (Fig. (3.1), (3.2)) data was available in both 2007 and 2008 for DT
Vir, DS Leo and OT Ser, while data was only available for GJ 182 and GJ 49 in 2007 and for Ce
Boo in 2008 (Donati et al. 2008). For the mid M dwarfs (Fig. (3.3), (3.4)) data was available in
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(a) GJ 182 (07)
(b) DT Vir (07) (c) DT Vir (08)
(d) DS Leo (07) (e) DS Leo (08)
Figure 3.1: Stellar magnetograms for the reconstructed radial field of 3 early-M dwarfs: GJ 182,
DT Vir and DS Leo. Where available, maps are shown for both 2007 and 2008 observations. For
each star, colours are scaled to the maximum and minimum values of the radial magnetic field
component: blue represents negative flux and red positive flux. The black contour lines separate
regions of opposite polarity.
both 2007 and 2008 for AD Leo and YZ CMi; in both 2006 and 2007 for EV Lac; data was only
available in 2006 for EQ Peg A and EQ Peg B (Morin et al. 2008); while the map of V374 Peg is
a combination of data obtained in 2005 and 2006 (Donati et al. 2006).
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Extrapolated 3D Coronal Fields
The magnetic field is extrapolated above the stellar surface using the potential-field source surface
(PFSS) method (Altschuler & Newkirk 1969). A detailed explanation of the PFSS method can
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(a) GJ 49 (07)
(b) OT Ser (07) (c) OT Ser (08)
(d) CE Boo (08)
Figure 3.2: Stellar magnetograms for the reconstructed radial field of 3 early-M dwarfs: GJ 49,
OT Ser and CE Boo. Where available, maps are shown for both 2007 and 2008. For each star,
colours are scaled to the maximum and minimum values of the radial magnetic field component:
blue represents negative flux and red positive flux. The black contour lines separate regions of
opposite polarity.
be found in Chapter (2). The extrapolated fields are shown in Figs. (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), & (3.8)
decreasing in mass from 0.75M to 0.25M.
It is quite clear from Figs. (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), & (3.8) that towards the fully-convective bound-
ary, the magnetic topology is evolving from a complex structure to a more simple dipole. These
stars have different inclination axes and the magnetic pole βmag is not always aligned with the
inclination axis. This is also evident in Figs. (3.5) to (3.8) and the values for the stellar inclination
and magnetic pole angle, can be found in Tables (3.1) & (3.3), respectively. The extrapolations
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(a) AD Leo (07) (b) AD Leo (08)
(c) EQ Peg A (06)
(d) EV Lac (06) (e) EV Lac (07)
Figure 3.3: Stellar magnetograms for the reconstructed radial field of 3 mid-M dwarfs: AD Leo,
EQ Peg A, EV Lac. Where available, maps are shown for both 2006 and 2007 as well as for 2007
and 2008.For each star, colours are scaled to the maximum and minimum values of the radial
magnetic field component: blue represents negative flux and red positive flux. The black contour
lines separate regions of opposite polarity.
show the longest field line and the latitude of its footpoint on the stellar surface is calculated by
sin2 θLastClosed =
3R2ss
(r3 + 2R3ss)
r . (3.4)
A detailed derivation can be found in Chapter (2.4.2). For each magnetic pole, open field lines
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(a) YZ CMi (07) (b) YZ CMi (08)
(c) V374 Peg (06)
(d) EQ Peg B (06)
Figure 3.4: Stellar magnetograms for the reconstructed radial field of 3 mid-M dwarfs: YZ CMi,
V374 Peg and EQ Peg B. Where available, maps are shown for both 2007 and 2008. In the case
of V374 Peg the map is a combination of data obtained in 2005 and 2006. For each star, colours
are scaled to the maximum and minimum values of the radial magnetic field component: blue
represents negative flux and red positive flux. The black contour lines separate regions of opposite
polarity.
connect to the stellar surface at latitudes less than this co-latitude i.e.,
θ < θLastClosed
sin2 θ <
3R2ss
(r3 + 2R3ss)
r ,
(3.5)
This is the region from which we would expect stellar winds to originate from. Closed field lines
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(a) GJ 182 (07): lon=0◦ (b) lon=180◦ (c) Extrapolated Field
(e) DT Vir (08): lon=0◦ (f) lon=180◦ (g) Extrapolated Field
(i) DS Leo (08): lon=0◦ (j) lon=180◦ (k) Extrapolated Field
Figure 3.5: Reconstructed surface radial maps of 3 early-M dwarfs: GJ 182 (0.75M), DT Vir
(0.59M) and DS Leo (0.58M). The left-hand and central images represent the surface radial
maps projected onto a spherical surface for (a) longitude = 0◦ and (b) longitude = 180◦, to give
the best viewing angle of both magnetic poles. The right-hand images represent the extrapolated
3D coronal field at a rotational phase where magnetic axis is perpendicular to the line-of-sight.
For each star, colours are scaled to the maximum and minimum values of the radial magnetic field
component: blue represents negative flux and red positive flux.
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(a) GJ 49 (07): lon=0◦ (b) lon=180◦ (c) Extrapolated Field
(e) OT Ser (08): lon=0◦ (f) lon=180◦ (g) Extrapolated Field
(i) CE Boo (08): lon=0◦ (j) lon=180◦ (k) Extrapolated Field
Figure 3.6: Reconstructed surface radial maps of 3 early-M dwarfs: GJ 49 (0.57M), OT Ser
(0.55M) and CE Boo (0.48M). The left-hand and central images represent the surface radial
maps projected onto a spherical surface for two view points (a) longitude = 0◦ and (b) longitude
= 180◦, to give the best viewing angle of both magnetic poles. The right-hand images represent
the extrapolated 3D coronal field at a rotational phase where magnetic axis is perpendicular to the
line-of-sight. For each star, colours are scaled to the maximum and minimum values of the radial
magnetic field component: blue represents negative flux and red positive flux.
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(a) AD Leo (08): lon=0◦ (b) lon=180◦ (c) Extrapolated Field
(e) EQ Peg A (06): lon=0◦ (f) lon=180◦ (g) Extrapolated Field
(i) EV Lac (07): lon=0◦ (j) lon=180◦ (k) Extrapolated Field
Figure 3.7: Reconstructed surface radial maps of 3 mid-M dwarfs: AD Leo (0.42M), EQ Peg
A (0.39M) and EV Lac (0.32M). The left-hand and central images represent the surface radial
maps projected onto a spherical surface for two view points (a) longitude = 0◦ and (b) longitude =
180◦, to give the best viewing angle of both magnetic poles, except in the case of AD Leo which
is observed almost pole-on. The right-hand images represent the extrapolated 3D coronal field at a
rotational phase where magnetic axis is perpendicular to the line-of-sight, again except in the case
of AD Leo. For each star, colours are scaled to the maximum and minimum values of the radial
magnetic field component: blue represents negative flux and red positive flux.
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(a) YZ CMi (08): lon=0◦ (b) lon=180◦ (c) Extrapolated Field
(e) V374 Peg (05/06): lon=0◦ (f) lon=180◦ (g) Extrapolated Field
(i) EQ Peg B (06): lon=0◦ (j) lon=180◦ (k) Extrapolated Field
Figure 3.8: Reconstructed surface radial maps of 3 mid-M dwarfs: YZ CMi (0.31M), V374 Peg
(0.28M) and EQ Peg B (0.25M). The left-hand and central images represent the projected onto
a spherical surface for two view points (a) longitude = 0◦ and (b) longitude = 180◦, to give the
best viewing angle of both magnetic poles. The right-hand images represent the extrapolated 3D
coronal field at a rotational phase where magnetic axis is perpendicular to the line-of-sight. For
each star, colours are scaled to the maximum and minimum values of the radial magnetic field
component: blue represents negative flux and red positive flux.
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connect at the latitudes of
θ > θLastClosed
sin2 θ >
3R2ss
(r3 + 2R3ss)
r .
(3.6)
Regions contained within the closed field contribute towards the X-ray and radio emission mea-
sure. The values for the co-latitude of each star are shown in Table (3.3).
3.3.2 Strength of the Dipole Component
Across the fully-convective boundary the dipole component contributes more to the large-scale
structure as stellar mass decreases. Donati et al. (2008), Morin et al. (2008) report strong compo-
nents of the poloidal field for lower mass stars (Table (3.2)). This is also evident in the coronal
extrapolations of the of the ZDI maps e.g., Fig.(3.5), (3.6), (3.7) & (3.8), which show significant
structure at the stellar surface. This degree of structure decreases with height until on the largest
scales the extrapolated fields are well described by tilted dipoles. The distribution of power in
each l and m mode is shown in Fig. (3.9). Although the low-order modes are dominant in each
case, the magnetic field of the early-M dwarfs has power distributed across a much greater range
of modes than that of the mid-M dwarfs due to the early-M dwarfs having more complex fields.
Fig. (3.10) shows that the polar field strength of the dipole component i.e., Bl=1m=0(R?),
increases with decreasing Rossby number. We find that the most noticeable transition occurs in
the stars with Ro ≤ 0.1, where the field strength increases from ≤ 200G to ≥ 400G. M dwarfs
with lower Rossby number appear to have a greater polar field strength of their dipole component.
In other words, the structure of the magnetic field of these stars is becoming more dipolar. This
behaviour follows the results obtained by Donati et al. 2008, Morin et al. 2008 and indicates that
the large-scale field has a stronger dipole component for fully convective stars. In Fig. (3.10),
the region below Ro = 0.1 seems to be dominated by fully-convective stars (diamonds). This is
expected given the distribution of power in their magnetic field (See Fig. (3.9)). The two partly-
convective stars (asterisks) present in the region below Ro = 0.1, AD Leo and EQ Peg A, both have
mass very close to that of the fully convective boundary e.g., 0.42M and 0.39M, respectively,
and so it is unsurprising that they also have prominent dipole components. Values for these polar
field strengths can be found in Table (3.2).
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(a) GJ 182 (07) (c) DT Vir (08) (e) DS Leo (08)
(g) GJ 49 (07) (i) OT Ser (08) (k) CE Boo (08)
(m) AD Leo (08) (o) EQ Peg A (06) (q) EV Lac (07)
(s) YZ CMi (08) (u) V374 Peg (06) (w) EQ Peg B (06)
Figure 3.9: Plots showing the strength of each spherical harmonic component for each star in the
sample decreasing in mass from left to right and top to bottom. The scaling bars show the power
distribution in each l and m mode. From left to right and top to bottom the stars are shown by
decreasing mass.
3.3.3 Open Flux and Spin Down
Coronal structure is important as it determines the X-ray emission from regions of closed magnetic
field but also areas where the magnetic field is open and the stellar wind forms. The stellar wind
is responsible for angular momentum loss and the spin down time when the star is young. UV and
X-ray emission may have significant effects on any potential orbiting planet, making it essential
to study any factor that could affect the stellar wind; for example, the magnitude of the open flux.
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Figure 3.10: Polar field strength of the dipole component as a function of Rossby number. Al-
though no distinct transition is observed across the coronal saturation boundary (Ro = 0.1), it
is clear that stars approaching full-convection have strong polar dipole components. Asterisks
represent M > 0.35M diamond symbols represent M ≤ 0.35M.
Analysis of the geometry of the field can be achieved by predicting and comparing the open
flux to observed surface flux values obtained from the overall combination of l and m modes,
ΦOpen
ΦSurface
=
R2ss
∫ |Br(Rss, θ, φ)|dΩ
R2∗
∫ |Br(R∗, θ, φ)|dΩ . (3.7)
where Rs is the source surface, Br is the radial magnetic field component, R? is the stellar radius,
θ is the latitude, φ is the longitude, and dΩ is the solid angle (sin θdθdφ).
Fig. (3.11) demonstrates that, as with the polar field strength of the dipole component (Fig.
(3.10)), the amount of surface and also open flux increases with inverse Rossby number, albeit
with a more notable flattening at Ro ≤ 0.1. Fig. (3.11) indicates that the stars with the stronger
dipole components and more simple magnetic field structure exhibit a significant fraction of open
flux [1024Mx]. This may suggest that the spin down time for mid-M dwarfs is shorter than that of
the early-M dwarfs and that the M dwarfs follow a mass dependent rotational braking law (Eqn
(3.3)).
For many stars of course a full surface magnetic map is not available and only a single flux
estimate is possible. Assuming that all of the surface flux is contained in one single mode, for
example a dipole, can however lead to an overestimate of the amount of open flux. The open flux
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Figure 3.11: The open flux (red) and the surface flux (black) both decrease with Rossby number.
This follows the same trend as the polar field strength of the dipole component shown in Fig. (3.10)
although there is a more pronounced flattening at Ro < 0.1. Asterisks represent M > 0.35M and
diamond symbols represent M ≤ 0.35M.
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Figure 3.12: The magnitude of the predicted open flux as a function of the observed surface flux
is influenced by the higher multipole field components. Although the open flux tracks the surface
flux, which has a large dipole component (l = 1), the overall combination of l and m modes is
closer to that of an octupole (l=3). Note the outlier in (b) is M0.5 dwarf DT Vir (GJ 494A).
Asterisks represent M > 0.35M and diamond symbols represent M ≤ 0.35M.
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for any single mode is simply related to the surface flux as:
ΦOpen
ΦSurface
=
(2l + 1)( RssR∗ )
l+1
l + (l + 1)( RssR∗ )
2l+1
. (3.8)
From Fig. (3.12) we can deduce that although (near) fully-convective objects have increasingly
large-scale, low multipole field topologies (Donati et al. 2008, Morin et al. 2008), demonstrated by
the extrapolated 3D coronal fields (Fig. (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) & (3.8)) and strong polar field strengths
of the dipole component (Fig. (3.10)), we cannot ignore the higher multipole components when
modelling magnetic activity, or even the magnetic field itself. For example, if the dipole com-
ponent, which has the most open flux associated with it, was assumed to be the only significant
magnetic field component, the amount of open flux could be overestimated by at least an order of
magnitude. This would have consequences for, say a Weber-Davis model (Weber & Davis 1967)
of angular momentum loss, J˙, due to the stellar wind,
J˙ ∝ Φ2Open, (3.9)
which could overestimate the angular momentum loss by 2 orders of magnitude. The magnitude
of the open flux is dependent on the chosen value for the source surface and as Rss =→ ∞,
ΦOpen → 0.
Recent Kepler results reveal many slowly rotating M dwarfs with the rotation period increasing
for lower masses (McQuillan et al. 2013). However, although it is tempting to extrapolate from
Fig. (3.12) that, according to a Weber-Davis model (Weber & Davis 1967), the increased flux on
these stars should cause a high rate of angular momentum loss due to the stellar wind (Eq. (3.9)),
we lack an appropriate stellar wind model that would enable us to calculate this loss and make any
definite conclusions. Furthermore, without stellar ages for our sample, it is difficult to determine
whether these stars follow an age-rotation law (Eqn. (3.2)) or a mass dependent rotational braking
law (Eqn. (3.3)).
Vidotto et al. (2011) modelled the angular momentum loss of the M4 dwarf V374 Peg through
its stellar wind. In conjunction with its rapid rotation rate, V374 Peg exhibits a high angular
momentum loss, suggesting it is still young. However, for comparison purposes, an approximate
stellar age for V374 Peg has not yet been determined.
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Figure 3.13: The maximum and minimum coronal density occurring on each the stars in the
sample as a function of Rossby number. The dotted line represents M ≤ 0.35M and the dashed
line represents M > 0.35M. The spread in the density values calculated for each star can extend
over many orders of magnitude.
3.3.4 Coronal Density Structure
Fig. (3.13) shows the maximum and minimum density [ne =
pgas
2kBT
] occurring in the closed corona
of each star. In our stellar sample there is a great spread in the range of maximum-to-minimum
densities calculated for each star, with some extending over as much as 4 orders of magnitude
within the closed corona. The early-M dwarfs have a greater spread in their coronal densities than
the mid-M dwarfs. The average coronal densities calculated in this model for each star, which
can be found in Table (3.3), lie within the range 107 − 1011cm−3, representing early-M to mid-M
dwarfs respectively. Note the former would appear to encompass densities comparable to solar
values. The stars with Ro ≤ 0.1 have higher densities ≈ 1010, whereas the stars with Ro > 0.1
have lower densities.
3.3.5 X-ray Emission Measure
A model is created for the X-ray emitting corona in a format similar to Jardine et al. (2002) and
Gregory et al. (2006). This method is described in detail in Chapter (2).
The X-ray emission measure is determined assuming the gas is optically thin, i.e.
EM(r) =
∫
n2edV , (3.10)
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Figure 3.14: Emission Measure as a function of Rossby number. This demonstrates the trend
observed as the boundary of coronal saturation is approached i.e. Ro < 0.1. Asterisks represent M
> 0.35M diamond symbols represent M ≤ 0.35M.
Both the magnitude (Fig. (3.14)) and rotational modulation i.e. variation (Fig. (3.15)), in the
emission measure are considered. As is observed (Fig. (1.9);Delfosse et al. 1998), a rise and then
saturation of the X-ray emission measure with decreasing Rossby number is reproduced in Fig.
(3.14). The stellar coronae are compact, with most of the emission originating from regions below
approximately 2.1 stellar radii.
Fig. (3.15) shows the variation of the X-ray emission measure as a function of Rossby number.
There is no evidence of a trend with Rossby number, nor do we see a difference between the X-
ray rotational modulations values for early-M and mid-M dwarfs. As discussed previously in
Section (3.3.2), for each star there is a large variation in the stellar inclination angle and the angle
between the magnetic axis and inclination angle i.e., βmag. These variations must be considered
when analysing the X-ray modulation. The high levels of rotational modulation indicate that even
on stars where the magnetic field is mainly dipolar, i.e. low Rossby number, there is still enough
structure present in the magnetic field to give significant rotational modulation. This makes it
difficult to infer magnetic field structure from the rotational modulation as the solutions would be
non-unique i.e., many configurations could give similar values.
3.4 Reconstruction Symmetry
In the reconstruction of the surface magnetic field it is possible to push the solution towards field
geometries that are either symmetric (e.g. a quadrupole) or antisymmetric (e.g. a dipole) about the
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Figure 3.15: The rotational modulation of the X-ray emission as a function of Rossby number
depicts the variation in emission measure during a full rotation of the star. Even at low Rossby
number, there is still enough structure present in the magnetic field to give significant rotational
modulation. Asterisks represent M > 0.35M diamond symbols represent M ≤ 0.35M.
centre of the star (see for example Fig. (3.16a) and (3.16c). The magnetic modelling is described
in detail in Donati et al. (2008). The principle of ZDI requires a way to choose between the many
field configurations that fit the data equally well. The imaging process is based on the principles
of maximum entropy image reconstruction and in the absence of any prior information on the field
topology, an entropy form that selects the solution with the lowest energy content and the lowest
degree modes, is generally used. Should there be a good physical reason to think that the field is
predominantly symmetric or antisymmetric, such a constraint with a modified entropy could be
imposed. It should be noted, however, that assuming symmetry is not the same as assuming a
purely dipolar field. In comparison to the unconstrained solution, magnetic energy is higher (and
entropy lower) for both the symmetric and anti-symmetric cases because the magnetic field is on
smaller spatial scales. The ZDI solution with the lowest energy (weighted by the order of the
spherical harmonics) that fits the data is selected. When one forces antisymmetry, the number of
degree of freedoms in the model is decreased and hence, relative to the unconstrained solution it
has a lower entropy/higher energy.
In this section I investigate the effect of this choice on coronal extrapolations (and quantities
derived hereafter). In particular, I examine whether the X-ray emission measure is sensitive to the
nature of the constraint since comparison with the observed emission measure may then help to
discriminate between choices in the way that for T Tauri stars, the location of accretion spots does
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(Donati et al. 2011).
3.4.1 Effects On Extrapolations
We consider a sample of 4 stars of different spectral types: [DS Leo, M0; OT Ser, M1.5; AD
Leo, M3; and V374 Peg, M4], which encompass high, mid and low inclination angles, as well
as a range of stellar masses. Figs (3.18), (3.17), (3.16) & (3.19) show the reconstructed surface
radial maps and the coronal extrapolations for the 3 ZDI cases: anti-symmetric, symmetric and
unconstrained.
The following remarks can be made on the reconstruction of the individual stars. For AD Leo,
which has a low inclination angle, 70◦, a predominantly dipolar field is reconstructed with ZDI,
(Fig. (3.18)). However, in the invisible hemisphere instead of a clear pole of strong magnetic field,
the surface is covered with field of average intensity with polarity opposite to that of the visible
pole. As a result the field lines from the visible pole connect on the whole hidden hemisphere
whereas for a pole-like model they would connect on the well-defined opposite pole. By imposing
an antisymmetric field this effect is corrected for: the resulting ZDI map features a strong polar
spot in the invisible hemisphere with opposite polarity with respect to the visible pole. For DS
Leo, the inclination angle is intermediate and the map, shown in Fig. (3.16), does not feature
any strong spot on the partly hidden hemisphere. It is likely in this case, as for AD Leo, that
due to a lack of information we do not know what is on the less-visible hemisphere. Imposing
antisymmetry indeed results in spots of high magnetic field on this hemisphere, and also modifies
more importantly the map in the visible hemisphere. For a star with a well constrained dataset and
high inclination angle like V374 Peg, the map is already well constrained and features an overall
dipolar structure with a strong polar spot on the hemisphere orientated away from the observer
(Fig. (3.19)).
3.4.2 Effects On Coronal Properties
Whether the unconstrained or antisymmetric solution is forced we find a similar result in terms of
the predicted open flux (Fig. (3.20)) and the magnitude of X-ray emission measure. Imposing a
symmetric field, one artificially imposes smaller spatial scales e.g. lmin = 2, i.e. the lowest degree
mode available becomes the quadrupole, which shifts magnetic energy from order l to (at least)
l+1 and automatically decreases the amount of open flux. This can be considered as a test on a star
for which a good dataset is available, e.g. V374 Peg. We note that even in the cases of forcing a
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(a) Antisymmetric Surface Map (b) Antisymmetric Extrapolation
(c) Symmetric Surface Map (d) Symmetric Extrapolation
(e) Unconstrained Surface Map (f) Unconstrained Extrapolation
Figure 3.16: Reconstructed surface radial field map and coronal extrapolation for the antisymmet-
ric, symmetric, and unconstrained ZDI solutions of DS Leo.
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(a) Antisymmetric Surface Map (b) Antisymmetric Extrapolation
(c) Symmetric Surface Map (d) Symmetric Extrapolation
(e) Unconstrained Surface Map (f) Unconstrained Extrapolation
Figure 3.17: Reconstructed surface radial field map and coronal extrapolation for the antisymmet-
ric, symmetric, and unconstrained ZDI solutions of OT Ser.
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(a) Antisymmetric Surface Map (b) Antisymmetric Extrapolation
(c) Symmetric Surface Map (d) Symmetric Extrapolation
(e) Unconstrained Surface Map (f) Unconstrained Extrapolation
Figure 3.18: Reconstructed surface radial field map and coronal extrapolation for the antisymmet-
ric, symmetric, and unconstrained ZDI solutions of AD Leo.
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(a) Antisymmetric Surface Map (b) Antisymmetric Extrapolation
(c) Symmetric Surface Map (d) Symmetric Extrapolation
(e) Unconstrained Surface Map (f) Unconstrained Extrapolation
Figure 3.19: Reconstructed surface radial field map and coronal extrapolation for the antisymmet-
ric, symmetric, and unconstrained ZDI solutions of V374 Peg.
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Figure 3.20: The variation in the open flux as a function of the surface flux when different con-
figurations of the magnetic field are assumed. The solutions are represented as follows: antisym-
metric, crosses; symmetric, square. The unconstrained solutions are represented by asterisks if M
> 0.35Mand diamond symbols if M ≤ 0.35M). Artificially imposing a symmetric or antisym-
metric field increases the reconstructed magnetic energy and hence both the observed surface flux
and predicted open flux. The symmetric solution (squares) has the lower open flux, which is to be
expected since imposing a symmetric field shifts magnetic energy from order l to (at least) l+1.
solution (either symmetric or antisymmetric), the relation between the open flux and surface flux
is still followed.
The effect of imposing different solutions has very little effect on the X-ray Emission Measures
or coronal densities calculated. However, there is a change in the X-ray rotational modulation
between solutions (Fig. (3.21)). An observation of the X-ray rotational modulation (such as that
described in Hussain et al. (2004; 2005), may discriminate between fields that are predominantly
symmetric or antisymmetric. As we discussed in Section (3.3.5), this depends on the inclination
of the magnetic pole and the inclination of the star itself. For some stars e.g., V374 Peg, this is
not so useful, whereas for other like AD Leo there is a large variation in the rotational modulation
making it a good candidate.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter I have used reconstructed maps of the radial magnetic field at the stellar surface for
a sample of early-to-mid M dwarfs to extrapolate their 3D coronal magnetic field (using the PFSS
method). I have investigated the topology of the large-scale magnetic field at the stellar surface
and the structure of the extrapolated 3D corona. By assuming a hydrostatic, isothermal corona, I
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Figure 3.21: The effect of imposing different magnetic field symmetries on the X-ray rotational
modulation. The solutions are represented as follows; antisymmetric, crosses; symmetric, square.
The unconstrained solutions are represented by asterisks if M > 0.35Mand diamond symbols if
M ≤ 0.35M). Although we have shown that rotational modulation is not a good indicator of
field structure when considering a large sample of stars with different inclination, etc, it could be
useful when considering a single object, e.g. checking the symmetry and providing independent
confirmation of the predominant mode.
have modelled the density structure within the corona and hence determined the X-ray emission
measure.
I have focussed in particular on variations with Rossby number. I find the following:
1. As the Rossby number decreases, the polar field strength of the dipole component of the
field increases and then appears to saturate. Stars with low Rossby number appear to have strong,
mainly dipolar fields.
2. A similar variation with Rossby number is seen in both the total (unsigned) surface magnetic
flux and the flux of open field (which can carry the stellar wind). The role of the topology of the
large-scale field is apparent when we calculate the magnitude of the open flux. This is significantly
less than would be predicted if all of the surface magnetic flux were contained in a purely dipole
field. The contribution of the higher multipoles therefore reduces the open flux and may also
significantly influence the angular momentum loss rate, which for a Weber-Davis model scales as
the square of the open flux. Both the strength and also the topology of the large-scale field are
therefore important in angular momentum loss.
3. As is observed, a rise and then saturation of the X-ray emission measure with decreasing
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Rossby number is also found. The stellar coronae are compact, with most of the emission origi-
nating from regions below approximately 2.1 stellar radii. Our sample contains a large range of
both the inclinations of the stellar rotation axis and also the tilt of the magnetic axis. As a result,
there is a large spread in the values of the rotational modulation of the X-ray emission and no clear
trend with Rossby number can be detected.
For low-mass stars, the observed variation in X-ray emission with Rossby number results nat-
urally from the observed variation in the surface magnetic field. We note that we choose the
parameter κ that scales the surface pressure in such a way that we reproduce typical coronal den-
sities for the M dwarfs. While there is a range of magnetic topologies within our sample, the
spread of values for the rotational modulation of the X-ray emission is too great for it to be a
useful indicator of the field structure. Although not a good indicator of field structure when con-
sidering a large sample of stars with different inclination, it could be useful when considering a
single object. For example, checking the symmetry and providing independent confirmation of the
predominant mode (e.g. dipole versus quadrupole), or observing a magnetic cycle with a change
from predominantly quadrupolar to predominantly dipolar as on the Sun (Sanderson et al. 2003).
I find that both the strength of the field and its geometry affect the magnetic flux that is open
(wind-bearing) and which therefore allows the star to lose mass and angular momentum. The
magnitude of this open flux is significantly reduced by departures from a purely dipolar field. This
suggests that simple scalings for angular momentum losses based on dipolar field geometries may
not be sufficient to explain the angular momentum evolution of low mass stars. The high values of
open flux for stars with the lowest Rossby numbers may indicate that they have significant angular
momentum loss rates.
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Table 3.1: Data for stellar sample of early-to-mid M dwarfs adapted from Donati et al. (2008),
Morin et al. (2008). Columns respectively list the stellar name, spectral type, mass M? (derived
from the Hipparcos distance and the J, H and K magnitudes using the mass-luminosity relation of
Delfosse et al. (2000) except for GJ 182, for which the evolutionary models of Baraffe et al. (1998)
are used), radius R? (predicted by theoretical models of Baraffe et al. (1998)), the assumed incli-
nation angle of the rotation axis to line-of-sight i (derived from Donati et al. (2008), Morin et al.
(2008)), the logarithmic bolometric luminosity log Lbol (derived from mass and models of Baraffe
et al. (1998)), the logarithmic relative X-ray luminosity log RX (i.e., log LX/log Lbol from Kiraga
& Stepien (2007) and from NEXXUS data base Schmitt & Liefke (2004)), the projected rotation
velocity (accurate to 1kms−1), the rotation period, and the effective Rossby numbers (computed
from empirical τc suited to the stellar mass from Kiraga & Stepien (2007)).
Star
Sp Type Mass Radius i log Lbol log RX v sin i Prot Ro
(M) (R) (◦) (ergs−1) (kms−1) (d) (10−2)
GJ 182 M0.5 0.75 0.82 60 32.7 -3.1 10 4.35 17.4
DT Vir/ GJ 494A M0.5 0.59 0.53 60 32.3 -3.4 11 2.85 9.2
DS Leo/ GJ 410 M0 0.58 0.52 60 32.3 -4.0 2 14.0 43.8
GJ 49 M1.5 0.57 0.51 45 32.3 <-4.3 1 18.6 56.4
OT Ser/ GJ 9520 M1.5 0.55 0.49 45 32.2 -3.4 6 3.40 9.7
CE Boo/ GJ 569A M2.5 0.48 0.43 45 32.2 -3.7 1 14.7 35.0
AD Leo M3 0.42 0.38 20 31.91 -3.18 3.0 2.34 4.7
EQ Peg A M3.5 0.39 0.35 60 31.84 -3.02 17.5 1.06 2.0
EV Lac M3.5 0.32 0.30 60 31.66 -3.33 4.0 4.37 6.8
YZ CMi M4.5 0.31 0.29 60 31.64 -3.09 5.0 2.78 4.2
V374 Peg M4 0.28 0.32 70 31.56 -3.20 36.5 0.45 0.6
EQ Peg B M4.5 0.25 0.25 60 31.47 -3.25 28.5 0.40 0.5
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Table 3.2: Magnetic quantities derived in Donati et al. (2008), Morin et al. (2008). Columns 1 -
3 represent the fundamental quantities from Table (3.1): stellar name, mass and Rossby number.
Columns 4 and 5 are the reconstructed magnetic energy and the average magnetic flux, while
columns 6 - 10 list the percentage of the reconstructed magnetic energy respectively lying in the
poloidal, dipole ( poloidal and l = 1), quadrupole (poloidal and l = 2), octupole (poloidal and l =
3) and axisymmetric modes (for the early-M dwarfs m < l/2 and for the mid-M dwarfs m = 0/ m
< l/2). Column 11 represents the polar field strength of the dipole component and is from Lang
et al. (2012)
Star
Mass Ro
〈
B2
〉
〈B〉 pol dip quad oct axi BPolarDipole
(M) (10−2) (104G2) (G) % % % % % (G)
GJ 182 (2007) 0.75 17.4 3.95 172 32 48 18 14 17 66.3
DT Vir
(2007) 0.59 9.2 2.78 145 38 64 17 8 12 -20.5
(2008) - - 3.21 149 53 10 17 17 20 -20.8
DS Leo
(2007) 0.58 43.8 1.24 101 18 52 37 8 58 -8.9
(2008) - - 1.05 87 20 52 31 7 16 -9.3
GJ 49 (2007) 0.57 56.4 0.09 27 48 71 20 7 67 21.9
OT Ser
(2007) 0.55 9.7 2.28 136 80 47 19 18 86 -91.2
(2008) - - 2.38 123 67 33 17 21 66 -91.8
CE Boo (2008) 0.48 35.0 1.48 103 95 87 6 3 96 159.3
AD Leo
(2007) 0.42 4.7 0.61 0.19 99 56 12 5 95/97 137.5
(2008) - - 0.61 0.18 95 63 9 3 85/88 163.7
EQ Peg A (2006) 0.39 2.0 2.73 0.48 85 70 6 6 69/70 -536.9
EV Lac
(2006) 0.32 6.8 4.48 0.57 87 60 13 3 33/36 408.4
(2007) - - 3.24 0.49 98 75 10 3 28/31 416.2
YZ CMi
(2007) 0.31 4.2 5.66 0.56 92 69 10 5 56/61 820.9
(2008) - - 4.75 0.55 97 72 11 8 85/86 736.7
V374 Peg (2006) 0.28 0.6 6.55 0.78 96 72 12 7 75/76 -1305.9
EQ Peg B (2006) 0.25 0.5 2.38 0.45 97 79 8 5 92/94 -655.5
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Table 3.3: Data for stellar sample of early-to-mid M dwarfs. Mass , inclination, Rossby number
(from Donati et al. (2008), Morin et al. (2008) were computed from empirical τc suited to the
stellar mass from Kiraga & Stepien (2007)), βmag, the estimated angle between the rotation and
magnetic axis and θ0 the angle between the magnetic axis and last closed field line, are from Lang
et al. (2012), along with the predicted values for the logarithmic emission measure log EM (both
magnitude (cm−3) and rotational modulation (%) ) and the logarithmic coronal density log ne.
Star
Sp Type Mass Ro i βmag θ0 log EM Rot Mod log ne
(M) (10−2) (◦) (◦) (◦) (cm−3) (%) (cm−3)
GJ 182 M0.5 0.75 17.4 60 41.1 84.7 50.33 12.18 8.62
DT Vir/ GJ 494A M0.5 0.59 9.2 60 83.6 118.5 50.91 2.82 9.26
DS Leo/ GJ 410 M0 0.58 43.8 60 41.1 74.6 48.36 9.93 7.98
GJ 49 M1.5 0.57 56.4 45 10.9 44.1 46.83 18.02 7.05
OT Ser/ GJ 9520 M1.5 0.55 9.7 45 12.1 44.6 50.66 48.83 9.22
CE Boo/ GJ 569A M2.5 0.48 35.0 45 7.4 37.6 49.47 2.17 8.52
AD Leo M3 0.42 4.7 20 4.5 33.5 50.22 3.27 8.95
EQ Peg A M3.5 0.39 2.0 60 25.9 52.9 51.42 51.02 9.66
EV Lac M3.5 0.32 6.8 60 45.8 71.3 52.02 12.05 10.14
YZ CMi M4.5 0.31 4.2 60 24.8 49.8 50.21 9.89 10.27
V374 Peg M4 0.28 0.6 70 9.3 35.7 52.62 26.49 10.26
EQ Peg B M4.5 0.25 0.5 60 6.5 29.7 51.11 14.05 9.64
Table 3.4: Results for different assumptions made during reconstruction of the magnetic field for
4 M dwarfs: DS Leo, OT Ser, AD Leo, and V374 Peg. (a) (b) and (c) represent the antisymmetric,
symmetric and unconstrained cases respectively. The results for the predicted values for the loga-
rithmic emission measure log EM (both magnitude (cm−3) and rotational modulation (%) ) and the
logarithmic coronal density (log ne) are shown in columns 5 -7. The constant of proportionality κ
is fixed for all 3 cases.
Star
Symmetry Sp Type Mass log EM Rot Mod log ne
(M) (cm−3) (%) (cm−3)
(a) 48.47 18.48 7.97
DS Leo/ GJ 410 (b) M0 0.58 48.40 10.58 7.82
(c) 48.36 9.93 7.98
(a) 49.67 37.88 8.63
OT Ser/ GJ 9520 (b) M1.5 0.55 50.62 29.22 9.06
(c) 50.66 48.83 9.22
(a) 50.10 0.91 8.86
AD Leo (b) M3 0.42 50.10 0.98 8.97
(c) 50.22 3.27 8.95
(a) 52.54 25.61 10.22
V374 Peg (b) M4 0.28 52.58 31.26 10.21
(c) 52.62 26.49 10.26
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Modelling the Undetected Magnetic Field of
Low-Mass Stars
Zeeman-Doppler imaging is a spectropolarimetric technique that is used to map the large-scale
surface magnetic fields of stars. These maps in turn are used to study the structure of the stars’
coronae and winds. This method, however, misses any small-scale magnetic flux whose polarisa-
tion signatures cancel out. Measurements of Zeeman broadening show that a large percentage of
the surface magnetic flux may be neglected in this way. In this Chapter1, I assess the impact of
this ‘missing flux’ on the predicted coronal structure and the possible rates of spin down due to
the stellar wind. To do this I create a model for the small-scale field and add this to the Zeeman-
Doppler maps of the magnetic fields of a sample of 12 M dwarfs. I extrapolate this combined
field and determine the structure of a hydrostatic, isothermal corona. The addition of small-scale
surface field produces a carpet of low-lying magnetic loops that covers most of the surface, in-
cluding the stellar equivalent of solar ‘coronal holes’ where the large-scale field is opened up by
1This chapter is reproduced from the work Lang et al. (2014)
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the stellar wind and hence would be X-ray dark. I find that this can cause a change of up to 30% in
the X-ray rotational modulation compared to that for the large-scale field alone. We show that the
trend of the X-ray emission measure with rotation rate (the so-called ‘activity-rotation relation’) is
unaffected by the addition of small-scale field, when scaled with respect to the large-scale field of
each star. In addition, the geometry of the large-scale field, the tilt of the dipole axis and the extent
of the corona show marginal changes but these may not be significant enough to be observable.
The addition of small-scale field increases the surface flux; however, the large-scale open flux
that governs the loss of mass and angular momentum in the wind remains unaffected. I conclude
that spin-down times and mass loss rates calculated from surface magnetograms are unlikely to be
significantly influenced by the neglect of small-scale field.
4.1 Introduction
M dwarfs, much smaller, dimmer and cooler than stars like our Sun, are by far the most common
type of star in our galaxy. The study of these stars has remained limited due to their faintness and
in the past it was presumed that M dwarfs were unlikely to host detectable habitable planets. More
recently however, the advantages of searching for habitable planets around M dwarfs have been
recognised. For example, the habitable zone is closer and so it is easier to find planets by radial
velocity searches. The ratio of radii of star and planet is also smaller, hence it is easier to detect
transits. Despite the advantages of detecting planets around these stars, M dwarfs have been shown
to be extremely magnetically active which may have significant effects on any planetary system.
For example, intense magnetic fields, stellar flares, UV and X-ray emission and the powerful stellar
winds (Vidotto et al. 2013) may affect planetary atmospheres as well as any potential organisms
on these planets. This makes it vital to investigate how the structure and evolution of the magnetic
field, both large-scale and small-scale, can affect coronal properties.
Time-resolved spectropolarimetric observations of a star can be analysed by means of Zee-
man Doppler Imaging (ZDI, Semel 1989, Donati et al. 2006) in order to reconstruct a map of the
vector magnetic field on the stellar surface. ZDI relies on the fact that due to the combination of
the properties of the Zeeman effect (e.g., rotation-induced Doppler and rotational modulation), a
strong relation exists between the distribution of the magnetic field at the surface of a star and the
rotational evolution of polarisation in spectral lines during a stellar rotation. However, several lim-
itations exist: in particular, with the solution being non-unique, a maximum entropy criterion has
to be used, and due to the mutual cancellation of polarised signals originating from neighbouring
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regions of opposite polarities, the maps have a limited spatial resolution and, therefore, systemat-
ically miss magnetic flux corresponding to magnetic fields organised on small spatial scales. The
actual resolution is mostly driven by the rotational velocity of the star projected on the observer’s
line-of-sight (vsin i): the higher the vsin i, the higher the resolution. In addition, for the inclination
of the stellar rotation axis with respect to the line-of-sight differing from 90◦, a part of the star
is never visible. Therefore, in that region there is no constraint on the magnetic field, except that
globally it has to satisfy the null-divergence constraint.
Studies based on spectropolarimetric observations and ZDI have provided the first informa-
tion on the structure of the surface magnetic fields of M dwarfs. In particular, partly-convective
M dwarfs have been shown to host large-scale magnetic fields which are non-axisymmetric and
feature a strong toroidal component (Donati et al. 2008), whereas those close to the limit of full-
convection have been shown to host much stronger large-scale field dominated by a mainly ax-
isymmetric poloidal component (e.g., Donati et al. 2006, Morin et al. 2008, Morin et al. 2008).
However, these studies do not constrain the small-scale field component of the magnetic fields of
low-mass stars. In parallel, studies based on the analysis of the Zeeman broadening in unpolarised
spectroscopy provide complementary information: the measure of the disc-averaged magnetic
field including the contributions of both the large-scale and small-scale components. Reiners &
Basri (2009) compiled measurements of mean magnetic flux from Stokes I (total intensity) and
Stokes V (the fractional degree of circular polarisation) parameters for a selection of partially-
convective and fully-convective M dwarfs. They find that the fraction of magnetic flux visible in
Stokes V is a small percentage of the total flux measured in Stokes I. This means that a large
portion of the magnetic flux stored in magnetic fields is invisible to Stokes V . One possible expla-
nation is that the majority of magnetic flux on M dwarfs is grouped into small structures distributed
over the stellar surface, where different polarities cancel each other out in Stokes V . More specifi-
cally, Reiners & Basri (2009) find that although for the lower-mass fully-convective stars, the mean
magnetic flux does not significantly differ from partially convective stars (Reiners & Basri 2007),
the fraction of the total magnetic flux detected in Stokes V is different for partially-convective and
fully-convective stars: ∼ 6% and ∼ 14% respectively.
In this Chapter I examine the influence small-scale field may have on the stellar coronae. I
create a model for small-scale field and add it to the reconstructed surface radial maps for a stel-
lar sample of 12 M Dwarfs (Donati et al. 2008, Morin et al. 2008) that span the fully-convective
boundary. By comparison with the observed large-scale magnetic field structure, I investigate the
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Figure 4.1: Radial magnetic surface map for the model of small scale field covering ∼ 62% of the
stellar surface. Bmax is 500G with an unsigned surface flux value φsurface ≈ 1024Mx. The black
lines are contour lines separating regions of opposite polarity.
effect this small-scale field has on the geometry of the extrapolated 3D magnetic field and subse-
quent coronal properties, such as open flux, coronal extent, X-ray emission measure and coronal
density. I approach this in two ways: (1) by incorporating the same pattern of small-scale field
onto each star in the sample with two different magnetic flux densities, either ±500G or ±1000G;
and (2) using the results of Reiners & Basri (2009), I add in a percentage amount of small-scale
field such that the large-scale field contributes only ∼ 6% and ∼ 14% of the total magnetic field,
for the partially-convective and fully-convective stars within the sample respectively.
4.2 Modelling and Incorporating the small-scale field
4.2.1 The Surface Field
To create small-scale field on the stellar surface we use the synthesised spot brightness maps of
Barnes et al. (2011). The spots were created using the Doppler imaging code ‘Doppler Tomogra-
phy of Stars’ (DToS) and all spots were modelled, following Solanki (1999), with circular umbral
areas and a ratio of umbral to penumbral area of 1:3.
We use the spot brightness to allocate field strengths to the centre of the active regions and
allow the field strength to fall-off in a Gaussian-like distribution, to the edge of each spot, i.e.
Bsr =
Bmax
Σbrightness
e−
x2
2 , (4.1)
where Bsr represents the field strength in the small-scale field, Σbrightness is the spot brightness, Bmax
is the arbitrarily chosen maximum field strength based on the average field strengths of the early-
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Figure 4.2: 3D coronal extrapolation of the small-scale field shown in Fig. (4.1). Colours are
scaled to the maximum and minimum values of the surface radial magnetic field component.
and mid- M dwarfs, and x is the distance from the centre of the spot. We note here that a higher
spot brightness indicates a lower field strength value.
We impose a condition that the small-scale field must be small enough not to be detected in
ZDI i.e., invisible in Stokes V. The typical area over which the circular polarisation cancels out
e.g., the area over which the signed magnetic flux cancels or the typical distance between two
spots of opposite polarities, corresponds to about 12◦, for a rapidly rotating star with vsin i ≈ 40
km/s e.g., V374 Peg. This condition means that any active region must have a diameter less than
the typical ZDI resolution i.e. < 5◦. Our synthetic maps assume spots with radii ≤1◦.
To ensure the small-scale field is evenly distributed over the entire surface of the star, we keep
the spot coverage constant. We, therefore, find that an appropriate parameter to vary in the model
is Bmax. Taking into account the magnitude of the field detected in ZDI for our sample of partly-
convective and fully convective M Dwarfs, we (1) fix the value of Bmax to be either ±500G or
±1000G; and (2) set the value of Bmax such that the large-scale field contributes only 6% and 14%
of the total field respectively, as indicated in Reiners & Basri (2009).
The surface magnetic radial map for the small-scale field is shown in Fig. (4.1) where the
spot distribution covers approximately ∼ 62% of a model star. Fig. (4.1) represents the case
where Bmax = 500G. The simulated magnetic radial maps for the small-scale field are added to the
reconstructed radial maps obtained through ZDI and new surface maps with both large-scale and
small-scale field are created for each M dwarf i.e. BTotal = Bsr + B
ZDI
r .
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(a) Large-scale radial field at stellar surface (b) Large-scale radial field at source surface
(c) Large- + small-scale radial field at stellar surface (d) Large- + small-scale radial field at source surface
Figure 4.3: Upper: Large-scale (ZDI) reconstructed radial field maps for GJ 49 at (a) the stellar
surface, and (b) the source surface. Lower: ZDI + small-scale radial field map for GJ 49 at (c) the
stellar surface, and (d) the source surface. Small-scale field is scaled according to the results of
Reiners & Basri (2009) such that Bls = 6%BTotal, for partly-convective M dwarfs.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Field Structure
With the addition of small-scale field B drops more rapidly with height, close to the stellar surface.
As such, we do not find any great change in the large-scale field structure. This is evident from
Fig. (4.3) which shows the radial field at both the stellar surface and the source surface. Fig.
(4.3a) & (4.3c) which represent the large-scale and large- + small-scale field at the stellar surface
respectively, show very different topologies; however, when this is extrapolated out to the source
surface (Fig. (4.3b) & (4.3d)) the topologies are similar. We conclude from this that the magnetic
pressure falls off with radius more quickly with the addition of small-scale field leaving only the
large-scale components near the source surface.
In a format similar to Jardine et al. (1999), the 3D coronal magnetic field is extrapolated by
the potential field-source surface (PFSS) method (Altschuler & Newkirk 1969). This method is
described in detail in Chapter (2).
The extrapolated 3D small-scale field is shown in Fig. (4.2), where most of the field lines
remain closed and close to the stellar surface. This extrapolation demonstrates that the small-scale
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(a) GJ 182 (b)
(a) DT Vir (b)
(a) DS Leo (b)
Figure 4.4: (a) shows the 3D coronal extrapolation of the reconstructed surface radial maps for 3
early-M dwarfs: GJ 182, DT Vir, and DS Leo. (b) is the extrapolation for case (2) where the com-
bination of the small-scale field scaled with respect to the large-scale field e.g., BZDI =∼ 6%BTotal,
for the partly-convective M dwarfs and BZDI =∼ 14%BTotal, for the fully convective M dwarfs,
according to Reiners & Basri (2009). The coloured are scaled to the maximum and minimum field
strengths on each star.
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(a) GJ 49 (b)
(a) OT Ser (b)
(a) CE Boo (b)
Figure 4.5: (a) shows the 3D coronal extrapolation of the reconstructed surface radial maps for 3
early-M dwarfs: GJ 49, OT Ser, and CE Boo. (b) is the extrapolation for case (2) where the com-
bination of the small-scale field scaled with respect to the large-scale field e.g., BZDI =∼ 6%BTotal,
for the partly-convective M dwarfs and BZDI =∼ 14%BTotal, for the fully convective M dwarfs,
according to Reiners & Basri (2009). The coloured are scaled to the maximum and minimum field
strengths on each star.
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(a) AD Leo (b)
(a) EQ Peg A (b)
(a) EV Lac (b)
Figure 4.6: (a) shows the 3D coronal extrapolation of the reconstructed surface radial maps
for 3 mid-M dwarfs: AD Leo, EQ Peg A, and EV Lac. (b) is the extrapolation for case (2)
where the combination of the small-scale field scaled with respect to the large-scale field e.g.,
BZDI =∼ 6%BTotal, for the partly-convective M dwarfs and BZDI =∼ 14%BTotal, for the fully con-
vective M dwarfs, according to Reiners & Basri (2009). The coloured are scaled to the maximum
and minimum field strengths on each star.
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(a) YZ CMi (b)
(a) V374 Peg (b)
(a) EQ Peg B (b)
Figure 4.7: (a) shows the 3D coronal extrapolation of the reconstructed surface radial maps
for 3 mid-M dwarfs: YZ CMi, V374 Peg, and EQ Peg B. (b) is the extrapolation for case (2)
where the combination of the small-scale field scaled with respect to the large-scale field e.g.,
BZDI =∼ 6%BTotal, for the partly-convective M dwarfs and BZDI =∼ 14%BTotal, for the fully con-
vective M dwarfs, according to Reiners & Basri (2009). The coloured are scaled to the maximum
and minimum field strengths on each star.
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Figure 4.8: X-ray Emission Measure as a function of Rossby number for both the large-scale field
(black symbols) and the simulated small-scale + large-scale field (Bmax = 500G red symbols, Bmax
= 1000G blue symbols). The black symbols reproduce the observed trend with coronal saturation
occurring for Ro < 0.1 represented by the black dashed line. Asterisks represent partly convective
dwarfs, M > 0.35M, and diamond symbols represent fully convective dwarfs, M ≤ 0.35M.
field produces a ‘carpet’ of low-lying loops across the surface. The extrapolated coronal fields of
both (a) the large-scale field and (b) the large-scale + small-scale field are shown in Fig. (4.4),
(4.5), (4.6), & (4.7). A comparison of the left-hand and right-hand columns show very little change
in the structure of the closed large-scale field with the addition of small-scale field for the majority
of our sample. This is especially true for the mid-M dwarfs which have larger dipole components.
However, some early-M dwarfs, namely DT Vir and OT Ser, show slight changes in the structure
of their magnetic field. This could be due to the significant increase in flux on these stars with
the addition of the small-scale field . The small-scale field produces a carpet of low-lying field
covering the surface of the star and can be seen in the regions where the large-scale field would be
open. The location of coronal holes where the stellar wind is emitted all remain largely unchanged
and the angle of the magnetic dipole axis from the rotation pole is altered by only a few degrees
4.3.2 Activity-Rotation Relation
A model is created for the X-ray emitting corona in a format similar to Jardine et al. (2002) and
Gregory et al. (2006). This method is described in detail in Chapter (2).
The observed X-ray luminosity LX/Lbol increases and saturates at LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3 (Delfosse
et al. 1998). This behaviour is attributed to coronal saturation (Vilhu & Walter 1987, Stauffer et al.
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Figure 4.9: X-ray Emission Measure as a function of Rossby number for both the large-
scale field (black symbols) and the simulated small-scale + large-scale field (purple symbols:
BZDI =∼ 6%BTotal, for the partly-convective (asterisks) M dwarfs and BZDI =∼ 14%BTotal, for the
fully convective M dwarfs (diamonds)).
1994) and occurs at Ro ≈ 0.1. Lang et al. (2012)) reproduced the saturation for the large-scale
field in a sample of M Dwarfs and is shown as the black symbols in Fig. (4.8) (Equivalently see
Fig.(3.14)). The trend of the X-ray Emission Measure is quite clear for the field detected by ZDI.
Fig. (4.8) shows that it is not as prominent with the addition of 500G of small-scale flux (red
symbols) and is no longer evident for 1000G of small-scale flux (black symbols). The means that
the addition of the same small-scale field to each star destroys the relationship between magnetic
flux and Rossby number.
If we now consider the alternate approach where BZDI =∼ 6%BTotal, for the partly-convective
M dwarfs and BZDI =∼ 14%BTotal, for the fully convective M dwarfs shown in Fig. (4.9) the rise
and saturation of the X-ray emission with Rossby number is once again apparent. The magnitude
of the X-ray emission has increased by approximately 5 orders of magnitude (Table 4.1); however,
we are only concerned with the trend of the emission measure with Rossby number and not the
magnitude as this can be scaled up or down depending on the coronal density and our choice of
κ. For comparison with our previous work conducted on the field visible only to ZDI, we kept the
model parameters in this work e.g., the temperature (T = 2 × 106K), source surface (Rss = 2.5R∗)
and constant of proportionality κ = 10−6 constant. The coronal densities (shown in Table (4.1))
now lie at the higher end of the accepted range: 109 − 1012cm−3 (Ness et al. 2002; 2004), as
opposed to their previous values which were at the lower end. The value of κ could be altered in
such a way to reduce the coronal densities back to the values calculated for the ZDI maps and in
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Figure 4.10: The rotational modulation of the X-ray emission as a function of Rossby number does
not demonstrate any trend with Rossby number. With the addition of small-scale field, the magni-
tude of the modulation changes but there is no clear trend present. Symbols: BZDI =∼ 6%BTotal,
for the partly-convective (asterisks) M dwarfs and BZDI =∼ 14%BTotal, for the fully convective M
dwarfs (diamonds)).
turn reduce the magnitude of the X-ray emission measure.
Comparison of the results of Fig. (4.8) and Fig. (4.9) indicates that the addition of the same
small-scale field to each star removes the activity-rotation relation; however, scaling the small-
scale field to the large-scale, e.g., BZDI =∼ 6%BTotal, for the partly-convective M dwarfs and
BZDI =∼ 14%BTotal, for the fully convective M dwarfs, recovers the relation. This would sug-
gest that the small-scale field has the same dependence on rotation period as the large-scale field.
Given this result, the following discussion is for the small-scale field scaled with respect to the
large-scale field. Our results are in agreement with that of Garraffo et al. (2013) who find that the
small-scale field (of similar spatial resolution) plays a crucial role when modelling the closed loop
structure.
4.3.3 Rotational Modulation of X-ray Emission
In the Chapter (3), the rotational modulation of the X-ray emission measure for the stellar sample
did not demonstrate any trend with Rossby number and could not be used as an indicator of field
topology due to too many contributing factors e.g. the angle of stellar inclination and the angle of
the magnetic dipole axis from the rotation pole.
With the addition of small-scale field, the magnitude of the rotation modulation of the X-ray
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Emission Measure changes for each star as a result of changes in surface field strength (Fig.(4.10)).
This is more evident for the early-M than the mid-M dwarfs. There are a few exceptions: for OT
Ser, an early-M Dwarf, the change in the rotational modulation between the large-scale field and
the addition of small-scale flux is nearly 30%, whereas for GJ 49, also an early-M dwarf, the
change in the modulation is 1%. The large change in the rotational modulation for OT Ser is
unsurprising considering the change the addition of small-scale field made to its large-scale field
structure. However, since we do not find any great change in the large-scale field structure with
the addition of small-scale field for the vast majority of our sample, the change in the magnitude
of the rotational modulation could be a result of the small-scale field producing low-lying small
closed field regions which carpet the stellar surface including the areas where the large-scale field
is open.
4.3.4 Open Flux and Spin Down
Coronal structure is important as it determines the X-ray emission from regions of closed mag-
netic field but also areas where the magnetic field is open and the stellar wind forms. For stars with
weaker large-scale magnetic fields, the range of field strengths present on the star has been altered
by the addition of small-scale field. This has little effect on the geometry of the large-scale field
(Fig. (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), (4.7)). The dipole axis and the location and extent of the open field regions
are largely unchanged. This is to be expected as the small-scale field is distributed axisymmetri-
cally over the surface so it has no preferred direction. This suggests that the latitudes from which
a stellar wind could be launched would not be affected by the presence of small-scale field. Within
regions where the large-scale field is open there may, however, still be a carpet of small-scale field,
which could contribute to powering the stellar wind (e.g., Nishizuka et al. (2011)).
The stellar wind is responsible for angular momentum loss and influences the stellar spin
down time. To investigate the effect the small-scale field has on the overall coronal structure, we
examine both its influence on the total magnetic flux at the surface of the star and also the total
open flux. We analyse the geometry of the field by predicting and comparing the open flux to
observed surface flux values obtained from the overall combination of l and m modes,
ΦOpen
ΦS ur f ace
=
R2ss
∫ |Br(Rss, θ, φ)|dΩ
R2∗
∫ |Br(R∗, θ, φ)|dΩ , (4.2)
where Ω is the solid angle.
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a)
b)
Figure 4.11: The percentage change in (a) the surface flux and (b) the open flux as a function of
the observed surface flux, due to the addition of small-scale field. The increase in the surface flux
is more prominent for stars with lower large-scale field strengths e.g. the partly-convective stars
(asterisks). The large-scale open flux changes between 10% and 40% but shows no preference
between partly-convective and fully-convective stars. The change in open flux could possibly be
due to the increase in surface flux extending the size of the closed corona. Symbols are as of Fig.
(4.8).
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the magnitude of the minimum predicted open flux as a function of
the observed surface flux with and without small-scale field. The dashed line shows the predicted
open flux of a pure dipole. Four stars which span the spectral range of our sample have been
chosen to show that when producing a model for the stellar corona a range of l and m modes must
be considered to reproduce the correct coronal structure. Symbols are as of Fig.(4.8).
Adding in small-scale field increases the surface flux. Fig. (4.11a)) shows this increase ex-
pressed as
∆φS ur f ace =
(φS ur f ace)large+small
(φS ur f ace)large
− 1 . (4.3)
The fractional increase in surface flux is clearly greatest for those stars whose large-scale surface
flux is lowest. We can view the distribution of power in each l and m mode that the small-scale
field creates in Fig. (4.13). Comparing this to Fig. (3.9) for the power distribution in the large-
scale field, we can see that the l and m modes extend into much higher multipoles with the addition
of small-scale field. The lower modes are dominant in all cases; however, this is more apparent
for the stars close to the fully-convective boundary.
The addition of the small-scale field also results in a slight change (10% to 40%) in the open
flux (Fig. (4.11b)). The fraction for the open flux is given by
∆φOpen =
(φOpen)large+small
(φOpen)large
− 1 . (4.4)
This result is in keeping with the increase in surface flux. We note that the magnitude of the
open flux is dependent on the chosen value for the source surface (as Rss =→ ∞, ΦOpen → 0)
but the effect of adding in small-scale field is the same for all values of the source surface. As
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(a) GJ 182 (07) (c) DT Vir (08) (e) DS Leo (08)
(g) GJ 49 (07) (i) OT Ser (07) (k) CE Boo (08)
(m) AD Leo (08) (o) EQ Peg A (06) (q) EV Lac (06)
(s) YZ CMi (08) (u) V374 Peg (06) (w) EQ Peg B (06)
Figure 4.13: Plots showing the strength of each spherical harmonic component for every star in
the sample. The scaling bars show the power distribution in each l and m mode. From left to right
and top to bottom the stars are shown by decreasing mass.
there is little change in the open flux with the addition of small-scale field, we would not expect
the angular momentum or mass loss to be significantly affected. These results agree with the
MHD-model used by Garraffo et al. (2013).
For many stars a full surface magnetic map is not available and only a single flux estimate
is possible. Assuming that all of the surface flux is contained in one single mode, for example a
dipole, can however lead to an overestimate of the amount of open flux. The open flux for any
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single mode is simply related to the surface flux as:
Φopen
Φsur f ace
=
(2l + 1)( RssR∗ )
l+1
l + (l + 1)( RssR∗ )
2l+1
. (4.5)
Fig. (4.12) shows the magnitude of the open flux as a function of surface flux for both case (1)
[shown in red (500G) and blue (1000G)] and case (2) [shown in purple]. Fig. (4.12) indicates
that when small-scale field is added there is an increase in surface flux but the predicted open flux
is still at least an order of magnitude smaller than it would be had we only considered the dipole
modes. Therefore, the angular momentum loss, J˙, due to the stellar wind, which is determined by
the amount of open flux i.e. a Weber-Davis model (Weber & Davis 1967), given by
J˙ ∝ Φ2Open, (4.6)
is influenced by the topology of the field and would be overestimated by at least 2 orders of
magnitude. This is also true for the mass loss rate,
M˙ ∝ ΦOpen, (4.7)
which could be overestimated by an order of magnitude if the topology is over-simplified. We
conclude from this result that when producing a model for the stellar corona, or the stellar wind,
a range of l and m modes must be considered to reproduce the correct, more complex, coronal
structure.
4.3.5 Addition of Larger Spots
During the modelling process only spots of less than < 1◦ were created. This is to ensure that the
small-scale field would be invisible to ZDI. As previously discussed, for the spots to remain below
the typical resolving power of ZDI, they must have a diameter of < 5◦. To investigate the effect
larger spots may have on the magnetic structure and coronal properties we choose to sample spots
at 2.5◦ and 5◦. The surface maps for these spot distributions is shown in Fig. (4.14).
Due to constraints by Eqn. (4.1), when the diameter of the spots becomes too large, the
spots start to over lap one-another and polarities begin to cancel. This cancellation of polarities
caused cancellation in flux and as a result, the flux coverage is reduced. The small-scale field no
longer creates a carpet of low-lying field but instead a random distribution of active regions. We
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(a) Spots with radius = ≈ 2.5◦
(b) Spots with radius = ≈ 5◦
Figure 4.14: Radial magnetic surface map for the case were the radii of the spots is increased to
a) ≈ 2.5◦ and b) ≈ 5◦. If spots overlap it causes cancellations and there is no longer a ∼ 62%
coverage of the stellar surface. As with Fig. 4.1, Bmax is 500G and the black lines are contour
lines separating regions of opposite polarity.
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choose not to continue with this approach as a more sophisticated model needs to be developed to
accommodate spots of larger diameter without causing polarity cancellations.
4.4 Summary
We have created a model for small-scale field using synthesised spot distribution maps. We allo-
cate field strengths in a Gaussian distribution from the centre of the spot by (1) fixing the value
of Bmax to be either ±500G or ±1000G; and (2) setting the value of Bmax such that the large-scale
field contributes only ∼ 6% of the total field for partly-convective M dwarfs and ∼ 14% of the total
field for fully-convective M dwarfs, as indicated in Reiners & Basri (2009). We have incorporated
the radial surface map produced by this model into the reconstructed maps of the observed radial
magnetic field at the stellar surface for a sample of early-to-mid M dwarfs and extrapolated their
3D coronal magnetic field using the Potential Field Source Surface method.
We have investigated the effect that the addition of small-scale field has on the topology of the
large-scale magnetic field at the stellar surface and the structure of the extrapolated 3D corona. By
assuming a hydrostatic, isothermal corona, we have determined the following:
1. The geometry of the magnetic field e.g., the angle of the dipole axis, overall large-scale struc-
ture of the 3D extrapolated corona and location of coronal holes where the stellar wind is emitted
all remain largely unchanged.
2. The extent of the closed corona i.e where the gas pressure (p=2nekT) is less than the magnetic
pressure (pB=B2/2µ), decreases slightly with the incorporation of strong small-scale field; how-
ever, this change would most likely be unobservable.
3. Addition of the same small-scale field to each star removes the LX/Prot relation; however, scal-
ing the small-scale field to the large-scale (ZDI) field recovers the relation. We conclude from this
that the small-scale field has the same dependence on rotation period as the large-scale field.
4. Rotational modulation of the X-ray emission measure is affected but shows no trend with
Rossby number Ro. This could be due to the carpet of low-lying field.
5. The addition of small-scale field increases the surface flux.
6. And finally, we find that the large-scale open flux does not vary greatly with the addition of
small-scale field. This suggests that the mass loss rate, the angular momentum loss and the spin
down time for a star, are not significantly affected by small-scale flux.
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5
Large-scale Coronal Structures Below The
Fully-Convective Boundary
In this chapter1, I investigate the magnetic topology of 4 late-M dwarfs below the fully-convective
boundary and their coronal properties. I consider both the magnitude of the open flux that in-
fluences angular momentum loss in the stellar wind and the X-ray emission measure. I use re-
constructed maps of the radial magnetic field at the stellar surface and the potential-field source
surface model to extrapolate a 3D coronal magnetic field for the sample of late-M dwarfs. I find
that the dipole component of the field, which governs the large-scale structure, is significantly less
for late-M dwarfs than it is for mid-M dwarfs, while the magnitude of the open (wind-bearing)
magnetic flux is proportional to the magnitude of the reconstructed magnetic flux. By assum-
ing a hydrostatic and isothermal corona I calculate X-ray emission measures (in magnitude and
rotational modulation) for each star and, using observed coronal gas densities as a constraint, I
reproduce the observed fall in X-ray emission at Rossby number Ro ≤ 0.01.
1This Chapter is reproduced from Lang et al. (2014) (submitted).
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5.1 Introduction
Stellar X-ray astronomy plays a crucial role in investigating the dependence of magnetic activity
on physical parameters such as stellar age, rotation rate, depth of convective zone, surface tem-
perature, etc. Low-mass stars represent the largest fraction of the stellar population in the Galaxy,
making them good candidates for investigating the dependence of X-ray emission on these pa-
rameters. Low-mass stars are intrinsically faint due to their small size and cooler atmospheres yet
these stars may help us gain new insights into dynamo processes as their magnetic field operates in
very non-solar regimes e.g., fast rotation, and deeper convection zones. M dwarfs are of particu-
lar interest as they encompass both partly-convective and fully-convective stars. Fully-convective
stars i.e., those below 0.35M (Chabrier & Baraffe 1997), do not possess a tachocline i.e., the site
where the amplification of the solar magnetic field is believed to take place (Spiegel & Zahn 1992).
Therefore, presumably fully convective stars cannot host a solar-type dynamo. Many M dwarfs,
however, have been found to be very active, following the activity-rotation relation observed in
solar-type stars (e.g. Delfosse et al. 1998, Kiraga & Stepien 2007, Reiners & Basri 2007).
Rotation plays a important role in with respect to the magnetic field. Magnetic activity in-
creases with increasing rotational velocity and saturates at a velocity that depends on the mass of
the star (Pizzolato et al. 2003a). In the case of X-ray emission, the X-ray luminosity has been
shown to correlate well with rotational velocity (Fig. (1.8)) and Rossby number Ro i.e., the ratio
of the stellar rotation period, P, to the convective turnover time, τc (e.g., Mangeney & Praderie
1984, Marilli & Catalano 1984, Schmitt et al. 1985, Fleming et al. 1989). The correlation be-
tween the X-ray luminosity and Rossby number can be observed in early- and mid-M dwarfs as
a rise in LX/Lbol with a saturation occurring at LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3 (Delfosse et al. 1998), as shown
in Fig. (1.9). This behaviour is attributed to coronal saturation (Vilhu & Walter 1987, Stauffer
et al. 1994) possibly due to saturation of the dynamo itself, or saturation of the stellar surface with
active regions (Vilhu 1984). Coronal stripping (Unruh & Jardine 1997, Jardine & Unruh 1999) has
also been suggested as an explanation for the saturation of the X-ray emission. Although coronal
saturation occurs at LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3 for spectral type G, K and M, the rotation period at which it
sets in is larger for the lower masses. Since the convective turnover time is longer in lower mass
stars (e.g. Gilliland 1986, Kim & Demarque 1996), this results in a Rossby number of 0.1 being
the point where coronal saturation sets in (Patten & Simon 1996, Pizzolato et al. 2003a, Jeffries
et al. 2011).
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As for the late-M dwarfs, for a small sample later than M5, the LX/Lbol ratio was shown to
decline at the lowest Rossby numbers (e.g., Golub 1983, Bookbinder 1985, Rosner et al. 1985,
Jeffries et al. 2011). Berger (2006a) found that the value drops to LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3.5 at spectral
type M7. This super-saturation has been attributed to negative dynamo feedback (Kitchatinov
et al. 1994), lack of coverage of active regions (Ste¸pien´ et al. 2001), or centrifugal stripping of
the corona (Jardine 2004). Jeffries et al. (2011) show that the super-saturation is more clear as a
function of rotation period within each spectral type, rather than Rossby number, with the effect
occurring at periods of P ≤ 0.3 days for K dwarfs and P ≤ 0.2 days for M dwarfs.
Guedel & Benz (1993) established a linear relationship between the X-ray luminosity LX , and
the radio luminosity LR, for several classes of active, main sequence star, between types F and
early-M,
LogLX ≈ LogLR + 15.5. (5.1)
Throughout the subtypes of M dwarfs, the radio luminosity remains approximately constant, while
LX tracks the bolometric luminosity (i.e. LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3). However, the LX − LR relation (Eqn.
(5.1)), which is also verified for T Tauri stars and solar flares, is no longer valid for very low
mass stars which exhibit very strong radio emission (Berger 2002, Berger et al. 2005, Burgasser
& Putman 2005, Hallinan et al. 2006a, McLean et al. 2011) in conjunction with reduced X-ray
emission (Berger 2006a). The sharp deviation from the LX − LR relation, first noted by Berger
et al. (2001), does not present itself until beyond spectral subtype M7 (Berger et al. 2010), where
the relation evolves from LR/LX ≈ 10−15.5 to ≈ 10−11.5. This would indicate that the deviation in
the LX − LR relation must not be directly related to the transition to full convection.
The distribution of large-scale magnetic fields on the surface of cool active stars (Donati et al.
2003) can be recovered using rotationally modulated circular polarisation signatures to recon-
struct the photospheric magnetic field from a series of polarised spectra, through Zeeman-Doppler
Imaging (ZDI). The magnetic field is decomposed into its toroidal and poloidal components and
described as a set of spherical harmonic coefficients (Donati et al. 2006), as demonstrated in Chap-
ter (2). The first low-mass star on which ZDI was attempted was the M4 dwarf V374 Peg, which
exhibits a very strong, large-scale, mainly axisymmetric poloidal field (Donati et al. 2006), that
is stable on timescales of ≈ 1 year (Morin et al. 2008). This result led to the investigation of 23
active M dwarfs spanning a broad range of masses and rotation rates (Donati et al. 2008, Morin
et al. 2008; 2010). Their analysis revealed 3 apparent groups:
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(i) Partly-convective M dwarfs with mass > 0.5M were shown to host a magnetic field with
a strong (dominant) toroidal component. The surface differential rotation was shown to be twice
that of the solar rate (between 60 and 120 mrad d−1, (Donati et al. 2008)).
(ii) For M dwarfs with masses closer to the fully-convective limit 0.2M < M < 0.5M strong,
purely poloidal, axisymmetric large-scale field were found. The differential rotation was measured
to be a tenth that of the solar rate.
(iii) Fully-convective M dwarfs with mass < 0.2M are split further into 2 distinct groups:
either a very strong dipole (similar to group (ii) above) or a much weaker, non-axisymmetric field.
Stars in both groups have similar stellar parameters resulting in similar positions on the mass-
rotation diagram (Fig. (1.5)). Morin et al. (2010) notes that the reasons for these differences are
‘not yet understood ’. They suggest that other parameters such as age, or two dynamo modes
which the stars can alternate between may be the cause of such unexpected behaviour.
5.2 Late-M Dwarf Sample
In Chapter (3) I concentrated on a sample of M dwarfs with spectral type ranging from M0 to
M4.5, corresponding to a mass range of 0.75M to 0.25M and identified as groups (i) and (ii)
above. This mass range embodied stars both above and below the fully-convective boundary. In
this chapter, I concentrate on a sample of late-M dwarfs of spectral type M5 to M6, with masses
ranging from 0.14M to 0.10M represented by group (iii) above. Table 5.1 shows the fundamen-
tal parameters of the late-M dwarfs GJ 1156, GJ 1245 B, WX Uma, and DX Cnc, adapted from
Morin et al. (2010) and is used as a reference point for our models. The corresponding surface
magnetograms for the 4 late-M dwarfs are shown in Fig. (5.1).
Due to the stellar inclination of some of these stars (e.g., 40◦), part of the hemisphere remains
invisible and the radial field in the magnetogram is undefined. However, the field in the invisible
hemisphere represents only a small part of the map, but due to its location close to the pole, the
area is exaggerated (See Fig. (5.1)). This is a projection effect and become less apparent in the
coronal extrapolations shown in Section (5.3). The undefined radial field located close to the
magnetic pole should not affect our calculations for the predicted X-ray emission measure as this
region is most likely open flux and hence, dark in X-rays. The magnetic field is extrapolated above
the stellar surface using the potential-field source surface (PFSS) method (Altschuler & Newkirk
1969). A detailed explanation of the PFSS method can be found in Chapter (2).
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(a) GJ 1156 (07) (b) GJ 1156 (08) (c) GJ 1156 (09)
(d) GJ 1245B (06) (e) GJ 1245B (07) (f) GJ 1245B (08)
(g) WX UMa (06) (h) WX UMa (07) (i) WX UMa (08)
(j) DX Cnc (07) (k) DX Cnc (08) (l) DX Cnc (09)
Figure 5.1: Stellar magnetograms for the reconstructed radial field of 4 late-M dwarfs: GJ 1156,
GJ 1245 B, WX Uma, and DX Cnc. Maps are shown for multiple years of observations. For
each star, colours are scaled to the maximum and minimum values of the radial magnetic field
component: blue represents negative flux and red positive flux. The black contour lines separate
regions of opposite polarity.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Field Structure
In a format similar to Jardine et al. (1999), the 3D coronal magnetic field is extrapolated by the
potential field-source surface (PFSS) method (Altschuler & Newkirk 1969). This method is de-
scribed in detail in Chapter (2).
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(a) GJ 1156 (08) (b)
(a) GJ 1245 B (08) (b)
(a) WX Uma (08) (b)
(a) DX Cnc (08) (b)
Figure 5.2: Coronal extrapolations for GJ 1156B, GJ 1245 B, WX Uma and DX Cnc. The two
columns represent different longitudes at the same latitude. For each star, colours are scaled to the
maximum and minimum values of the radial magnetic field component: blue represents negative
flux and red positive flux.
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Figure 5.3: Polar field strength of the dipole component as a function of Rossby number for the
large scale magnetic field of the 16 early-to-late M dwarfs. Stars approaching full-convection
have strong polar dipole components (≈ 1kG); however, for the late-M dwarfs (shown in blue)
their dipole component is much less (≈ 0.1kG), except in the case of WX Uma, which has a
component strength comparable to that of the stars that lie on the fully convective boundary i.e.,
0.35M . Asterisks represent M > 0.35M and diamond symbols represent M ≤ 0.35M.
5.3.2 Strength of Dipole Component
Fig. (5.3) shows the polar field strength of the dipole component Bl=1,m=0(R?), as a function of
Rossby number. The polar field strength of the dipole component for the late-M dwarfs, shown as
blue diamonds in Fig. (5.3) is significantly less than that of the early- and mid-M dwarfs (shown
in black). The exception is the case of WX Uma, which has a dipole strength comparable to that of
the mid-M dwarfs. Even though the strength of the dipole component is much less for the late-M
dwarfs, we can see from the extrapolations of their coronal magnetic field in Fig. (5.2) that on
the largest scales the magnetic field is still predominantly dipolar. Table (5.2) lists the percentage
of the reconstructed magnetic energy respectively lying in the poloidal, dipole (poloidal and l =
1), quadrupole (poloidal and l = 2), and octupole (poloidal and l = 3) modes from Morin et al.
(2010). The values for the polar field strength of the dipole component can be found in Table
(5.4). The distribution of power in each l and m mode is shown in Fig. (5.9) and demonstrates
that, in agreement with our above results, although the magnetic field has power distributed across
a wide range of modes, it is the low-order modes that are dominant in each case.
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Figure 5.4: The maximum and minimum coronal density occurring on each the stars in the sample
as a function of Rossby number. The spread in the density values calculated for each star can
extend over many orders of magnitude. Two of the late-M dwarfs; GJ 1156 and DX Cnc, have
Rossby numbers Ro=0.5x10−2 and so overlap on this plot. The dotted line represents M ≤ 0.35M
with the 4 late-M dwarfs shown in blue and the dashed line represents M > 0.35M with the 4
late-M dwarfs shown in blue.
5.3.3 X-ray Emission Measure
A model is created for the X-ray emitting corona in a format similar to Jardine et al. (2002) and
Gregory et al. (2006). This method is described in detail in Chapter (2).
The X-ray emission measure, in both magnitude and rotational modulation, is determined
assuming the gas is optically thin, i.e.,
EM(r) =
∫
n2edV , (5.2)
where ne = pgas/2kBT and dV = sin θdθdφ. The pressure is scaled in order to reproduce typical
coronal densities for the M dwarfs as shown in Fig. (5.4).
Fig. (5.5) reproduces the observed trend of the X-ray emission measure with Rossby number
(e.g., Golub 1983, Bookbinder 1985, Rosner et al. 1985, Patten & Simon 1996, Pizzolato et al.
2003a, Jeffries et al. 2011). Following the rise of the X-ray emission measure with saturation
occurring about Ro = 0.1 for the early- and mid-M dwarfs (as reproduced in Lang et al. (2012) for
the large-scale field and ? with the addition of small-scale field), the X-ray emission measure of
the late-M dwarfs (shown in blue) falls by 4 orders of magnitude at Ro < 0.01. The magnitude of
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Figure 5.5: Emission Measure as a function of Rossby number. This demonstrates the observed
trend of a steady increase and then saturation of the X-ray emission measure for Ro < 0.1. The
saturation occurs for the stars on and around the fully convective boundary. For stars beyond the
fully convective boundary, shown in blue, the X-ray emission measure begins to fall, or supersatu-
rate. This plot follows a similar trend to the variation of the polar strength of the dipole component
with Rossby number shown in Fig.(5.3a). Asterisks represent M > 0.35M and diamond symbols
represent M ≤ 0.35M with the 4 late-M dwarfs shown in blue.
the X-ray emission measure, along with the rotational modulation and coronal density values are
shown in Table (5.3).
The X-ray emission measure is proportional to the X-ray luminosity i.e., EM ∝ LX . Using the
X-ray emission measure shown in Table (5.3) and the observed X-ray luminosity values shown
in Table. (5.1), we can make comparisons between our calculations and the observed X-ray lu-
minosity for the late-M dwarfs. At spectral type M7 the observed ratio of LX/Lbol is ≈ 10−3.5
(Berger 2006a). In our sample the lowest mass stars are the M6 dwarfs WX Uma and Dx Cnc,
which both have very different field topologies (See Fig. (1.5)). These stars have very different
values for both the LX/Lbol ratio and magnitude of the X-ray emission measure. WX Uma has an
observed value of log LX/ log Lbol = - 2.8, which lies just above the value for coronal saturation
i.e., log LX/ log Lbol = - 3.0. This is reproduced in Fig. (5.5) with the value for WX Uma’s X-ray
emission measure located in the saturated part of the plot i.e. 0.01 < Ro < 0.1 among the mid-M
dwarfs. Conversely, DX Cnc which has the lowest ratio in our sample, (log LX/ log Lbol = - 3.4,
which lies above the boundary of coronal super-saturation i.e., log LX/ log Lbol = - 3.5), also has
the lowest X-ray emission measure. As we only have 4 late-M dwarfs in our sample, none of
which are beyond spectral type M6, we cannot conclude if DX Cnc lies at the border of super-
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Figure 5.6: The rotational modulation of the X-ray emission as a function of Rossby number
depicts the variation in emission measure during a full rotation of the star. Even at low Rossby
number, there is still enough structure present in the magnetic field to give significant rotational
modulation. Symbols are as in Fig.(5.5).
saturation in Fig. (5.5). These results indicate that our model for the X-ray emission seems to be
able to reproduce the observed trend of X-ray emission measure with Rossby number.
X-ray emission occurs in regions of closed magnetic field i.e., pgas = 2nekT < pmag = B2/2µ
and Fig. (5.5) estimates the X-ray emission measure to extend across 6 orders of magnitude for
the entire sample of early- to late-M dwarfs.
Across the entire stellar sample of early- to late-M dwarfs, the rotational modulation i.e., vari-
ation, of the X-ray emission measure is large. As discussed in Chapter (3) there are too many
contributing factors to the structure of the magnetic field e.g., large variations in the stellar incli-
nation angle and the angle between the magnetic axis and rotation axis βM. As such the rotational
modulation of the X-ray emission measure is not a good indicator of magnetic structure.
We also investigate the co-rotation radius for the late-M dwarfs. The co-rotation radius is the
radius at which rotation significantly modifies the pressure structure i.e.,
R3c =
GMP2
(2pi)2
, (5.3)
where, G is the gravitational constant, M is the mass of the star and P is the rotation period of the
star. As the stellar mass decreases, the co-rotation radius should increase. In our sample of late-
M dwarfs, none of the co-rotation values calculated fall within the closed field, the closest being
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Figure 5.7: The (a) surface flux and (b) open flux, as a function of Rossby number, are both less by
at least an order of magnitude for the late-M dwarfs (shown in blue) than for the mid-M dwarfs and
the stars near the fully-convective boundary. WX Uma is the exception, which has both surface
flux and open flux values comparable, albeit slightly lower, to that of the higher mass stars near
the full-convective boundary. This follows the same trend as the polar field strength of the dipole
component shown in Fig. 5.3. Symbols as of Fig.(5.5).
10R?. These large values for the co-rotation radius suggest that rotation may not be important in
coronal structure as the values are much larger than the extent of the closed corona. Values for the
co-rotation radius can be found in Table (5.4).
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5.3.4 Surface and Open Flux
Coronal properties such as the X-ray emission from regions of closed magnetic field and the stellar
wind which forms in areas where the magnetic field is open, are dependent on coronal structure.
As the stellar wind is responsible for angular momentum loss and the spin down time when a
star is young, it is essential to study any factor that could affect the stellar wind; for example, the
magnitude of the open flux.
Analysis of the geometry of the field can be achieved by predicting and comparing the open
flux to observed surface flux values obtained from the overall combination of l and m modes,
ΦOpen
ΦSurface
=
R2ss
∫ |Br(Rss, θ, φ)|dΩ
R2∗
∫ |Br(R∗, θ, φ)|dΩ . (5.4)
where Ω is the solid angle. This gives a lower limit to the true open flux as on some field lines the
gas pressure may exceed the magnetic pressure.
Fig. (5.7a) follows a similar trend with Rossby number to that of the polar field strength of the
dipole component in Fig. (5.3). The surface flux increases with decreasing Rossby number until
Ro = 0.1 and then levels off between 0.01 < Ro < 0.1. For the late-M dwarfs below Ro = 0.01, the
surface flux falls and is at least an order or magnitude smaller for the early-M dwarfs and almost
two orders of magnitude smaller for the mid-M dwarfs.
The open flux in Fig. (5.7b) follows a similar trend with Rossby number as the surface flux:
the open flux is lower by at least two orders of magnitude for the late-M dwarfs than for the mid-M
dwarfs. The exception is WX Uma which has open flux of a similar order of magnitude to that of
the mid-M dwarfs. If we recall the position of the late-M dwarfs on Fig. (1.5), they have the same
Rossby number and rotation period as the mid-M dwarfs V374 Peg and EQ Peg B. According to a
Weber-Davis model (Weber & Davis 1967) of angular momentum loss, J˙, due to the stellar wind,
the open flux determines the angular momentum loss of a star i.e.,
J˙ ∝ Φ2Open, (5.5)
which in turn influences the stellar spin-down time. If a star has a lower open flux value, the
angular momentum loss will also be lower and the spin-down time will increase. This means that
if our 4 late-M dwarfs and 2 mid-M dwarfs exist at the same rotation period on Fig. (1.5), then
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Figure 5.8: The magnitude of the predicted open flux as a function of the observed surface flux
is influenced by the higher multipole field components. Although the open flux tracks the surface
flux, which has a large dipole component (l=1), the overall combination of l and m modes follows
the same trend as the early- and mid-M dwarfs and is closer to that of an octupole (l=3). Symbols
as of Fig.(5.5).
GJ1156, GJ 1245 B, and DX Cnc with their lower open flux values, must be older than V374
Peg, EQ Peg B, and WX Uma. As yet there are no estimates for the age of these stars and so no
comparison can be made.
For many stars a full surface magnetic map is not available and only a single flux estimate
is possible. Using results based on Fig. (5.3) would suggest that the dipole component of the
magnetic field is dominant. Assuming that all of the surface flux is contained in a single mode of
a dipole can, however, lead to an overestimate of the amount of open flux. The open flux for any
single mode is simply related to the surface flux as:
ΦOpen
ΦSurface
=
(2l + 1)( RssR∗ )
l+1
l + (l + 1)( RssR∗ )
2l+1
. (5.6)
As demonstrated by the extrapolated 3D coronal fields (Fig. (5.2) & (??)) and the strong
polar field strengths of the dipole component (Fig. (5.3)), the M dwarfs have increasingly large-
scale, low multipole field topologies. However, Fig. (5.8) shows that as with the early- and
mid-M dwarfs we cannot ignore the higher multipole components when modelling the magnetic
field and subsequent magnetic activity e.g., mass and angular momentum loss. This result is
also demonstrated by Fig (5.9) showing the distribution of power in each l and m mode of the
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(a) GJ 1156 (08) (c) GJ 1245 B (08)
(e) WX Uma (08) (g) DX Cnc (08)
Figure 5.9: Plots showing the strength of each spherical harmonic component for each star in the
sample decreasing in mass from left to right and top to bottom. The scaling bars show the power
distribution in each l and m mode. From left to right and top to bottom the stars are shown by
decreasing mass.
reconstructed magnetic field. Although the low-order l and m modes are dominant, there is still
power distributed over many higher-order l and m modes.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter I have used reconstructed maps of the radial magnetic field at the stellar surface for
4 late-M dwarfs to extrapolate their 3D coronal magnetic field (using the PFSS method). I have
investigated the topology of the large-scale magnetic field at the stellar surface and the structure
of the extrapolated 3D corona. By assuming a hydrostatic, isothermal corona, I have modelled the
density structure within the corona and hence determined the X-ray emission measure.
I have focussed in particular on variations with Rossby number. I find the following:
1. At Rossby numbers lower than 0.01, the polar field strength of the dipole component of the
magnetic field falls by at least an order of magnitude between the mid-M dwarfs and the late-M
dwarfs. The dipole component is still very much dominant on these stars although there is still
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power in the higher-order l and m modes.
2. A similar variation with Rossby number is seen in both the total (unsigned) surface magnetic
flux and the flux of open field (which can carry the stellar wind). The late-M dwarfs follow the
same trend as the early- and mid-M dwarfs and emphasise the significance the role the topology
of the large-scale field has. Models which rely on parameters such as the magnitude of the open
flux e.g. angular momentum and mass loss, can be over estimated if the assumption is made that
all the magnetic flux lies in a pure dipole, despite the dominance of the dipole component.
3. I find the magnitude of open flux for 3 of the 4 late-M dwarfs is lower by at least 2 orders
of magnitude than that of the mid-M dwarfs which exist at a similar rotation period and Rossby
number. This indicates that these late-M dwarfs may be much older than the mid-M dwarfs.
4. As is observed, following a rise and then saturation of the X-ray emission measure with
decreasing Rossby number for early- to mid-M dwarfs, a reduction in the X-ray emission measure
for the late-M dwarfs is found. The stellar coronae are compact, with emission originating from
regions less than 1 stellar radii above the stellar surface. The co-rotation radius of the late-M
dwarfs is located far beyond the closed corona e.g., > 10R?. This suggests rotation may not be
important for determining coronal structure
5. There is a large spread in the values of the rotational modulation of the X-ray emission and
no clear trend with Rossby number can be detected. Our sample contains a large range of both the
inclinations of the stellar rotation axis and also the tilt of the magnetic axis, therefore, the spread of
values for the rotational modulation of the X-ray emission is too great for it to be a useful indicator
of the field structure.
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Table 5.1: Data for stellar sample of late-M dwarfs adapted from Morin et al. (2010). Columns
respectively list the stellar name, spectral type, mass M?, radius R?, the assumed inclination
angle of the rotation axis to line-of-sight i (derived from Morin et al. (2010)), the logarithmic
bolometric luminosity log Lbol, the logarithmic relative X-ray luminosity log RX i.e. log LX/log Lbol
(calculated using data from Kiraga & Stepien (2007) and from NEXXUS data base Schmitt &
Liefke (2004)), the projected rotation velocity (accurate to 1kms−1 from a Reiners & Basri (2007)
and b Reiners et al. (2009)), the rotation period, and the effective Rossby numbers (computed from
empirical τc suited to the stellar mass).
Star
Sp Type Mass Radius i log Lbol log RX v sin i Prot Ro
(M) (R) (◦) (ergs−1) (kms−1) (d) (10−2)
GJ 1156 M5 0.14 0.16 60 30.67 -3.02 17b 0.49 0.5
GJ 1245 B M5.5 0.12 0.14 40 30.47 -3.29 7a 0.71 0.7
WX UMa/ GJ 412 B M6 0.10 0.12 40 30.37 -2.81 5b 0.78 0.8
DX Cnc/ GJ 1111 M6 0.10 0.11 60 30.0 -3.40 13a 0.46 0.5
Table 5.2: Magnetic quantities derived in Morin et al. (2010). Columns 1 - 3 represent the funda-
mental quantities from table 5.1: stellar name, mass and Rossby number. Columns 4 and 5 are the
reconstructed magnetic energy and the average magnetic flux, while columns 6 - 10 list the per-
centage of the reconstructed magnetic energy respectively lying in the poloidal, dipole (poloidal
and l = 1), quadrupole (poloidal and l = 2), octupole (poloidal and l = 3) and axisymmetric modes
(for the early-M dwarfs m < l/2 and for the mid-M dwarfs m = 0/ m < l/2).
Star
Mass Ro
〈
B2
〉
〈B〉 pol dip quad oct axi
(M) (10−2) (105G2) (G) % % % % %
GJ 1156
(2007) 0.06 0.05 88 30 26 19 6/3
(2008) 0.14 0.5 0.19 0.11 83 41 28 11 20/12
(2009) 0.13 0.10 94 54 24 10 2/1
GJ 1245 B
(2006) 0.44 0.17 80 45 14 13 15/9
(2007) 0.12 0.7 0.49 0.18 84 46 27 7 52/53
(2008) 0.06 0.06 85 33 25 19 20/18
WX UMa
(2006) 16.08 0.89 97 66 21 6 92/92
(2007) 0.10 0.8 24.42 0.94 97 71 13 3 92/94
(2008) 23.53 1.03 97 69 19 6 83/85
DX Cnc
(2007) 0.17 0.11 93 69 11 9 77/77
(2008) 0.10 0.5 0.09 0.08 73 31 25 10 49/34
(2009) 0.09 0.08 62 42 11 4 70/61
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Table 5.3: Data for stellar sample of late-M dwarfs. Mass , inclination, Rossby number are from
Morin et al. (2010), βmag, the estimated angle between the rotation and magnetic axis, are from
this paper, along with the predicted values for the logarithmic emission measure log EM (both
magnitude (cm−3) and rotational modulation (%) ) and the logarithmic coronal density log ne.
Star
Sp Type Mass Ro i βmag log EM Rot Mod log ne
(M) (10−2) (◦) (◦) (cm−3) (%) (cm−3)
GJ 1156
(2007) 76.9 48.4 27 8.6
(2008) M5 0.14 0.5 60 60.2 49.0 16 9.1
(2009) 84.3 48.5 21 8.9
GJ 1245 B
(2006) 70.8 49.4 14 9.3
(2007) M5.5 0.12 0.7 40 39.5 48.9 5 9.0
(2008) 63.0 47.7 7 8.5
WX UMa
(2006) 10.6 52.0 1 10.7
(2007) M6 0.10 0.8 40 9.7 52.3 1 10.9
(2008) 14.8 52.3 2 10.9
DX Cnc
(2007) 10.86 47.8 28 8.5
(2008) M6 0.10 0.5 60 47 47.3 26 8.3
(2009) 25.5 47.0 44 8.2
Table 5.4: Results for stellar sample of late-M dwarfs. Spectral type and radii are from Morin
et al. (2010) while values for the polar field strength of the dipole component |BPD|, the maximum
field strength of the radial component Brmax, the maximum extent of the closed corona Rmax, the
co-rotation radius Rc i.e., (GM/ω2)1/3, and the values for the open and surface flux φOpen and
φSurface, are from this work.
Star
Sp Type Radius |BPD| Brmax Rmax Rc φOpen φSurface
(R) (G) (G) (R?) (R?) (1022 Mx) (1023 Mx)
GJ 1156
(2007) 29.5 278 0.6 0.6
(2008) M5 0.16 70.3 365 2.1 8.4 1.2 1.2
(2009) 31.2 277 1.0 0.9
GJ 1245 B
(2006) 32.1 411 1.7 1.6
(2007) M5.5 0.14 37.2 391 2.0 9.2 1.4 1.4
(2008) 21.6 215 0.5 0.5
WX UMa
(2006) 815.2 3641 6.4 6.0
(2007) M6 0.12 1536.8 4573 2.0 13.8 7.9 7.1
(2008) 1297.0 4277 8.5 8.1
DX Cnc
(2007) 123.9 184 0.6 0.6
(2008) M6 0.11 53.4 158 2.1 10.6 0.3 0.4
(2009) 21.4 145 0.3 0.3
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6
The Peculiar Behaviour of Radio Emission in
Low-mass Stars
In this chapter I investigate the ability for low-mass stars to undergo the electron-cyclotron maser
(ECM) instability, a plausible explanation for radio emission. I use reconstructed maps of the ra-
dial magnetic field at the stellar surface and the potential-field source surface model to extrapolate
a 3D coronal magnetic field for a sample of early- to late-M dwarfs. I adopt the theory behind
Earth’s auroral kilometric radiation and find that all of the stars in the stellar sample satisfy the
basic requirement for ECM emission (that the plasma frequency is less than the electron cyclotron
frequency). I find that the electron cyclotron maser instability is able to form within the corona
but only in regions very close to the stellar surface (R ≤ 1.2R?). This means that ECMI could
potentially be detected for early-M dwarfs. Presently the earliest spectral type star with ECMI is
V374 Peg (Hallinan et al. 2009). The radio emission would be emitted at frequencies close to the
local gyrofrequency, which is dependent on the local field strength. I find that instrument sensi-
tivities could limit the detection of this gyrofrequency creating a incomplete radio light curve. I
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also discuss the effect the stellar magnetic field geometry can have on the shape of the radio light
curve.
6.1 Introduction
In recent years, a number of ultra-cool dwarfs (UCDs; late M-, L-, and T-type stars, as well as
brown dwarfs with Teff ≤ 3000K) have been confirmed as a new class of radio objects due to their
violation, by many orders of magnitude, of the Guedel-Benz relation,
LogLX ≈ LogLR + 15.5 , (6.1)
established between stellar X-ray luminosity, LX , and radio luminosity, LR. This relation holds
for active main sequence stars, between spectral type F and early-M, and also for T Tauri stars
and solar flares (Guedel & Benz 1993) and suggests that thermal X-ray emission and non-thermal
radio emission are both consequences of the magnetic field. Given the decline with mass in the
strength of X-ray emission detected from late-M and L dwarfs, it was generally assumed that any
radio emission from ultra-cool dwarfs would be weak, if not altogether absent. However, when
Berger et al. (2001) unexpectedly detected both quiescent and flaring radio emission from an M9
dwarf LP944-20, the quiescent radio luminosity was larger than predicted by at least four orders
of magnitude. Since the discovery of radio emission from LP944-20, many more surveys (e.g.,
Berger 2002, Berger et al. 2005, Burgasser & Putman 2005, Hallinan et al. 2006a, Berger et al.
2005, McLean et al. 2012) have been carried out on low-mass stars to reveal that they also show
the same radio phenomenon and at least a dozen ultra-cool dwarfs have been detected in the radio
to date (Berger 2002; 2006b, Burgasser & Putman 2005, Phan-Bao et al. 2007, Antonova et al.
2008, McLean et al. 2011; 2012, Route & Wolszczan 2012).
Further observations of late M and L dwarfs (e.g., Berger 2002; 2006b, Hallinan et al. 2006b;
2007; 2008) and at least one magnetic chemically peculiar star (Yu et al. 2011), have shown spo-
radic (Antonova et al. 2007) and periodic radio emission, in the GHz frequency range. This radio
emission consists mainly of short-duration periodic radio pulses along with the sinusoidal or qui-
escent radio emission (Berger et al. 2005, McLean et al. 2011). These radio pulses proved to
have very high brightness temperatures and almost 100% circular polarization (Hallinan et al.
2007). Due to the correlation between the radio frequency and the electron cyclotron frequency,
it was postulated and later confirmed (Hallinan et al. 2008) that the periodic radio pulses were a
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result of the electron-cyclotron maser (ECM) instability. ECM is a coherent radiation mechanism
known to be responsible for the intense radio emission emitted at kHz and MHz frequencies, by
the Earth and other magnetised planets within our Solar System (Wu & Lee 1979, Zarka 1998).
The ECM mechanism produces beamed emission and is highly sensitive to changes in plasma.
The quiescent radio emission present in all observations, on the other hand, has been jointly at-
tributed to both gyro-synchrotron and ECM emission. Intriguingly Berger et al. (2010) reported
no detection of any X-ray or radio emission from three M9.5-L2.5 dwarfs (BRI0021-0214, LSR
060230.4+391059, and 2MASS J052338.2-140302) despite previous detections from the first and
the last.
Throughout the subtypes of M dwarfs, while LX tracks the bolometric luminosity (i.e. LX/Lbol ≈
10−3 (Delfosse et al. 1998)), the radio luminosity remains approximately constant. Berger et al.
(2001) noted that the deviation from the LX − LR relation does not appear until beyond spectral
subtype M7 (Berger et al. 2010), where the relation evolves from LR/LX ≈ 10−15.5 to ≈ 10−11.5.
As the fully-convective boundary is located near spectral type M4 (Chabrier & Baraffe 1997) this
suggests that the deviation from the LX − LR relation must not directly relate to the transition to
full convection at M4 (Chabrier & Baraffe 1997). All radio active dwarfs have been observed to
have high v sin i values. This suggests that either there is a dependence on the rotation velocity
where slower rotation rates have weaker magnetic field, or on the stellar inclination angle where
the beamed radio emission presents a geometrical selection effect.
Since the early 1960’s strong radio emission observed from solar active regions has been asso-
ciated with gyro-resonance emission (Ginzburg & Zheleznyakov 1961, Kakinuma & Swarup 1962,
Zheleznyakov 1962). This means that radio observations can provide direct measurements of mag-
netic field strengths in the solar corona and on other stars. When Route & Wolszczan (2012) re-
ported the first detection of radio emission from a T-type dwarf; T6.5 2MASS J1047539+212423,
they detected circularly polarised radio bursts and suggested the ECM mechanism as the most
likely source of the radio emission. This would imply that ECM emission remains the most
promising tool for (1) measuring magnetic field strengths as it is so close to the electron cy-
clotron frequency; and (2) for determining the magnetic field configuration (Hallinan et al. 2008)
in cooler late-type L- and T- dwarfs. Of course there are other methods for inferring the mag-
netic field strengths on low-mass stars, as demonstrated by Reiners & Basri (2007) using Zeeman
broadening of the FeH band but this method runs into some problems at spectral type L and T
due to heavy saturation of these FeH lines. This makes understanding the ECM mechanism on
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ultra-cool dwarfs of vital importance.
6.1.1 Electron Cyclotron Maser Mechanism
Electron Cyclotron Maser emission depends on the conditions of the emitting plasma region;
specifically the strength and structure of the magnetic field, the electron density distribution and
the angle between the magnetic field and the observer. The possibility of an electron-cyclotron
maser emitting radiation at frequencies close to the electron-cyclotron frequency and its harmon-
ics was first considered by Twiss (1958) and later refined by Bekefi et al. (1961). The data gathered
by numerous satellites during the analysis of the Earth’s Auroral Kilometric Radiation (AKR) over
the past 60 years, has enabled thorough investigations of the ECM mechanism and the subsequent
production of intense radio emission.
Advances in satellite technology over the last few decades have made it possible to obtain data
on the phenomenon of Earth’s AKR (Gurnett et al. 2001, Roux et al. 1993) and the magnetospheric
measurements have revealed that the radio emissions occur in regions of plasma depletion (See
Chapter (1.4.3) for detailed explanation). The frequency observed at any given altitude extends
down to the local electron cyclotron frequency, i.e.
ωc =
eB
me
[rads−1] (6.2)
where e is the electronic charge, B is the magnetic flux density and me is the rest mass of an
electron. If the electrons are not relativistic e.g., cyclotron motion, this can be denoted by
ωc = 2.8 × 106B [Hz] , (6.3)
enabling measurement of the magnetic field strength in the source region of the radio emission.
The current understanding of the ECM instability in AKR is that electrons are accelerated by
the converging magnetic field towards the surface of Earth. To conserve their magnetic moment
i.e.,
µ =
meν2⊥
2Bo
, (6.4)
where ν⊥ is the transverse velocity component, me is the electronic rest mass and Bo is the magnetic
flux density, the electrons experience an increase in their perpendicular velocity component due
to the increasing magnetic flux. To conserve energy this increase in ν⊥ causes a decrease in the
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electrons’ velocity along the magnetic field and leads to a significant number of electrons having
high pitch angles i.e.,
θ = tan−1
(
ν⊥
ν||
)
, (6.5)
where ν⊥ is the perpendicular velocity component and ν|| is the velocity along the magnetic field
line. Higher pitch angles create a deformed electron distribution in the form of a horseshoe dis-
tribution. Such horseshoe electron distributions have been measured in the earth’s AKR source
region (Delory et al. 1998, Ergun et al. 2000) and are now proposed as the source of AKR and
astrophysical radio emissions (Kellett et al. 2002, Bingham et al. 2003). If the magnetic flux is
strong enough, the electron may cease to move along the magnetic field as all of its energy be-
comes associated with circular motion around the field. The magnetic mirror force can act and
cause the electrons to reverse their direction of motion along the field, sending them towards the
other magnetic pole. This acceleration of electrons along the magnetic field produces beamed
radiation in the form of radio emission.
6.2 The Radio Emission Model
In this Chapter I investigate whether the stars within our M dwarf sample are capable of producing
radio emission. I adopt the theory behind Earth’s auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) (Gurnett
1974). In the theory of AKR, radio emission is produced by the acceleration of non-thermal
electrons along magnetic field lines. In this Chapter, a simplified model is created where only
the condition of the emitting plasma is considered. In this model I do not consider accelerating
particles, nor do I include the conditions of pitch angle. For the purposes of this work we are only
concerned with investigating the generation of the radio instability on the low mass stars and leave
the directional constraints on the emission for further work.
Within the thermal background plasma there is a natural oscillation of the particle called the
plasma frequency ωp. The plasma frequency is defined as the time taken for the plasma to react to
changes in its surroundings, and is given by
ωp = 56.4(ne)1/2 [rads−1] . (6.6)
In our model the electron density is given by
ne =
κB2
kBT
, (6.7)
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Figure 6.1: The radio frequency range for the planet Jupiter’s decametre radiation (DAM). The
frequency is greatest closest to the surface near the magnetic poles.
Source: Imai Lab., Kochi National College of Technology.
where κ is a constant of proportionality, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the coronal temper-
ature.
As the electrons spiral down the magnetic field lines, they do so at a rate dependent on the
local magnetic field strength. This is known as the gyrofrequency, i.e.,
Ωc =
eB
me
[rads−1] , (6.8)
where e is the electron charge, B is the magnetic intensity, and me is the electronic mass.
The plasma has the ability to prevent the cyclotron instability from forming if the background
plasma is able to adapt fast enough to the electrons spiralling round the converging magnetic field
lines. The electron cyclotron maser instability may only occur when the electron gyrofrequency is
greater than the plasma frequency, such that,
Ωc >> ωp , (6.9)
Magnetospheric measurements of Earth’s AKR have shown that the instability condition in Eqn
(6.9) is satisfied in regions of depleted or severely reduced background plasma (Gurnett et al.
2001, Roux et al. 1993). This implies that firstly, the pressure and therefore density, must be low
enough for the cyclotron instability to form, and secondly, in conjunction with this lower density,
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Figure 6.2: Radio emission during a full rotation on the planet Jupiter. The regions associated with
the highest frequencies are only visible at certain rotation phases.
Source: Imai Lab., Kochi National College of Technology.
the converging magnetic field strength must be significantly high.
In our model the instability condition (Eqn (6.9)) reduces to a scaling constant κ,
56.4(κB2/kBT )1/2 < eB/m . (6.10)
where,
κ(T ) < 2.8 × 10−5T 1/2 (6.11)
which is comparable to the electron cyclotron frequency from Eqn (6.3).
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If the emission is driven by the ECM instability it will be emitting close to the local gyrofre-
quency. As shown in Eqn.(6.8) this is dependent on the magnetic flux density. As the magnetic
flux density is highest close to the stellar surface near the magnetic pole, the gyrofrequency will
be strongest here. As the flux density falls further from the surface, so to will the gyrofrequency.
This would produce a range of frequencies being emitted from the corona. Fig. (6.1) shows the
rings of emission decreasing in frequency with height for the planet Jupiter. Only emission within
a specific frequency range may be detected here on Earth. This frequency range will be dependent
on the detector’s limitation capabilities. If the range of frequencies that can be detected is small,
this may create the illusion of spikes or burst of radio emission, as opposed to a smooth sinusoidal
radio light-curve.
From Fig. (6.1) we can see that the planetary rotation axis and the magnetic axis are not
aligned. This is the case with many stars within our M dwarfs sample. This mis-alignment may
also contribute towards variations in the radio light-curve. Fig. (6.2) shows the radio emission
of Jupiter at 4 points during its rotation. The red ring of emission at each magnetic pole is only
visible at certain phases. This ring corresponds to the highest frequency and, as such, if a detector
is limited to frequencies close to this specific frequency (40MHz), then during a rotation of the
planet, the radio emission would seem to disappear and reappear, again creating the illusion of
burst of radio emission.
6.3 Results
The shape of the radio light curve will be dependent on several factors: (1) the locations within
the closed corona where the ECM instability can form; (2) the magnetic field topology; (3) the
inclination of the stellar rotation axis; and (4) the magnetic axis inclination angle. We first look at
the ability for the stars within the M dwarf sample to generate radio emission i.e., if the instability
condition (Eqn. (6.9)) is satisfied, and the locations where this may occur.
6.3.1 Location of Radio Emission
Figs. (6.3), (6.4), & (6.5) show the magnitude of the field strength [G] along each field line and
corresponding local gyrofrequency [Hz] within the closed stellar corona, as a function of radius.
For a dipole the field strength falls off with radius as
B ∝ 1/r3 . (6.12)
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(a) GJ 182 (07) (b) DT Vir (07)
(c) DS Leo (08) (d) GJ 49 (07)
(e) OT Ser (08) (f) CE Boo (08)
Figure 6.3: Each point represents the field strength and corresponding local gyrofrequency of a
field line-element as a function of radius, from the stellar surface. The green points show the loca-
tions within the closed corona where the conditions for the radio instability to form are satisfied;
the black points show the locations where the conditions for the radio instability to form are not
satisfied.
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(a) AD Leo (08) (b) EQ Peg A (06)
(c) EV Lac (07) (d) YZ CMi (08)
(e) V374 Peg (06) (f) EQ Peg B (06)
Figure 6.4: Each point represents the field strength and corresponding local gyrofrequency of a
field line-element as a function of radius, from the stellar surface. The green points show the loca-
tions within the closed corona where the conditions for the radio instability to form are satisfied;
the black points show the locations where the conditions for the radio instability to form are not
satisfied.
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(a) GJ 1156 (08) (b) GJ 1245 B (08)
(c) WX UMa (08) (d) DX Cnc (08)
Figure 6.5: Each point represents the field strength and corresponding local gyrofrequency of a
field line-element as a function of radius, from the stellar surface. The green points show the loca-
tions within the closed corona where the conditions for the radio instability to form are satisfied;
the black points show the locations where the conditions for the radio instability to form are not
satisfied.
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The points in black show the extent of the closed corona out to r = 1.2R? above the stellar
surface (with 0 being the stellar surface). The points in green depict regions within the closed
corona where the ECM instability condition is satisfied. These regions are located close to the
stellar surface at r ≤ 0.2R? above the surface. From Figs. (6.3), (6.4) & (6.5) it is evident that all
of the stars in our sample of M dwarfs meet the basic requirement of ECM emission and as such
may be susceptible to the cyclotron instability. Within our sample there is a wide range of field
strengths present on each star. The early- and some late-M dwarfs have the lowest of these field
strength values e.g., 500G or less, and, as such, their corresponding local gyrofrequency is lower
e.g., <1 GHz. The mid- and 1 late-M dwarf have field strength values of ≈ 1 - 4 kG, with local
gyrofrequency between 1 and 10 GHz. There are regions on the plots that appear to show some
overlapping; however, this is due to each point representing a line element and as the corona is
made up of many line elements, this causes an apparent overlap.
In Chapter (3) I demonstrated that the maximum density of the corona did not drop off with
radius. Therefore, in order for gyrofrequency to be greater than the plasma frequency, much higher
field strengths are required. These higher field strengths are located near the stellar surface. This
is in accordance with the results found in Figs. (6.3), (6.4), & (6.5). However, there are regions on
the plots where there is an overlap of both black and green points. This suggests that even close
to the stellar surface where the field strength is higher, there are still regions that do not satisfy the
ECM instability condition (Eqn. (6.10)).
6.3.2 Rotational Modulation of Radio Emission
Now that we have established where the radio instability is likely to form within the corona, we
look at the possible rotational modulation of the radio emission during a rotation of the star as
shown in Figs. ((6.6), (6.7), (6.8), (6.9) & (6.10)).
The magnetic topology of a star may not be constant from year to year. We examine the radio
light-curves produced by the same star during two sets of observations of the magnetic field. In
the case of DT Vir (Fig. (6.6b) & (6.6c)) the range of field strengths within the corona changes
over a year. The increase in field strengths may allow for more of the corona (close to the stellar
surface) to satisfy the ECM condition which alters the radio light-curve. This is also evident on
EV Lac (Fig. (6.8d) & (6.8e)) and GJ 1156 (Fig. (6.10a) & (6.10b)).
The magnetic topology between the stars differs from the early- to the late-M dwarfs. Com-
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(a) GJ 182 (07)
(b) DT Vir (07) (c) DT Vir (08)
(d) DS Leo Vir (07) (e) DS Leo Vir (08)
Figure 6.6: Each point represents the field strength and corresponding local gyrofrequency of a
field line-element visible at each stellar rotation phase. The black points represent the frequency
of each field element that does not satisfy the radio instability condition. The green points depict
the frequency of each field element that does satisfy the radio instability condition.
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(a) GJ 49 (07)
(b) OT Ser (08)
(c) CE Boo (08)
Figure 6.7: Each point represents the field strength and corresponding local gyrofrequency of a
field line-element visible at each stellar rotation phase. The black points represent the frequency
of each field element that does not satisfy the radio instability condition. The green points depict
the frequency of each field element that does satisfy the radio instability condition.
paring DT Vir with EQ Peg A, which both have the same stellar inclination axis, a similar stellar
rotation axis and a similar range of field strengths with the corona. DT Vir has a quadrupole field
structure and corresponding radio light curves (Figs. (6.6b), (6.6c)) with lots of structure. EQ Peg
A, on the other hand, has a strong dipole structure and shows a smoother sinusoidal curve in Fig.
(6.8c). This difference would be expected as less structure in the field configuration would create
less structure in the light-curve.
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(a) AD Leo (07) (b) AD Leo (08)
(c) EQ Peg A (06)
(d) EV Lac (06) (e) EV Lac (07)
Figure 6.8: Each point represents the field strength and corresponding local gyrofrequency of a
field line-element visible at each stellar rotation phase. The black points represent the frequency
of each field element that does not satisfy the radio instability condition. The green points depict
the frequency of each field element that does satisfy the radio instability condition.
We can explore the different radio light-curves produced with different stellar inclinations
using mid-M dwarfs AD Leo and V374 Peg. For AD Leo with a dipole tilted almost on its side
(i = 20◦) and a magnetic axis only a few degrees apart from its rotation axis, we see only one
hemisphere of the star. The corresponding radio light-curves for AD Leo shown in Figs. (6.8a),
(6.8b) show little structure during a stellar rotation. V374 Peg, with only a slight tilt in its rotation
axis (i = 70◦) also shows a smooth radio light curve (Fig. (6.9c)). As discussed previously, this is
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(a) YZ CMi (07) (b) YZ CMi (08)
(c) V374 Peg (06)
(d) EQ Peg B (06)
Figure 6.9: Each point represents the field strength and corresponding local gyrofrequency of a
field line-element visible at each stellar rotation phase. The black points represent the frequency
of each field element that does not satisfy the radio instability condition. The green points depict
the frequency of each field element that does satisfy the radio instability condition.
to be expected as regions where the ECM condition is satisfied may go in and out of the observer’s
view.
As with our investigation of the rotational modulation of the X-ray emission measure for these
stars (Chapter (3) and (5)), there are many contributing factors to the geometry of the magnetic
field e.g., the magnetic topology, the inclination of the stellar rotation axis, etc. As a result the
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(a) GJ 1156 (07) (b) GJ 1156 (08)
(c) GJ 1245 B (07) (d) GJ 1245 B (08)
(e) WX UMa (07) (f) WX UMa (08)
(g) DX Cnc (07) (h) DX Cnc (08)
Figure 6.10: Each point represents the field strength and corresponding local gyrofrequency of a
field line-element visible at each stellar rotation phase. The black points represent the frequency
of each field element that does not satisfy the radio instability condition. The green points depict
the frequency of each field element that does satisfy the radio instability condition.
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radio light-curves are non-unique and many field structures may give the same radio light curve.
This means that the radio light curves cannot be inverted to give a unique magnetic field structure.
As discussed previously, limitations in the detector’s capabilities constrain the frequencies that are
detected. If observations can only be carried out at very specific frequencies, for example, fre-
quencies greater than 1GHz, then for stars within our sample no radio emission would be detected
on the early- and some of the late-M dwarfs, which all have local gyro frequencies < 1GHz. The
mid-M dwarfs and 1 late-M dwarf WX Uma have stronger field strengths (≈ 1kG) and so their
gyrofrequencies extend into the GHz range suggesting that radio emission could be detected on
these stars.
6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter I have used reconstructed maps of the radial magnetic field at the stellar surface
for 16 early- to late-M dwarfs to extrapolate their 3D coronal magnetic field (using the PFSS
method). I have investigated the ability for these low-mass stars to undergo the electron-cyclotron
maser (ECM) instability, a plausible explanation for radio emission.
I adopt the theory behind Earth’s auroral kilometric radiation. I find the following:
1. All of the stars in the stellar sample satisfy the basic requirement for ECM emission (that
the plasma frequency is less than the electron cyclotron frequency).
2. I find that the electron cyclotron maser instability is able to form within the corona but only
in regions very close to the stellar surface (R ≤ 0.2R?) where the field strengths are highest.
3. I find that both the magnetic topology and the stellar inclination can affect the shape of
the radio light-curve. I predict that the radio light-curves cannot be inverted to produce a unique
magnetic field structure.
4. If ECMI is responsible for the radio emission the predicted frequency at which it may be
emitted would be close to the star’s gyrofrequency, which is dependent on the local field strength.
I find that there is a large range of gyrofrequencies between < 1 and 10 GHz across the stellar
sample. I predict that if only a small fraction of these frequencies are accessible due to limitation
on the detector’s capabilities, this may also affect the shape of the observed light-curve.
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Summary
In this thesis I investigate the magnetic fields of low-mass stars. In particular, I examine the change
in the magnetic topology of M dwarfs across the fully-convective boundary from a weak toroidal
component to a very strong, axisymmetric, poloidal component. I examine the effects this change
has on the coronal properties of open flux (bearing the stellar wind), the X-ray emission, and the
ability for these low-mass stars to generate radio emission. In this chapter I outline and discuss
the most important results from previous chapters.
7.1 The X-ray-Rotation Relation
X-ray emission is a good indicator of magnetic activity throughout the main sequence. Stellar
X-ray luminosity has been shown to correlate with the stellar rotation period and Rossby number.
As the rotation rate increases (and Rossby number decreases) LX/Lbol also increases, until at high
rotation rates, the X-ray luminosity appears to saturate (Micela et al. 1985) at LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3
(Delfosse et al. 1998). This coronal saturation is then followed by a further decline in the X-ray
luminosity at low Rossby numbers < 0.01. This is known as super-saturation and, at spectral type
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M7 (Berger 2006a), drops to a value of LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3.5
To investigate the saturation and super-saturation of the X-ray emission measure at low Rossby
numbers a model for a hydrostatic, isothermal corona was created. It was found that the observed
rise and saturation of the X-ray emission with decreasing Rossby number could be reproduced in
our sample of early- to mid-M dwarfs. Including late-M dwarfs in our sample has also reproduced
the observed further decline of the X-ray emission measure. Unfortunately the sample was limited
to spectral sub-type M6 and as such an investigation into the super-saturation at M7 could not be
conducted.
Zeeman-Doppler Imaging and spectropolarimetric observations provide information on the
structure of the magnetic field on low-mass stars (e.g. Donati et al. 2006, Morin et al. 2008, Morin
et al. 2010). However, the typical area over which the signed magnetic flux cancels is about 12◦,
for a rapidly rotating star with vsin i ≈ 40 km/s. As such, only the net large-scale field is recovered
and little is known about the structure of the field component below this value. This field is referred
to as small-scale field and will contribute towards the surface flux. Complementary information
about the large- and small-scale field can be provided by studies conducted in parallel with ZDI
e.g., the measure of the disc-averaged magnetic field. Reiners & Basri (2009) gather information
on the mean magnetic flux from Stokes I (total intensity) and Stokes V (the fractional degree of
circular polarisation) parameters for a sample of partly-convective and fully-convective M dwarfs.
They find that the fraction of magnetic flux visible in Stokes V is a small percentage of the total
flux measured in Stokes I.
To investigate the effect this small-scale field may have on the structure of the magnetic field
and the subsequent coronal properties, a model was created for this ‘hidden’ field using synthesised
spot distribution maps. By allocating field strengths to these spots, a carpet of low-lying field was
created over the stellar surface and incorporated into the reconstructed maps of the large-scale
radial magnetic field. It was found that the addition of the same small-scale field, where the centre
of the synthesised spot distribution was fixed at a specific value e.g., Bmax to be either ±500G or
±1000G, removes the LX/Prot relation. However, in an alternative approach the small-scale field
was modelled to be a specific percentage of the large-scale field. Based on the results of Reiners &
Basri (2009), the small-scale field was modelled such that the observed large-scale field from the
reconstructed maps contributes only 6% of the total field for partly-convective M dwarfs and 14%
of the total field for fully convective M dwarfs. It was found that scaling the small-scale field to
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the large-scale field recovers the X-ray-rotation relation, albeit with an increase in magnitude due
to an increase in surface flux. This suggests that the small-scale field has the same dependence on
rotation period as the large-scale field.
7.2 Magnetic Field Structure
Being able to model the magnetic field structure is crucial for investigating the relationship be-
tween magnetic topology and activity. Modelling the 3D coronal structure of these stars was
achieved through the potential field-source surface method (PFSS) (Altschuler & Newkirk 1969).
It was found that the stellar coronae of the low-mass stars are compact with the X-ray emission
originating from regions less than 1.5 stellar radii above the stellar surface. The addition of small-
scale field varied the size of the X-ray emitting corona but these variations were very small and,
more than likely, would be unobservable.
In our sample there is a range of magnetic topologies, evolving from a strong toroidal compo-
nent for stars above the fully-convective boundary through to a very strong, axisymmetric, poloidal
component just below the fully-convective boundary. This dispersion in the surface magnetic
topologies within our sample could be reason for the spread in the values of the rotational mod-
ulation of the X-ray emission, which shows no trend with Rossby number. This suggests that the
X-ray rotational modulation is not a good indicator of the field structure. In addition to the change
in magnetic topology and range of stellar inclinations of the rotation axis, it was found that there
is a variation in the tilt of the magnetic axis βmag, between the stars in the sample.
7.3 The Dipole Component and the Open Flux
Magnetic activity is not confined to closed regions of the magnetic field. The open regions play
a crucial role in the rotational evolution through the formation of stellar winds which carry away
angular momentum, during the stellar lifetime. Understanding the angular momentum loss is
particularly important when investigating the effect of stellar winds on exoplanetary systems. Ac-
cording to a Weber-Davis model (Weber & Davis 1967) the angular momentum loss rate scales
as the square of the open flux. It is found that both the strength and the topology of the magnetic
field may influence the angular momentum loss. The model used to create the extrapolated 3D
coronal structure gives a prediction for the minimum open flux. It is found that M dwarfs with
more dipolar magnetic field structures e.g., the mid-M dwarfs, have more open flux. If a Weber-
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Davis model of angular momentum loss, due to the stellar wind was assumed, this would indicate
that the spin down time for mid-M dwarfs is shorter than that of the early-M dwarfs, and that the
stars would follow a mass dependent rotational braking law relation (e.g., Scholz et al. (2011)).
This result would be in accordance with the recent Kepler observations and the work of McQuillan
et al. (2013) who find many slowly rotating M dwarfs, with rotation period increasing for lower
masses. However, we lack an appropriate stellar wind model which would allow us to make any
definite predictions about the angular momentum loss rate and spin down time.
The investigation of the distribution of power across the magnetic field suggests that the low
l and m modes are dominant. This is further emphasised by the polar field strength of the dipole
component becoming more prominent at lower Rossby number. However, despite the dominance
of the dipole component, investigation of the open regions of the magnetic field revealed that the
magnitude of the open flux is significantly less than it would be had all the surface flux been
contained in a pure dipole. This suggests that the contribution of the higher modes must reduce
the open flux.
The investigation of the open flux for the late-M dwarfs reveals that, as with lower values for
the X-ray emission measure, the magnitude of the open flux is less than that of the mid-M dwarfs
by at least an order of magnitude. The lower magnitude of open flux implies a lower angular
momentum loss and, as a result, the spin down time may be longer. Interestingly these stars have
the same position on the mass-rotation diagram of Morin et al. (2010). This suggests that the
late-M dwarfs may be older than the mid-M dwarfs of similar rotation period.
With the addition of the small-scale field, in proportion to the large-scale field, the magnitude
of the open flux does not vary greatly. In most cases this variation is less than 20% either way. This
suggests that the angular momentum loss and spin down time for a star may not be significantly
affected by the small-scale flux.
7.4 The ECM Instability
Unlike the declining X-ray emission, radio emission appears to be increase for low-mass stars and
ultra-cool dwarfs. This peculiar behaviour is not yet fully-understood; however, radio observations
may provide a tool for measuring the local magnetic field strength of a star. Currently, the electron-
cyclotron maser (ECM) instability is thought to be the driving force of the circularly polarised
radio bursts found on various ultra-cool dwarfs (Hallinan et al. 2008, Route & Wolszczan 2012).
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This would provide measurements for the magnetic field through the local gyrofrequency.
To investigate the departure of the radio emission from the LX-LR relation, a model was created
based on the theory of Earth’s auroral kilometric radiation (AKR). It was found that all the M
dwarfs in the sample were able to satisfy the basic requirement for ECM i.e., that the plasma
frequency is less than the electron cyclotron frequency. However, this condition was only satisfied
closed to the stellar surface where the magnetic field strength was at its highest. It has been
suggested that instrumental limitations may be the reason for radio emission being detected on
some ultra-cool dwarfs but not on others. It was found that for the majority of stars in our sample,
the local gyrofrequency occurred below the GHz range.
7.5 Final Remarks
This thesis has shown the importance of low-mass stars in the study of magnetic fields. M dwarfs
provide a unique opportunity to investigate the dependence of coronal properties on the magnetic
dynamo operating within stars. The change in internal structure within these stars presents an
interesting discussion as the deeper convective zones and variety of rotation rates means the mag-
netic dynamo can be studied in non-solar regimes. Further observations of the magnetic topology
of low-mass stars, especially late-M, L and T dwarfs may help provide insight into the super-
saturation of the X-ray emission at low Rossby numbers and the departure of the radio emission
for the well-established LX-LR relation.
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